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his foctis Ldilion is the first in a new annual
series of Ren/ Esfnlr' /ssx6 that will present,

each August, high quality articles devoted to a
particular topic, as selected by the Editorial Board.
In the April edition of the journal, I indicated that
the August issue vvould represent an expansion of
REl from two to three editions annually. I believe
increasing the publishing frequencv of RE/ provides
an important outlet for authors (the majority of
whom are CREs-Counselors of Real Estate) along
with sen ing as a resource of important information
for members of The Counselors of Real Estate and
the general readership.
The first Focus Editittrt features "Capital Formation in Real Estate," a topic that is most relevant in
the current real estate environment. It also serves as
a follow-up to The Counselors' High Level Conference held in July on the same subject. "Capital Formation..." apparently is of great interest to authors,
since the large number of high-quality submissions
we received enabled us to publish an entire edition
on the subiect.
Such interest in the capital markets for real estate should not be surprising when we consider the
tremendous changes that have occurred in this area
during the past fer4'vears. The virtual demise of
thrift institutions as an important source of capital
for both residential and nonresidential real eslate,
the greatly increased role of the secondary market
orSanizations (FNMA and FHLMC), the securitization of residential mortgages, the participation of
Wall Street, the hugh growth of REITs and the increasing interest of pension funds in real estate are
but a few of these current trends.
We strive to make each issue of RE1 relevant to
the needs of our readers. I think you will agree that
this first Focus Edilitm zeroes in on a topic of vital
interest. Knowledgeable authors, who are leaders
in their fields, hare provided us with the latest and
most incisive insights on market efficiency, REITs,
pension fund investment in real estate, portfolio
disposition, commercial mortgage securitization
and the role of the Federal Reserve.
We welcome your comments on Real Estate lssres, along with your suggestions for future topics.

7k/4

Halbert C. Smith, CRE
Editor in chief

to meet the expressed needs of investors, including increased control (e.g., through corporate
Bovernance provisions and increased ability to
terminate management), lower and more
incentive-oriented fee structures and more
clearly articulated strategies. [n addition, the
non-profit industry effort to effect a secondary
market for existing pooled fund units (known as
the Clearinghouse) is officially organized and
poised to begin transactions.
Nerd Strategic Investment Directions
The first strategy for pension fund participation
in real estate is the traditional core portfolio, the

strategv used bv most pension funds to build
their real estate portfolios. The core portfolio
strategy is characterized bv a focus on wellleased buildings generating stable operating income. Propertv tvpes include office, retail, industrial and, more recently, apartments. National
geographic diversification is sought to avoid
property concentrations in markets subject to
similar economic changes.

As the traditional core strategy began to lose
appeal for both portfolio and market reasons, a
second strategy emerged-"niche" investing.
This strategy is characterized by verv specialized
real estate-related investments which are also
very diverse. As pension funds added a noncore component to their strategy, the focus
shifted to market niches where risk-adjusted returns appeared to be more attractive and there
was not an overabundance of capital from a multiplicitv of sources. Niche strategv property
types include agricultural land, timberland, undeveloped land, fast food franchise restaurants
and single-family residential development.
The third investment strategy is opportunistic investint. This strategy seeks to earn higher (in
some instances, substantially higher) rates of return and encompasses a broad range of acquisition targets. Attributes of this strategy include
bulk portfolio purchases of performing and nonperforming loans and real-estate-owned (REO)

from financial institutions; single-asset purchases from distressed sellers; acquisition of out-

of-favor property types, i.e., office buildings; and
acquisition of real estate companies. By pension
fund standards, holding periods are expected to
be relatirrly short and returns are proiected to be
in excess of 20%.

and too little profit was realized. This new wave

of opportunistic investing brought forth a new
group of pooled fund sponsors/advisors (or partners). Wall Street firms (Zett,Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley) are active players
who are investing meaningful amounts of their
own capital. This has struck a positive chord for
pension investors seeking better alignment of interest between themselves and pooled fund
sPonsors.

Conclusion
As we progress through 1994, the pall over the
real estate marketplace appears to be lifting.
Capital from pension investors and nontraditional capital sources, such as the public debt
and equitv markets, is beginning to revive the
dormant real estate investment marketplace of
the past four years. While, like the economy, the
real estate market will continue to have an underlying cvclical nature, the increased diversification of capital sources and improved public
and private investment structures for real estate
should bring a degree of maturation to the investment marketplace which will benefit all inrestors
going forward.

From a pension investment perspective, increased investor emphasis on current yield (as
opposed to speculative value increases), accompanied by improved inr€stment structures allor.ring for greater control and liquidity, make this an
ideal time for investors to consider the deploy-

ment of their real estate allocations. Property
types in selected areas, including apartments, industrial and certain retail formats, are generating
attractive current cash vields with the prospect of
value increases over the next several years. For
the more opportunistic investor, office properties, primarily in suburban locations, also may be
attractive.

As a note of caution, perhaps the only thing we
can be certain about regarding the future is that
it will not be an exact replica of the past. Therefore, it is important to remain vigilant regarding
the impacts of new capital sources and hvest-

ment structures on the performance of the real
will be particularly im,
portant as new construction begins to mitigate
the potential for another boom-bust rycle mirroring, in severity, that of the early 1990s.
estate marketplace. This

Which strategy is attracting the most capital today? Clearly the favorite is the opportunistic
strategy. The appeal of high returns and realized
profits is very strong. Traditional strategies were
not designed to deliver above-market returns
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Pension Fund Participation
In Real Estate Capital
Formation
by Barbara R. Cambon, CRE
For the last decade, pension funds were vien'ed
as an important and growing source of real estate capital. However, over the last several years,
when the traditional sources of caPital were

withdrawing from the market, pension funds
did not fill the capital gap h a meaningful way.
Now that it appears the real estate market has hit
bottom, how will pension funds participate in
the market recovery? This article provides a review of the investment marketplace from a pension investment perspective and explores three
ma,or stratetic investment directions currently
being considered bv pension funds.
The Investment Marketplace

After a virtual u'ithdralral of capital from real
estate markets for several years and the lack of
transaction activity, real estate in\estment markets are selectively springing to life in 1994. The
economic activity required to absorb excess
space is rebounding in some areas of the country
with the outlook continuhg to be diverse depending upon the economic region and proPerty
type under consideration. In addition, the real
estate investment marketplace continues to
evolve characterized bv new sources of capital
and investment structures.
lnvestor activitv indeed has begun to resurface,
fueled by a variety of new capital sources. While
the capital binge of the 1980s involved a number
of parties, including commercial banks, S&Ls,
insurance companies and foreign investors
(along with pension funds), the newest sources
of capital emanate from Wall Street. Following its
significant repricing over the Past four years, the
recognition that real estate provides comPetitive
current income returns comPared to other financial assets (without the more speculative reliance
on value growth to produce returns) is drivhg
this trend.
Real estate investment trusts (REITs) hare proliferated. The market capitalization of this Public
market sector grew by $9.1 billion in 1993 to a
total of $34.6 billion for equity REITs, an increase
of 36% in iust one year. Significantly, many of
these real estate IPOS (initial public offerings)

48

represent premier real estate operating companies turning from pri'r,ate debt sources to the
relatively cheap public equitv markets to recaPitalize their firms. Capital has flowed to this sector primarily from vield-driven, fixed-income
investors, which mav cause this sector to falter in
the face of higher interest rates. The consensus
view howevet seems to be that well-managed
companies will endure and prosper if they have
solid growth prospects in property se8ments
where economies of scale may be exploited (e.g.,
apartments and regional malls). On a related
note, capital-rich REITs recently have been accused of o\€rheating some local proPerty investment marketplaces, specifically for apartments
and regional malls. For example, apartment capitalization rates fell 50 to 100 basis points or more
in sought-after locations.
Wall Street also has entered into the vacuum for
issuance of mortgage debt created by the withdrawal of financial institutions from their traditional real estate lending role. Mortgage brokers
are finding new life through conduit arranp;ements with Wall Street capital sources to oriSinate loans which are packaged and sold as
commercial mortgage-backed securities. This
trend was jump-started by the RTC's pioneering
effort in pooling and packaging loans for sale as
it worked out the problem portfolios of the nation's failed lending institutions. This activity,
coupled with the re-emergence of insurance
company lending for smaller-valued properties,

has provided breathing room for property
owners looking to refinance debt, albeit under
more conservative underwritint terms.
Pension Fund Activity
Pension funds also are exhibiting increased interest in the real estate marketplace. Preferences for
investment strategies and structures have been

articulated and absorbed bv the manager community with resulting changes in how hvestment activity will be conducted in the future.
Large separate account investors have hammered
down fee structures and re-entered the market
selectively, enjoying the discretion that significant capital wields. For other investors, a next
teneration of pooled fund products is emerging
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The Washington REIT Strategy:
Financing, Investment and
Management
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Securitized Portfolio Management
Master/Special Interaction

A Case Study
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The Washington Real Estate Investment Trust
(WRIT) provides a unique opportunity to study
strategy. Frank Kahn, the CEO of WRII not only
has created a successful REIT u,hich has
consistently outperformed other REITs for
decades, but he has formulated a strategv which
is consistent with academic research. This article
attempts to document WRIT's strategv and
evaluate it in terms of currentlv acceptable
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The Long View-A Perspective on
The REIT Market
John McMahan, CRE

Along with a history of REITs, a review of its
characteristics and whv it is an attractive
investment vehicle, the author enlists his
background as a real estate counselor and investor
to predict what the future might hold for real
estate securitization.

5
The Big Switch:
Public Capital Replaces Private
Debt

fa!i

Creating a More Efficient
Real Estate Capital Market

Copyright Hantord/Healy Agset Management Compsny

Ivan Faggen, CRE, and Craig J. Faggen
The real estate capital market in 1994 is very
different from what it was at the beginning of this
decade. The authors present an overview of where
capital markets are headed and why today's use of
debt and equity securitization is a more efficient
way to decrease the cost of capital to the industry.
From less than $5 billion in 1991, commercial
mortgage-backed securities increased to $17 billion
at the end of 1993.

As part of the evaluation process, the portfolio

19

With interest rates so lor.r, and the demand to
securitize real estate so high, 1994 is sure to be a

The Disposition Market for
Large Portfolios

tv

atury
Co.E

$ing Ev.nf

15

Michael L. Evans, CRE

record vear for securitizing private real estate
debt, eclipsing the $15 billion total of 1993. The
article explains how activity u'ill spring from four
areas: banks and insurance companies securitizing
mortgage portfolios; corporations and institutions
placing real estate into shared appreciation
entities; private owners placing one or more
properties into CMOs, REMICs or private
placement entities; and the simultaneous
securitization of equity and debt ownership.

s{!v

R.po.lino h,a(it

should be disected and reconstructed so the assetspecific risks or issues mav be considered in the
context of the portfolio.
The analvsis should include an evaluation of
portfolio attributes (e.g. Weighted Average Coupon
[WAC], Weighted A\€rage Maturity [WAM], Debt
Service Coverage Ratio IDSCR], Loan-to-Value ratio
[LIV], etc), the identification and analvsis of assets
with high risk profiles, the handicapping of individual assets. Also employed, if and when needed,
is the development of a loan loss adjusted cash flow
for the portfolio, propertv/size analvsis, real estate
market analysis and the examination of altemative
risk management and mitigation strategies.

A focused and methodical analysis is an absolute requirement for three (3) primary reasons (and
audiences):

A.

To achiel'e most favorable consideration by the

Brian Furlong

rating agencies which translate

This article explores hou, commercial mortgagebacked securitization, bulk sales, auctions and
equity REIT formations have been used to bring
new liquidity to the real estate investment
markets. The author provides an analysis of r+'hen
it is better to use the various strategies to dispose
of commercial real estate or mortgage assets

execution;

to

optimal

B. To facilitate the in\€stment review by

prospective first loss investors; and
C. To create a solid foundation for the development
and implementation of portfolio management
(servicing strategies).

By involving the entity(ies) that ultimately will
perform the ongoing servicing in the portfolio underwriting, a significantly better understanding of
the asset's composition will result which eventuallv
will effect a more efficient trade.

NOTES

l.

Zuckerman, I\'lichael and Thomas D Keams, Capital Sources lor
Rcal Eslale. Boston, MA:, Warren, Gorham and Lamont, 19E4,
p.1.

2. Excerpted from paSe I of'The

Rde

4 tle

Mongase

funkfi in

tlY,

Origination, U deturiling and Seruicing ol Com ercial Mortgage
Lmns ftn lfu Instilulio al lfi,$lmenl Communiry," a report issued
iointly b), the Califomia Mortgage Bankers Ass(riation and lnstititional Real Estate, Inc., 1994.
3. Ibid.

portfolios.
Emerging Trends in Commercial Mortgage Securitization

47

Figure

1

Securitized Portfolio Management
Master/Special Interaction

25

39

The Creative Destruction of
Real Estate Capital Markets

Recapitalizing a Real Estate
Company When Real Estate is
Out of Favor-A Case Study

H. McCo,v, CRE
Arising out of the destruction of real estate caPital
Bowen

Securitl2ed Porfolio

markets over the last four years are new market
forms that mav reduce the cost of real estate
capital, if industry practitioners can solve some
ongoing problems. The article cites real estate
funding as related to commercial banks, insurance
companies and Wall Street.

Perlorming Loans
Masler Servicer

Christopher

J.

Whvman, CRE

The author recounts what was involved in
refinancing a w.holly owned United States real
estate subsidiarv of a United Kingdom pension
fund at a time when investment funds were at low
ebb h the U.S. Included are detailed listings of
primary debt market alternatives which were
considered relative to the need for a guarantee
and indicative cost comparisons across markets.

Transtor lo Speclal Se,vlce,
al 9GOay Oellhquency

29
Loan Besolution

Portfolio Disposition Strategies:
The Institutional Decision of the

Emerging Tiends in Commercial
Mortgage Securitization

Decade

John l. Healy, Jr, CRE, Patricia R. Healv and
Eric R. Lindner

Michael P Buckley, CRE
Reatructure lo
Perfo.ming

Foreclose and Sale

Olscounted Pay-oll
and Olher Resolution

Copyrlght Hantord/Healy Asset Manag€menl Company

market dynamics, and basic real estate supply and
demand issues, portfolio mortgage management
must be skilled and positioned to act on, rather
than react to, changed or changing circumstances.

Current convention suggests that servichg is
bifurcated between a traditional nnster senticer and
a special senicer. The master servicer has been responsible for the day-to-day servicing of the performing pool, while the special servicer has been
responsible for asset-specific management, on a
stand-by basis. This occurs when a loan becomes
nonperforming and/or when other asset-specific issues occur which could adversely impact the security's performance.
The role and responsibility of the special servicer historically have been viewed as being reactive to asset-specific events. Given the nature of the
underlying collateral, a reactive role may put the
special servicer and the security! performance at
risk. As may be expected, there can be a long time
between the event and the efficient transfer of responsibility (master to special). The dual structure
does not provide an environment which promotes
proactive management. The structural flaw inherent
46

within this approach has been apparent in some of
the early RTC seorities. In theory it works; in practice

it falls short.

The security, its investors and the market are
much better served by a structure which encourages proactive involvement by the servicers in anticipating and having in place strategies which
address portfolio management requirements. To illustrate this point, the following figures detail two
simplistic special servicer-master servicer relations.
Figure 1is an illustration of the classic relationship
wherein the activities are clearly bifurcated and mechanical; Figure 2 is an example of a relationship
which requires integrated and proactive involvement. [n addition, the role of the special servicer is
to be the guardian of the first loss or "8" piece
position. These two roles are complementarv and
should reflect aligned economic interests for all
investors.
Conclusion
The evaluation, presentation and acquisition of a
securitized transaction involving commercial mortgages require a thoughtful and well-supported
analysis of portfolio and underlying collateral risks.
REAL E'TATE
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Given the magnitude of assets locked up in
current institutional portfolio ownership, the
expected release of large portfolios into capital
markets will require an orderly, segmented and
sequenced delircrv process. The author states his
case and strategy on how to proceed h portfolio
analytics, so the process includes a new emphasis
on clarity in due diligence and produces an
elevated portfolio yield lift over the remainder of

The authors provide authoritative information on
whv in commercial mortgage securitization,
fundamental transaction components are critical to
successful execution, including an organized
collateral pool, methodical and comprehensive due
diligence, a deal structure consistent with ratinS
agencies' criteria, and a well defined strategv and
master/special servicer relationship.

this decade.
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Federal Reserve's Influence on
Real Estate Investments
James E. Gibbons, CRE

The Federal Reserve and its chairman, Alan
Greenspan, have become household words. As the
lead player in curbing inflation, the role of the
Federal Reserve continues to make daily headlines
nationwide, along with fighting crime. In this
article author Jim Cibbons provides the reader
with a provocative explanation of the Fed's role in
the current economy, the structure of the Federal
Reserve Svstem and why it works, along with an
overview on where the economv is headed.

COUNSETOR'S PERSPECTIVE
Pension Fund Participation in
Real Estate Capital Formation
Barbara

Il. Cambon, CRE
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he purpose of this article is to acquaint the
reader with the commercial mortgage securitization market and its role ir capital formation, areas to consider in the transaction process
and the importance of institutional loan servicing.
ln Capital Sources for Renl Estate, March 1994,

authors Michael Zuckerman and Thomas D. Kearns
report that debt securitization began in the earlv
1980s at Salomon Brothers, a major New York investment banking firm.r At that time, Salomon rea[-

EMERGING
TRENDS IN
COMMERCIAL
MORTGAGE
SECI.ruTIZAilON
by John J. Healy, Jr., CRE,
Patricia R. Healy and
Eric R. Lindner

ized that investors were interested in buying
securities backed by a large diversified group of
mortgates on single family homes, as opposed to
directly inresting in individual mortgages. This
progressed to a point where, in the earlv to middle
1980s, collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs)
on residential properties became one of the leading
investment vehicles and profit centers for the investment banking community.
In the 1980s, commercial securitization began in
earnest and involved the aggregation of debt secured by a few large institutional-type office buildings in major U.S. cities. Typically, a bank would
pool the loans and an investment bank would sell
senior participations with the bank holding the junior, or subordinate, participation piece. Singlepurpose hsurance companies were created to provide credit enhancement for debt securities by insuring the repayment of debt in the event of
performance difficulties u'ith the borrower(s). This
avoided reliance on the collateral and focused emphasis on the credit quality of the insurer. Zuckerman also reported that in March 1990, Donaldson
Lulkin Jenrette Inc. considered securitizing the financing of a series of properties for one borrower
without any credit enhancement. This significant
financing for MLC Properties closed in August
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VIEW-A

PERSPECTIVE

ON THE REIT
MARKET
by John McMahan, CRE

cowight
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In the early 1990s, the Resolution Trust Corporation began pursuing debt securitization as a way
lohn l, Healy, h., cRE, is a founding prirciql ol Tl@ Honlo /
Healy Co
ies, a rutiorgl tirfi slrcializing in leal estate
apryisal, co'tsultitig, ftaearch, assel mnrogefietll and ailt'isoru ser:rices. He is also nwnasing ptrfuilnl of Tfu llanfudl
HealylAryoisal, Co slrllitlg, and Rrienrch Con',nias. He
holds profasional daigrution. auarded W the Aryakal Instilule arul The Cotnsclors Real Eslale.
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Historical Perspective
REITs didn't start out to be go-go operating companies with high expectations for future growth in
earnings. The REIT Act of 1960 envisaged a conservative investment vehicle with "pass through" features n'hich u'ould encourage long term investment
in real estate by individual, taxable investors. Less
than half of the REITs operating in the sixties were
self-advised (internally managed; no external advisor) and, even in these cases, management did not
participate extensively in stock oh'nership. There
was little market activitv and not much coverage
from the financial community.
ln the late 1960s, Wall Street began shifting the
emphasis of REIT Initial Public Offerings (lPOs)
from long term equitv investment to short term
mortgage investment, largely in the form of construction loans. Mortgage REITs were the largest
single source of capital funding for the 19V-1975
real estate boom, largely borrowing short and lending long in order to arbitrage the yield curve. This
bubble collapsed in the mid-seventies and REITs
became tarred with a negafive image they have
only recently begun to overcome. Not all of this

Patricia R. Healy is mawging pitrci,€l $ Haxt'ordlllealy LsConlnnv, arrd she is a lice sed rcal .,:late
olCalilor ia. Her acadefiic actitilies itLlude
S16$l leclur$ al the Uni'ersily of Virgi ia a d llu Amoicarl
lnsrilule of Ba kins- Pra,ious de sented as a laculty menfuer
of St. Mary's Cctlegc.
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I7e uas lhe foufider and CEO ol Mcllol/McMahan Real Eslale
N|isors, a S2-2 billioi rcal cslale ittuellnpnl nunager, otd
setued as chairman ol lhe National Associdlion ol Redl Esldte
Im,est ent Adtisors (NAREIM). lvkMaha :./as fcsdenl ol
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n 1993, the public securities markets raised over
billion in new capital for Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). This represented more real
estate capital than was raised by anv other source
in 1993 and three times more than was raised by
REITs during the prior five years combined. Was
1993 an aberration or is this a major first step on the
much heralded road to se'curitized real estate?
What are the implications for institutional investors
regarding asset allocation, manater selection and
governance, and internal staffing? For investment
managers and consultants, does it require a fundamental shift in organizational strateg),?
This article attempts to address these and other
questions about the rapidly chan2Jing world of
REIIs and their role in real estate securitization.
The history of REITs is briefly reviewed, follow'ed
by a discussion on the characteristics of modern
REITs and why some pension fund investors find
them attractive. Finally, we indulge in some crvstal
ball gazing to anticipate what all this means for
institutional investing in the future.l
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Perspective On The REIT Market
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was investor perception-REIT market values had
declined almost 757" from their 1972 highs.
Largely as a result of the i970s debacle, REITs
fortunately missed the real estate boom of the
1980s. In the succeeding collapse of the real estate
markets at the end of the decade, all forms of capital for real estate had evaporated. Developers and
other owners of real estate found themselves with
highly leveraged properties, often built with short
term financing and no source of refinancing. With
interest rates falling and real estate yields rising,
Wall Street saw an opportunity to arbitrage between private and public markets.

The Kimco offering in 1991 was the first sign
that REITs could play a major role in financhg real
estate and, more importantly, real estate operating
companies. During 1991, eight IPOS involving
REITs raised $808 million. A similar number r,'as
completed in 1992, raising $919 million. While this
was a meaningful capital raising activity, particularlv in a capital-starved real estate market, 1993
would prove to be a real turning point. Serenty-five
equity IPOs raised $11.1 billion, compared with 62
issues raishg $3.7 billion over the prior five years.
Excluding placements of less than $50 million, 39
I[Os were completed raising $8.2 billion, approximately 14% of total IPO activity for the year in the
entire securities market.

of the
Virtually all
the IPOs represented real estate operating companies, specializing by property type. The neu,
REITs also were significantly larger-ten equity
REITs had market capitalization of orer $500 mil
Ferhaps more significant, the character

1993 IPOs was dramatically different.

Iion (vs. two at the end of 191) and 40 had capitalization exceeding $200 million (vs. ten in 1991).
Almost two-thirds of new and proposed REITs
were structured as UPREITS. Here the REIT owns
an interest in one or more existing partnerships, an
approach utilized to reduce the tax impact on selling partners.

Most of the 1993 IPOs were self-administered
and, in many cases, management had significant
equity positions, minimizing conflicts and enhancing congruenry with investors. Most of the man-

agement Broups

had spent their

careers

specializing in the particular property type and had

effectivelv worked together as a team for many
years, including at least one full real estate cycle.
At year end 1993, the REIT market reflected
many of the changes occurring at the individual
firm level. Total market capitalization of all REITs
increased to $31.6 billion (equity REITs to $25.6 billion). The 30 largest REITs measured $15.1 billion
vs. $8.6 billion at the beginning of the year REITs,
howevet still made up less than 2% of all privately
held real estate assets.
2

In 1993, REIT shares continued to outperform
the S&P 500 (78.7Vo vs. 10.17c), and dividend yields
were 6.8% at year end, 83 basis points over ten-year
treasuries and more than,l00 basis points over the
dividend yield of the S&P REITs outperformed the
private real estate market

by over

2,000 basis

points.

Institutional investors, primarily real estate mutual funds, provided almost one-half of the capital
raised. As a result of this market activity, liquidity
increased dramaticallv Salomon Brothers estimated
that a $1 million transaction involving 54 out of the
69 REITs they tracked could be consummated in
tno days or less. One percent of the outstanding
shares of half the companies could be traded in the
same period.z
The Modern REIT
Although regulations have loosened considerably
over the years, REITs shll must meet several fairly
stringent rules if thev are to maintain their REIT
status.

!

Have at least 100 shareholders. Five individuals
cannot own more than 507o of the stock (5/50
rule)r.
a Seventy-five percent of assets must be in real estate equity, mortgages, REIT shares or cash.
I Seventy-five percent of income must come from
rents or mortgage interest.
! No more than 30? of operating income can come
from properties held less than 4 years.
r Ninety-five percent of taxable income must be
paid out annually.

As noted, most successful REITs are fully integrated operating companies rather than passive
conduits for investor capital. Most are focused by
property type and by geographical area, although
the latter is changing as larger national firms come
onto the scene. Retail and apartments are the dominant property type, which could account for some
of the performance premium over private pension
fund portfolios where office properties often

thev *'ere achieved at a time when others were not
able to sustain their existing AAA rating.

The Players
The Companv

Benefits Of A Rating
The rating achieved had the following benefits:

The Parent

t
I
r
r

lower interest rates

greater access
money is tight

to the market

The Advisor

greater access to the derivative market

if

desired

a significantly improved market view of the com-

pany and of the pension fund as very secure
businesses.

Successful Issue
Over half of the paper was taken up at a rate on top
of the U.S. Government repurchase agreement
(repo) rate and the remainder was taken up at the
rate commanded bv the very best U.S. corporations.
Effectively, therefore, the first issue was at about

3.68%, resulting in an annualized savings of $5
million in interest pavments.
Swaps, Caps And Collars
Various techniques have b€en developed

to allow
an issuer to hedge exposur,e, including sharp increases in interest rates.
Sa'aps allow companies to convert several years
of a floating rate obligation to a fixed rate by execut-

ing an interest rate swap. During the past five
years, the swap market has grown dramatically
providing substantial liquidity which is enhanced
by a number of mechanisms allowing swap underwriting, swap reversal and swap sale.

Today,

however, successful REIT operating companies often sell at premiums over the underlying yield,
largely in anticipation of growth in earnings
through development, refinancing or restructuring
investments, and a shift in the yield expectations of

and rebate caps (where a company purchases a cap
for a higher upfront premium, but if the one month
cap is below the rebate rate on the rebate date, the
company receives the premium of a conventional
cap back as a rebate).

In terms of organization, all REIG must be

a

corporation or a trust and be managed by a board
of directors or trustees. The majority of truste€s
must be independent of the REIT management. In

fact, any maior conflict of interest is usually penalized through share pricing.
As a pass-throuth vehicle, REITs should be expected to trade on the yield of underlying real es-

tate assets, less a liquidity discount.
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Electricity Supply Pension Scheme
(the second largest pension fund
in Britain)
Goldman Sachs and Company

especially when

Caps are like life insurance policies. A premium
is paid to insure against an event that it is hoped
will not happen. Caps allow the company to enjoy
the low cost of floating rate financing and also to
protect itself against sharp rises in short-term rates.
A cap is a series of calls-the right to buy the
underlyer at the strike price. For example, in early
April 194, the issuer of one month commercial papet al 3.62% for an up front premium of 31 basis
points per year for three years could have purchased a cap at a strike rate of 7% for that period.
Other techniques available include collars (whereby
a company, by giving away some of the upside of
low floating rates, can cheapen its protection
against risint rates), average rate caps, step-up caps

dominate.

Eastern Realty Investment
Corporation, Washington DC.

Recapitalizing A Real Estate Company When Real Estate ls Out Of Favor

il3

I

Commercial hper
In light of its flexibility, the generally held view of
the economv the likelihood of interest rates remaining relatively low and the ability to cap interest rate
rises, the company chose commercial paper as its
refinancing vehicle.

Once the company, particularly it's Parent U.K.
pension fund, had accepted the need for a guarantee and indicated a willingness to provide one,
a number of new alternatives opened up. In examining the alternatives with the Parent guarantee, it soon became obvious that if the Parent
sought and obtained a rating from the relevant
agencies more choices were available and the interest rate also would be lower due to the size
and security offered by the Parent. The advice
given, and taken, was to pursue the rathg diligently and choose the market at the last moment
depending on how each was Performing at the
time.

Rating The Pension Fund
This turned out to be a complicated and time consuming affair made more difficult by the different
national and state laws (in the U.S.) and, h particular, the nature and status of pension funds and
trustees in U.K. laws. After many weeks of late
nights, the U.K. pension fund was given an indicative long term debt rating by Standard & Poors of
AAA. Commercial paper issued by the company
and guaranteed by the pension fund has been rated
A-1+ by S&P and P-1 by Moody's. The pension
fund became the first ever fund outside the U.S.
and only about the third (including the U.S.) to be
rated. These were the highest ratings possible, and

The markets considered were:
Eurobond
U.S. Public
744A
Private Market

Commercial Banks
Commercial Paper

Indicative Cost Comparison Across Markets
(January 20,19941
Assumption: 5 Year Maturity and AAAJAaa Guarantee

Commercial

Paper

Treasury Yield

U.S.

Public

s.05

5.05

20
22

.30
.37

144A
s.05

Private

Bank

Eurobond
Market

s.05

5.05

I t,t

Spread over

5yrT

40-.45
47 -.52

65-.75
65-.75

65-.70
65-.70

.20-.30
.30-.40

Reoffer Yield
5.25

AA
Expenses

5.27
.04-.05

5.30
5.37
.13-.20

5.48
5.55
.1

1-.18

5.75
5.75

.05-.09

.02-.03

.03-.04

21

.21

18

15

.15

6.00
6.00

5.91
5.91

5.49

AII in Cost

AAA
AA

5.52

5.73

5.84

5.1{

5.80

5.91

s.59

Floating Rate
Conversion

AAA

LIBOR +
.22

LIBOR +
.24

I

LIBOR +
.43

LIBOR +
.50

LIBOR +

LIBOR +

LIBOR +

LIBOR +

.tl
.61

.70
.70

LIBOR +

.61

LIBOR +
.19

.67

LIBOR +

LIBOR +
.29

Note: Commercial paper and banl {loating rate cost converted to fixed rate via swap market. All fixed
rates converted to floating rate via swap market.
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Attraction Of REITs 'Ib Pension Investors
Pension funds are increasingly attracted to REITs as
an investment vehicle. Much of this interest is no
doubt related to continuing frustration with the lack
of control and exit options associated with the illiquid private real estate market. For smaller plans,
REITs unquestionably provide an opportunity, not
otherwise available, to invest in real estate on a
diversified basis with reasonable levels of liquidity.
There also is a certain attraction to the Sreater
level of governance provided by the scrutiny of the
public marketplace and the role plaved bv outside
directors. Side-by-side investment by management
establishes a level of goal congruency not found in
the typical investor-manager relationship utilized in
the private marketplace. Some observers maintain

that REITs provide more information to

share-

it is

generally not true with

separate accounts where the level of information is
not onlv greater but customized to investor needs
as well.
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REITs in these studies were small cap stocks, these
conclusions are not surprisinS.

This is not just an academic concern. If REITs
behave more like stocks than real estate, then the
diversification advantage of having real estate in a
multi-asset portfolio is lost or seriously diluted. In
fact, the addition of REIT shares to a multi-asset
portfolio may skew the performance of the portfolio
by overweighing it with small cap stocks.

Wrre is tlc lrrrfll? I believe that we're simply
going to have to wait to find out. Common sense
would indicate that, since the income flows from
REIT operations are exclusively from real estate,
yields over time should perform more like real estate than securities. Perhaps with the increasing
capitalization of the REIT market, future studies
will confirm these intuitive observations.
Future Outlook
Orer the next few months r.t'e can exPect some turmoil in the REIT markets as interest rates increase
and investment bankers (and investors) become
more concerned with earnings quality and realistic
growth scenarios. REITs utilizing floating rate financing will be particularly affected. UPREITs also
can be expected to experience difficulties as they
struggle to develop and implement a growth strategy. There will no doubt be several mergers and
consolidations as REITs seek u'ays to achieve or
maintain a growth pricing premium.
Generally, I expect REIT performance in 1994 to
be good, but nothing like 1993. Fortunately, real
estate values are still lou'enough to continue the
REIT public-private market arbitrage strategy for at
least another vear but these opportunities will become increasingly rare. On the positive side, more
modest performance levels should provide a badly
needed respite. The REIT market certainly does not
need another major letdown like it experienced in
the mid 1970s.
Over the longer term (5-7 years), I expect REITs

One thing is clear-RElTs provide a welcome
relief to the never-ending debate over the use of
appraisals to establish investment value and as a
way to measure investment and manager performance. In fact, there is some evidence that the performance of REIT shares can forecast changes in

(Execution &
??

Other factors that analvsts and investors track
are pay-out ratios (percent of distributable income
that will be paid out as dividends), total debt to
total capitalization (the market doesn't like leverage
exceeding 45%) and the proportion of floating debt
in the capital structure (60% of REIT IPOs in 1993
involred floating rate financing which al'eraged
76.3% of total capitalization).

mingled funds,

Fee

Structuring)

Earnings usuallv are measured in terms of
funds from operations (FOF) which is net income
(GAAP), excluding capital costs, plus depreciation
and amortization. Stock prices are increasinglv
compared to FOF flows, much the same as price/
earnings ratios for non-real estate stocks.

holders. While this may be true in the case of com-

5.30
5.40

5.73
s.73

real estate investors. The demand for REIT shares
also is influenced significantly by dividend spreads
over treasuries (institutional investors) and monev
market funds (retail investors).

to lead the way into a securitized future for real
estate investing. There are simply too many posifive features (e.g. Iiquidity, Sovernance, etc.) for

appraised values.l

investors to avoid allocating at least a portion of
their portfolios to real estate securities. Hopefully,
this will, in time, lead to the same level of investor
confidence enjoyed by the securitv markets.

In allocating assets to a portfolio, a crucial question is whether REITs behave like real estate or securities. (This is an integral Part of the bigger
issue-is real estate an asset class or merelv an
industrial sector? This debate is too lengthy to Pursue here.) Most academic studies, to date, conclude
that REIT retums correlate better with securities,
specifically small cap stocks.s Since most of the

The securitization of real estate has many farreaching implications for current players. For plan
sponsors, it means greater flexibility in establishing
real estate portfolios, both in terms of portfolio
manaSement and in internal staffing to handle the
process. Smaller plans and defined contribution
plans will be able to effectirelv invest in real estate
for the first time.

The Long

View-A

Perspective On The REIT Market

There has been considerable speculation regarding pension funds converting their private market real estate assets into securitized vehicles to
gain liquidity. While this approach has been enhanced by the recent liberalization of the 5/50 rule,
how many plan sponsors are going to want to convert at a time of improving real estate markets, particularlv since, unlike developers with operating
companies, pension plans cannot expect a pricing
premium. Since most pension plans don't need liquiditv to meet their investment goals, I doubt if
many will be willing to take the additional discount
in value. A similar set of circumstances may prove
distasteful for private REITs trying to go public
without a growth strategy premium. It may turn
out to be more advantageous to selUtrade assets to
an existing REIT or an IPO with a growth storv to
tell.

market power and internal staff to successfully implement such programs. For all, REITs and securitization will bring a new dimension to real estate
investing. Like an omelet, it ultimately should be
very tastv but a lot of eggs may be broken in the

Description Of Primary U.S. Debt Market Alternatives
Underwritten
Public Offe ng

Process.

Ceneral Description
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1. This article was originallv presented to lhe lnstitute for Fidtr,try
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Offering

Bank Market

A hybrid market between the
privite and public arenas;
ratings and liquidiw maLe

Historicalhi the preferred

many traditional "public"
in\estors (insurance

market for selling complex
structure. or unusual credits

companies, state funds)
indifferent betlveen
underwritten 144A and public
Eansactions.
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For real estate managers, securitization is a fundamental threat to business as usual. If managers
do not position themselves in some manner to deal

Documentation

with securitization, they will witness the disintermediation of their role in the investment process
and, if not corrected, possiblv organizational ex-

For stronger, well-knorvn
credits the liquiditv of the
market allows for more
attractive pricing than pri\ate

While sensitit'e to credit
ratings and name recognition,
pricin8 can be achiered at a
substantial savings orer the
private market.

Can create same benefits as
funding floating rate by
swapping out early maturities

Can create same benefits as
funding floating rate bv

l

l.

Prospectus

Least dttracti\e pricing, but
higher initial spread cost can

be mitigated through delayed

funding strategt' if arailable.
Does ofler ootential o[
fundin8 on'floating rate basis

swapping out early maturities
Offering Memorandum

2. Underwriting Agreement

2. Purchase Agreement

3. lndenture

3. Indenture

30 y,ears

l5-30 vears

I

tinction. Consultants must also transform their operations and, to some extent, their personnel to
handle more complicated (and interesthg) roles in
the future.

1. Agent's Letter

2. Detailed Loan Agreement
I

\laximum Term

Bank "corporate market"
7-10 years

Institutional market
l5-20 years

Transaction players such as investment bankers,
rating agencies, and accounting and law firms will
no doubt continue to play strong roles. There also
should be considerable growth in the role of both

active and indexed real estate security managers
who manage REITs and other securitized real estate. fb date, these managers have been largely
from security firms, but watch for new firms to
emerge with a strong combination of security and
real estate skills. In the retail area, a large proportion of real estate security advisors will be (or include) real estate mutual funds.

Accountant's Comfort
Letter Required

Yes

Yes

No

Ratings Required

Yes

Yes

No

DTC Preferred

Drc

Tra n

sfer/Settlement

(Depository Trust Company)
Type of Investor

Preferred

Very large investor base

Incrementally lar8er investor

consistin8 of insurance
companies, pension funds,
monev managers, and mufual

bas€ than the Drivate markPt

Increasing crois-section of
mirlet buyers.

public

funds.

Securitization also enhances the move to international real estate investment. Public real estate
companies are well established in many countries
and often dominate real estate activity. Diversifying
a global real estate portfolio at the share level is
infinitely easier to implement than direct investment in fixed assets located in different legal and
cultural environments. This will be particularly
true of rapidly growing real estate markets in
emerSlng economles.

Investor lnvestment
Decision

Public Bond Department

Degree of Inl€stor
Negotiation

None

Regulatory/Registration
Requirements

Issuer and Investor Direct
The market for private project
debt consists primarily of
sophisticated insurance
companies and banks familiar
with credits.

Private Placement or Public
Bond Department

or Bank Credit Committee

None

High

SEC registration of securities

Rule l,l4A provides an

under the Seorities Act of

exemption for resale of
restricted (unretistered)
securities between qualified

SEC Regulation D e\empts

1933 is required.

institutional buyers tQIBs).

Private Placement Departrnent

I

I

retistration for private
placements when certain
conditions regarding the
sophistication level of investors

and the timing of resale are

I

met.

TiminB

As important a force as securitization will be, I
believe it will supplement and not replace the private real estate market. Some investors will continue to prefer investing where they have greater
control and believe thev can achieve excessive returns from an inefficient marketplace. This will be
particularly true for large players who have the

{

Would require substantial
disclosure with respect to the
U.K. pension fund. SEC
review likelv to take 5-tl
we€ks. Might require
restatement of financials for a
5-vear period.

r44A

As SEC 6ling and ratings are
required, accessing the market

As SEC re8lstration is not
required, the market can be
accessed rery quickly. The
credit rating process drives the
timing of a '144A or public
otlenng.

As ratings and SEC
reBistration are not required,
the market can be accessed
quickly. However, negotiating

Enhanced initial distribution

Enhanced inihal distribution

and secondarv trading

Illiquid

and secondarv trading

can take somewhat longer

particularly if the SEC decides
to review the filing.

I

Trading Implication
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Ioan agreement can
time consuming.

Lre

verv

.t1

before the due date. The company visited and interviewed 24 investment advisor companies, pension

r

funds, institutions and other advisers and moved
toward a short list of four investment houses. These
included the adviser who had placed the original
private placement loan.
The Compan/s Requirements
r $105 million

t

lowest possible interest rates

a five year term or less

r

maximum flexibility to prepay early if needed or
desired.

The following forms

of

refinancing l{Cre

considered.

t fter beins starved of

Traditional mortgage. lt became apparent quickly
that this route would not work because the Portfolio valued at about $300 million was likely to be
of insufficient size to provide backing for a large
enough loan without additional securitv. A hotel
was a significant part of the maior asset in this
portfolio, and hotels u'ere stronglv out of favor
with lenders. The portfolio would need to be
considered without the hotel. Debt coverage
nould be on the order of 65%, possibly up to
70%, but without the hotel the portfolio on its
oivn was not large enough to suPPort the loan
required. Some form of guarantee would be
needed in addition to the security of the real
estate. Further reasons for discounting were
likely higher relative interest rate levels and lack
of prepayment flexibility u'ithout penalty.

velopers and properties needed money for improvements. Lenders of all sizes knen' most of their real
estate loans coming due during the vear would be

difficult to collect. Pension funds, which had been

expected to be tlr source of debt and equity capital
in the 90s, mostly sat on the sidelines tending to

THE BIG
SWITCH:
PUBLIC
CAPITAL

Primary Debt Market Alternatives

PROS
Underwritten Public Offering -DeePest market
-Best pricing
-Most liquidity

-

Longest term

REPLACES

CONS

-Level of initial and ongoing
disclosure required
-SEC review likely to be time
consuming

PRIVATE DEBT

-lnvestors view offerings on
take it or leaoe it basis
144A

-Most of the same characteristrcs
as public in terms of term and
pricing with less stringent

disclosure requirements

I

by Michael L. Evans, CRE

as deep or liquid as
public market
-Pricing not quite as favorable

-Market not

-lnvestors view offerings on
takt it or leaue it basis
Eurobond Market

Pricing generally competitive
with U.S. market
-Receptive to the pension fund's
name and story
- Extremely competitive Prichg

-

Traditional Private Placement -Avoid rating and SEC
registration
-Receptive to the pension fund's
name and story
Commercial Bank

Commercial Paper

-

Receptive to noncorporate credits

-

Deep market

-Pricing generally wider

Expect some convenant
negotiations

-Expect some convenant
negotiations

-Aggressive pricing
-Shortest term
flexibility
- Prepayment
required
registration
SEC
-No
40

-$105 million is considered small

-

-Ratings required
-lnterest rate risk (can be

mitigated through swaps)
Refinancing risk

Rrar Esrarr Issurs August

investment for three

I y"ur., alriiost everyone \^'ith a financial stake
I I in real estate was eager for the caPital sPiSot
to be turned back on in Januarv 1993. ToP-tier de-

their own portfolios. If cash-rich pension funds
would not step forward at bargain prices, who
would? The surprising answer was the public
market.

In 1993, debt securitization came of age. [,ast
year's red-hot equitv REIT market demonstrated
that the public market could supply ProPerty
owners with capital, if the Package was priced correctly and structured with approPriate concern for
the investor. Due to a sustained low interest rate
environment, higher-yield securitized pools of commercial real estate debt are proving to be popular
with the fixed-yield investor. Debt pools have the
added benefit of behg able to segregate instruments into various risk categories. The highest
tranches, or pieces, come with a high credit rating
and maybe even a credit enhancement. A "B"
tranche, often called the firstloss piece, carries a
lower credit rating and higher interest rate. The B
tranche typically absorbs all the pools losses from
foreclosure in the pool, allowing the higher AAArated tranche or tranches to sell and trade like a
corporate bond or utility stock. Such bond-like status enables commercial real estate to tap the conservative investor as a capital source.
The flexible bundling of risk also permits a varietv of structures making debt pools viable for a
single building owner, a portfolio of properties, or a
bank or insurance company that owns large mortgage portfolios. In the future, significant borrowers
will be financing their Portfolios through investment banks. The inr€stment bank will structure a
loan, throw it into a Pool with similar riskweighted loans and sell it to the public marketplace
as a real estate-backed debt instrument.
According to Goldman Sachs & Co., $150 billion
in commercial mortgages come due in i994 and the
number increases by $10 billion in each of the following years.r Most of the loans can now be securitized. Goldman Sachs estimates that 20% of the 91
trillion of outstanding commercial mortgages held
by life insurance companies may be securitized by
the end of the decade.
Mi.hacl L, E?tans, CRE, is lhc tdlio ol

divtor of Etttsl &

You gs Real Esrirle $'i,ic.s, San Fratrcixtt,
membo ol The Counxlols ol Real Eslate.
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The industrv is creating a more uniform set of
mortgage instruments n,ith comprehensive, uniform terminologv supported by information svstems. For large commercial borrowers, securitized
debt will be facilitated bv large mortgage banking
firms, investment banks and a select fer.r,insurance
companies. For the small borrower, regional investment banking firms, smaller commercial banks
and, perhaps, full-serve real estate companies will
underwrite new loans.
Either way, the debt securitization phenomenon
that began as a quasi-cooperative venture between
investment banks and the RTC to resolve the S&L
crisis has evolved to become a dvnamic vehicle that
will facilitate an orderlv recapitalization of the industrv Capital is abundant in the U.S. now and
most investors
-conservative or speculative, debt or
equity-crave yields after a few years of essentially
hoarding cash hstruments. Rated real estate debt
securities offer investors the high vield and the security of a credit rating.

With lor.r, interest rates, debt holders not only
can refinance their debt, but also can sell off mucir
of their liability to the public. With interest rates so
lou' and the demand to securitize real estate so
high, 1994 is sure to be a record year for securitizing private real estate debt, eclipsing the 515 billion
total of 1993. The activitv u,ill spring from four
areas: banks and insurance companieslecuritizing
mortgage portfolios; corporations and institutions
placing real estate into shared appreciation entities;
private owners placing one property or several
properties into CMOs (Collateralized Mortgage Obligations), REMICs (Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits), or private placement entities; and
the most exciting scenario, the simultaneous securitization of equity and debt ownership.
REMICS
REMICs, initiated by Congress as part of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, were devised to provide a tax
structure for the treatment of multi-class, mortgagebacked securities and uere instituted to facilitate
transactions in the secondarv mortgage market,
predominantly for single-family residential mortgage loans. At issue was the pass-through status of
the issuer and the tax keatment of the securities.
The REMIC formation ensures that a transaction
will be taxed at the investor level onlv.
The REMIC is an effective vehicle for converting

pools of illiquid real estate mortgages (primarily
residential, to date) into capital market instruments. REMICs provide the opportunity to move
assets off the balance sheet in an efficient manner
by placing mortgage pools into tranches and selling
them as mortgage-backed securities. Current industrv conditions, combined with Wall Street's increased knowledge and expertise with real estate,
6

place REMICs in a position to accommodate asset
classes other than single-family residential mortgages and to sen'ice the need for cash to satisfv

Ffi
I
.l.

he companv, a whollv or,r'ned U.S. real estate
subsidiary of a United Kingdom pension
fund, was created in the mid 1970s and financed mainly by loans from its parent. Subsequently, further loans, all at prevailing U.S. market
rates, were made to enable the company to purchase U.S. real estate investments. In April 1987,
this debt nas refinanced by a private placement at

cuirent debt obligations. REMICs provide major
lending institutions the abilitv to diversify risk in
the capital markets while benefitting from the
spread between short- and long-term interest rates.
Developers and property owners holding morttage
assets have used REMICs as a wav to finance the
buyout of bank and RTC debt at a discount.
REMIC Structure
The REMIC must be collateralized bv a static pool
of loans. These loans are ultimately tiered based
upon mortgage portfolio requirements and pooled
by property type, loan size and common underwriting standards. Once the portfolio reaches a particular sizc', the mortgage pool is securitized
through a REMIC. The primary focus is on the
actual mortgage and the underlying collateral cash
flow, rather than the product itself. Pricing and
structure is based on the evaluation of specific
mortgages, cash flow, from collateral and proiected
performance of mortgages and collateral.

The mortgage pools are placed into tranches
reflecting the risk of the prevailing mortgages. The
investment bank evaluates individual loans and the
overall quality of the portfolio. A mortgage must be
assignable and should be in a first-lien position.
Any participations are likely to make it difficult to
offer for sale a REMIC vehicle, and may be perceived negatively bv the rating agencies. The basic
question due diligence seeks to answer is whether
the qualitv of the underlying real estate collateral
and its reserves are capable of generating sufficient
cash flows to senice the debt.
The REMIC transaction involves detailed levels
of due diligence, standardized accounting practices
and institutional gradrngs and disclosures, which
provide a means to e\aluate competitive investments and ease investor concerns. The REMIC is
easier and less expensive to initiate than other recapitalization transactions such as REITs.
Agency Rntiugs

REMICs are independently rated. Each rating
agencv imposes its individual standards to evaluate

the quality of a mortgage portfolio. A particular
REMIC can be structured with multiple tranches,
each tranche receiving a different rating. Ratings
are determined by debt/equity ratios, cash flow/
debt sen,ice ratios and product type. For example,
the risk associated with a portfolio of commercial or
multi-family mortgages is greater than that of residential real propertv mortgages.

RECAPITALIZING
A REAL ESTATE

COMPANY
WHEN REAL
ESTATE IS OUT
OF FAVOR
A

Case Study

by Christopher J. Whyman, CRE

the then excellent rate of 8-3/8%. The private placement was secured by a portfolio of U.K. government issued gilt edged securities held bv the
pension fund in the U.K. The private placement was
for a period of seven years and had to be refinanced in March 1994.

Market Background In 1993
! The real estate market crash was in its fourth
vear and lending on commercial property was
\€rv scarce and verv difficult.
r Interest rates were dropphg to record lows as
efforts continued to restart the U.S. economy.
r The U.K. pension fund parent wished to be relieved of the loan security provided by the charge
it had given over its gilt portfolio so it could trade
more activelv and reduce its exposure in gilts.
REIT Consideration
The companv actively considered forming a Real
Estate Investment Trust (REIT) and visited a number of Wall Street houses. It became apparent that a
public REIT would be difficult to form as the principle real estate asset was large (valued on its own in
excess of the market lalue of many of the existing
REITs) and the portfolio was diversified both geographically and by product type. The market was
looking for single asset class companies with properties located close to one another. ln addition, the
presence of a hotel in the large mixed-use asset was
a problem since REITs cannot recognize direct hotel
income. As discussions proceeded, the company
management also became aware of a significant
problem in running a REIT composed largely of
office space-the need to distribute 9570 of the income against the market need to fund occasional
Iarge sums of money for tenant improvements as
leases expire. The REIT route was evenhrally dropped.

The Compan/s Search
The company then started early to prepare for
its refinancing task. Work commenced 12 months

ChristoptEr l. l4lhynan, CRE, is l,resident atul chief executi.,e
d Eastet R"altv k&\tmort Corl ratio , Washitgto ,
DC., intclors and ouuers of ilstitutional quality U.S. real
.5talc ot behalf of The Electri.itv Supply Pension klvme of

ofticel

Englarul and Wal$.

Futurc

The need for liquidity has pushed the use of
REMICs to new asset tvpes. Mortgage conduits n'ill
be utilized as a means to originate and refinance
REAL EsrArE

lssucs August
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Federal Reserve policy and implementation clearly
influence real estate and all other economic sectors.

a venture. Value has a global quality;
The sensitivity of real estate to financial markets has been enormously heightened by the explosion h securitization of its debt and equity
interests. Market makers in these securities often
price them to provide expected yields quoted as
various basis point spreads above U.S. Treasury
yields for like maturihes. Thus, changes in items
such as mortgage rates which previously might
have been slow to transpire, now occur almost immediately with capital market fluctuations. While
many government officials, economists and financial analysts have questioned the wisdom of the
Federal Reserve in raising interest rates, no one has
questioned the authority and ability of the Fed to
do so. What is the precedent for the Federal Reserve
to handle its monetary poliry missions? How did it
attain its present prominence? How does it work?
Creation And Missions Of Federal Reserve
As a result of bad depression experiences and
money crises over the nation's early vears, Congress
in 1913 created the Federal Reserve Svstem to be
our central bank with the following missions: to be
a lender of last resort and to promote orderly
growth of our economy. The intent was to prevent
further financial crises resulting from unbalanced
capital flows throughout the country. When created, the system was divided into 12 districts, each
with a reserve bank and all governed bv a seven
member Board of Governors appointed by the President. Governors have 14-year terms and the chairman is appointed to a four-vear term by the
President. The Fed, as it is called, is a completely
independent body with enormous economic clout.
Congress frequently makes noises about restricting
its powers, but so far that has not happened. Federal Reserve formulates and implements our nation's monetary policy, and in the process regulates
capital availabilitv and flows. Though much more
could be said about composition and missions, we
will plunge into the matter of monev and Fed's influence on interest rates, the item of prime importance to real estate people.

Credit Regulation Tools
Money

As counselors we talk about and are involved in
real estate investments. They relate to land, bricks
and mortar, but are, in fact, only one commodity;
money. [n our markets an investment usually combines a substantial portion of debt capital, mortgage and a smaller amount of equitv venture
funds. Like it or not, we are involved in monetary
affairs, and ll€ owe it to our clients to be reasonably informed.
36

/r\ f the 245 REITs identified by the National AsI I sociation of Real Estate lnvestment Trusts
Ll lNenetq for the 20-year period 1972 to l9l,

Money has a cost and a value. The cost is expressed as an interest rate, the cost to hire funds for

it is an ex-

change concept. What can money be exchanged for
in terms of goods, services and other nations' currencies. Since capital cost and value are subject to
continuing market variations, a real estate investment's lalue must fluctuate similarly. Cost, or interest rates, are the products of supply and demand
laws. Demand for funds is created by the ongoing
activities of the general economy. However, supply
is a reasonably controlled factor, and in the United
States the Federal Reserve is l/re regulating agenry
Clearly, variations in supply will cause interest rate

fluctuations with a myriad of impacts throughout
the economy, particularlv in the very interestsensitive arena of real estate investment.
ReserLte

Requiretnent

For Federal Reserve to carry out its missions, ConBave it

the necessarv tools to regulate money
Bress
and credit. There are three separate but interrelated
devices. First, there is the resen e requirement. With
fairly recent legislation, most banks are compelled
to be members of the reserve system, especially
those controlling the bulk of the nationt deposits.
Ont' requirement of membership is to maintain
rvith Fed a reserve account calculated as a percentage of the institution's deposits. There are varying
percentages for different deposit types; we have a
fractional reserve system. Funds in the account are
regarded as sterilized. They cannot be used in the
member bank's business, and they earn no interest.
Fed can vary reserve requirements from time to
time, and by so doing, either makes more loanable
money available to banks or withdraws and steril-

izes additional funds. In recent years, this credit
regulation tool has not been extensively used for
changing capital availability
Discount Rnte
The second tool is the discount rate. A privilege of
Fed membership is the right to borrow from the
central bank. If business is booming and loan de-

mand is intense, banks might be interested in acquiring funds to accommodate its customers. The
interest rate Fed charges its borrowing members is
called the discount rate. Obviously, a low rate has
an expansive effect in that it facilitates lending activity, while a high rate has the opposite effect. Fed
does not give members free and unlimited access to
borrowing. It watches the bankhg svstem carefullv
for signs that institutions might be overexpanding
their lending and thereby promoting inflation. Fed
considers the latter our economy's most dangerous
malady. At present, the discount rate is not the
primarv tool for credit regulation, but it is an effective device used by the reserve system to signal
financial markets about its economic and monetarv
views, particularly on inflation.
Re.ct EsraI-E lssuEs August 7994
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on.ly 15 existed for the entire time.r The average
exchange listed real estate investment trust (REIT)
existed for less than ten years and the portfolio of
REITs had a Z0-year annual compound return of
8.597o; equity REITs had an annual compound return of 9.55%. By contrast, the Washington REIT
(WRIT) had an annual compound rate of return of
15.04%. Why the difference? Why has the WRIT
consistently outperformed other REITs? Frank
Kahn, WRIT's chief executive officeq, says it is because of WRIT's unique and steadfast strategy of
Iow debt, concentration on growth, attention to
management, diversification across property types,
commitment to quality properties and the firm's
commitment to its investorsz.
The research described in this article attempts
to outline the WRIT strategy: financing, investment
and mana8ement. It concentrates on the financing
and investment aspects of strategy, but management and governance issues are identified. The
source data is from annual reports and financial
statements from the WRIT and personal conversations with Frank Kahn, other WRIT officials, and
industry analysts. The purpose of the research is
threefold: to identify the key ingredients in WRITT
strategy, to elaborate these ingredients in terms of
principles and to develop testable implications.

WRIT's Corporate Strategy
Financing

WRIT takes a unique approach to financing real
estate. lt prefers to finance with equity capital and
to issue that capital to noninstitutional investors.
Thus, its conservative management and growth oriented investment policies afford a low cost of equity
capitals. That debt reduces its flexibility to undertake, maintain and control the investment mix.{

by John L. Glascock and
Susan M. Wachter
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Low Debt Policy

Kahn says that a key part of WRIT's strategy is the
maintenance of a low- to-no-debt policy. This seems
contrary to conventional wisdom in real estate investing. First, real estate is considered to be low
risk and thus appropriate for leverage potential,
and second, leverage offers tax shields. Howeve,
WRIT offers answers to these traditional notions.
Real estate is not a sure thing and thus alr.r,ays has
inherent risk not only from the business cycle fluctuations in realty use, but from potential structural
shifts in demand from sources such as office hoteling and space reductions from technological innovations, etc. More importantly, risk comes from the
operating company. The REIT can be, and often is,
organized in a way that affords significant management fees and adverse incentive problems. Also,
there is interest rate and refinancing risk over the
business cycle.
Next, the tax benefits of debt to REIIs are unclear. In a REfI, 957c of the net income is passed
through to the stockholders and not taxed at the
corporate level. Thus, the normal tax benefit at the
corporate level is not available for the REIT
organizational form. Howe and Shillhg (1988) make
a similar argument in their research on REIT capital
strucfure and security offerings.5 Capozza and Lee
(1994) provide an empirical investigation of the debt
benefits to REITs and find no positive association
between debt and REIT value.
Lastly, debt offers a firm the opportunity to
grow too fast. In an expansive market, debt will
allow the firm to concentrate on expansion instead
of operations; a pay as you grow poliry will constrain management to expand slower and accept the
better opportunities. Thus, the lack of debt may
reduce the hubris investment problem. For example, Roll (1986) indicates that management may be
too ophmistic in terms of valuing potential takeover
targets. In the same context, Kahn argues that
firms may be too optimistic about both their internal and external growth potential and that debt
allows them to grow too rapidly-both in terms of
selecting projects that have insufficient retum and
in terms of ability to manage the acquired assets
and their debt.

ln addition to the arguments

made by WRIT's
management, the finance literature also offers rea-

sons for low-to-no-debt poliry Smith and Watts
(1993) find that industries with high growth potential are characterized by low debt, Iow dividend
payout and low dividend yields.6 The general thesis
is that higher growth firms do not want to give extra
value to the bondholders and also do not want restrictions on their ability to achieve the potential higher
returns from growth.T Thus, to the extent that REITs,
such as WRIT, have significant growth opportunities, there is reason to pursue a low-debt poliry.
10

fn he Federal Reserve continues as a /tr-lf news
I item. Everl,day newspapers are filled with
I. fed's latest monetary moves, replete with

Non-lnstitrttional Equ ity
WRIT consistently attempts to avoid institutional
investors. Road shows are seldom undertaken to
educate institutions about WRIT; rather individual
investors or institutions relv on the record. Even
with this lack of institutional investors, WRIT has
succeeded in getting the message out to the public
through investment houses and brokers. WRIT
consistentlv receives buy recommendations from
industry advisorv groups,8

While WRIT consistently has achieved a market
its
for
shares and continues to receive good reviews
from industrv analysts, whv does WRIT not favor
institutional shareholders? Kahn indicates that institutions have a stronger preference for immediate

high yields that would tend to push a REIT into
more speculative investments. This is contrary to
a more conservative steadv long-term growth
oriented approach that is far.'ored by WRIT.
This is potentially in contrast to finance theories
which suggest that large insider holdings and institutional holdings may help monitor management
behavior. For example, Demsetz (1986) argues that
large shareholders who are non-management insiders, help to effectively monitor firm activiry The

implication

is that ownership

FEDERAL
RESERVE'S
INFLUENCE ON
REAL ESTATE

INVESTMENTS

concentration may

lead to increased firm value. This is consistent with
Stulz's (1988) work which suggests that high levels
of insider holdings tend to make effective manage-

ment changes difficult.

by James E. Gibbons, CRE

Investment
WRIT pursues an investment strategy that has two
components: long-term growth potential and niche
selection. The key to a sustained growth policy in
dividend payout and acquisition is to create an increashg cash flow from growth in operating income. WRIT rarely sells a propertye and never for
cash to meet dividends or operating considerations.
Long-tenn Crowth Potential
WRIT attempts to select properties

with growth in

earnings potential. Typically, a new acquisition will
be where WRIT management already has expertise
and some expectation on the improved uses of the

property. Thus, growth appears to be more from
understanding the market niche than from general
market growth already priced by analysts in existint property values. A good example is the acquisition of the office complex at 7700 Leesburg Pike.
This complex had a poor market profile, a lack of
adequate design for movement of office workers
and client traffic (for example, one elevator serving
two wings of a semicircular building), and an undefined market niche. WRIT viewed 7700 Leesburg
as a destabilized property (having an occupancy
rate of iust over 60%1, and thus expected to buy the
property at a price that would allow reasonable
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speculations on what may happen next. TV and
radio news broadcasts cover Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspant reports to Congress and his grilling bv supportive and not so supportive legislators,
including the Banking Committee chair. President
Clinton appears compelled to express mild support
for Fed policies; financial markets reflect fear and
trembling waiting for the next meeting of the Open
Market Committee; developers and mortgage
bankers offer public pronouncements about the effects of higher interest rates on the economy. In the
center of all this excitement is the Fed.
Federal Reserve As Inflation-Fighter
In early February 1994 Federal Reserve lifted the
Fed Funds rate target. Fed opined that while inflation was largely under control, it took the step as a
pre€mptive strike to deter a future surge. A similar
rate hike was made seven weeks later. Whatever the
intent, the results saw an increase in the funds rate

from 3.07o lo 3.5Vc, and, to the surprise of many
including Fed, durhg this interval the U.S. Treasury 30-year bond rate moved up from about 67c to
over 77. and mortgage rates rose more than 1%.
The two Fed moves, advertised as cutting inflation
off at the pass to hold down long-term interest
rates, produced an opposite effect; bond prices fell
sharply and yields soared. lnstead of stabilizing
markets, a distinctly bearish atmosphere emerged.
The results have shown investors as thorougly rattled. What does Fed know about inflation that they
do not?
The negative attitude is so pronounced that it
has spilled over to the equity markets. Real estate
also is experiencing a similar sharp run-up of mortgage interest rates, which if they continue, will have
to impact industry investment performances and
values. Capitalization and discount rates, critical investor considerations, are composite money rates,
and as such are market elements influenced by fluctuating capital availability and cost. New and existing residential sales as well as home building may
slow down. Such adversity can produce widespread repercussion, since these items have been
major props to the recent economic recovery. Thus,

lames E. cibbons, cRE, is diralot ol lantaica Sali,rls Ba k,
NelL' Yo't and Easler Realtu hnest ent Corqration, Washi,r,qton, DC. He uus dircctot ol lhe Manhallan Lile lnsurata.c

Comptrq au.! Ba,krrs Tn$l Company, Ne?J, York, and fu is
Nsl feside l of Tlt Cou,r.clors of Real Eslale.

a

The information in this article was recently presented as
an introduction to the 1994 High Level Confurence on
"CAPITAL: Who Has It, Who Wants It, and Holv Do We
Cet [t?," sponsored by The Counselo$ of Real Estate.

Federal Reserves lnfluence On Re.rl Est.rte Investments
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Certain Realities
Regardless of the disposition strategy decided
upon, an institutional sPonsor must recognize that
investors will price assets based on property level
cash flows and assumed improvements in performance to be obtained under the investor's stewardship. There is no question that value resides in
properties rt'hich benefit from more hands-on propertv and asset management. Investors will perceive
this upside and price assets with that Performance
recovery in mind.
A portfolio-level asset disPosition is a reasonable strategy if the following can be achieved:
r Certaintv and swift resolution of the real estate
portfolio disposition and delivery of cash or securities to the institution in lieu of the real estate
obligation.

r
r

Shorter length of time and lower overall cost
rather than proceeding with individual loan foreclosures, remediation and REO sales.
Swifter resolution of public PercePtion of real estate problems.

While debt capital is not Presently available in
most real estate markets for individual asset Purchases, surprisingly investors in portfolio pool purchases have experience in structuring debt
transactions from a variety of financial sources,
many with lower cost debt including the credit
arms of major agricultural and manufacturing

pressures may vet mount through neu' risk based
capital requirements for the life industrv to mandate portfolio dispositions at a broader scale.

While distressed real estate, such as that held
by the RTC, has been the subject of large scale bulk
sales, securitization and special purpose hybrid
partnerships, the institutional portfolios have stood
apart. Strategies available to financial institutions
have a wide range of impact on eventual sale price
and level-of-effort. The scale of most maior institutional portfolios will require a blend of approaches
to maximize both value and human resources arailable for an orderly disposition process.
Many strategies, particularly the formation of
Real Estate lNestment Trusts, are vehicles to convert the risk profile of the asset pool to a marketable
security. Several institutions will combine portfolios
and create special purpose management teams to
operate the combined portfolios under a REIT or
securitized pool format. As institutions n'ork dotvn
the chain of safe investment, the capital markets
may provide the best opportunity to qualify real
estate investment vield parameters and serve to validate or challenge portfolio hold/sell decisions.

corporations.

While the press has become familiar with the
portfolio asset sale process and the Private investor
base has been educated on potential upside yields,
the market also has established a current range of
values for such portfolio sales *'hich unfortunately
have tended to produce large discounts over book
value. There is recent evidence that prices are migrating upwards. Certainly there is room for investors to expect a wide variety of institutional
investors to offer portfolios of institutional quality
over the next decade.
Financial institutions may have to seek alternatire
disposition for their portfolios of owned real estate,
current commercial mortgage holdings or nonperforming loans. This is due to pressures from
regulatory agencies, public perceptions on corPorate stock prices held down by underperforming
real estate and lackluster real estate demand potentials over the next decade resulting from demographic shifts, global comPetition and corporate
downsizing.

expansion.
Niche Concentration

WRIT officials believe in staying with what they
know. Deals have been offered from Baltimore to
New York, and all have been consistently declined.
Their philosophy is to buy what they understand,
buy with a purpose in mind, buy with expected
growth in revenues from rent increases and square
foot expansions and manage within the focus.
WRIT's niche involves two asPects. First, to remain
primarily in the DC metroPlex, a market essentially
within a one hour drive from the home office. Second, to own and manage what are known in the
industrv as B-grade properties. These ProPerties
are mid-sized and mid-priced, serving primarily
higher scale local and national tenants in non-prime
but select locations and generally in need of quality
manatement for success.
Concentration on known areas of expertise is
supported by research in the management literature. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) argue that succore

foreclosures. However,
RE,ar-
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folios from the market of undiversified REIIs. An
exception is those instances where the market is too
thin to allow efficiency in operating individual real
estate firms for each proPertv type.rt' For example,
in a small town, sales agents tend to sell all types of

property, whereas in larger metropolitan areas,
there is specialization in proPerty types sold or
managed. A second possibility is that the workers,
includhg management, of the firm believe the diversification protects their human capital since
there is less likelihood of a la.voff during downturns. In this case, the market is indifferent, but it
would be expected to reflect such insurance covera8e in the firm's compensation structure.
Operational Mana8ement
WRIT seems to concentrate on three principles: low
overhead, trim staff and direct executive involvement in day-to-day and long-range operations.
Kahn is directly involved in weekly operation decisions and is critically involved in all acquisition,
renovation and disposition decisions. Thus, WRIT
resembles a closely held family business with a
strong key manager structure.

Diwrsity

Testable Implications
While many aspects of WRIT's strategy seem to
involve clearly acceptable concePts, most are not
testable within a finance frame. Questions as to
management concentration on niche markets and
key manager structures are difficult to identify and
empirically test. Additionally, while finance cannot

Atruss Propertq Types

have significant risk-return benefits. For example,
Miles and McCue (1982) found the correlation coefficient between REITs that held office ProPerty

creased real estate ownership including involun-

Thus, in general, we believe there is no reason
to expect that such benefits will accrue to firms that
pursue strategies where inrestors can choose port-

Organization Form And CorPorate Govemance
WRIT asserts that it has a better equity cost of
capital because it reduces agency costs between
stockholders and management by having clear ethical standards and a straight-forward compensation
program for management. For example, management cannot benefit from sales or propertv acquisitions or management fees other than salary and
bonuses from normal operations. While this is an
important issue for strategy and governance, all the
important variables in this area are not identified,
and this area needs further research.

but does not diversify across economic regions.
Property type diversification has been shown to

Many institutions have significantly staffed up

versus REITs that held retail ProPerty was 0.48.
Firstenberg, et al, (198D also found that ProPerty
type was crucial in determining the best trade-off in
constructing an efficient investment frontier However, none of these sfudies demonstrates why investors could not create their own diversified portfolio
of REITs which individually concentrated on single
property types. There is also evidence that economic geographical diversification is useful (see the
works of Hartzell, Heckman and Miles [1986] and
Hartzell, Shulman and Wurtzebach [1987], and Pollakowski, Wachter and Lynford [192] for details).

competencies. Ehrhardt (1994) also artues that
firms should reiect apparent net Present value projects that are not aligned r.r'ith their strategic goals.
He argues that cash estimates and Potential outcomes have higher risk because the firm does not
have experience with such proiects. Thus, there
may be a tendencv to overestimate revenues and
underestimate costs. Both Prahalad and Hamel's
and Ehrhardt's arguments are consistent with
WRIT's philosophy and Roll's thesis (called the
hubris hypothesis) that firms tend to Pay too much
for acquisitions.
WRIT attempts to diversify across ProPerty tyPes,

to handle the management resPonsibilities of in-

34

functional obsolescence. Walls were moved and a
second elevator was installed to allow for more convenient client access. The office complex was stabi
lized as of mid-1993 with 100% occupancy of
existing space achieved by late 1993. There are
plans to expand the rentable area of the building.
Thus, growth has been achieved in three ways:
more tenants for current space, higher rents due to
better services and functional building improvement and more tenants exPected after the

cessful corporations concentrate on

Conclusion

tary ownership through

rents e\€n after renovation of key ProPerty comPonents. The location's plan was for a primary office
complex of small bushess tenants. It was expected
that a reasonable price for the proPerty would allow
the WRIT officials to comPete t'ith good rents in
the small office space market. Additionally, they
put money into the property to remedy the existing

The Washington REIT Strategy: Financing, Investment And Management
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the resulting stock can bc widely held. New
chanp;es in the tax code allow USA pension
funds to directly invest in REITs, as they previ-

not undulv overlap for like-sized asset pools,
same geographic area or building tvpe.

ouslv were prohibited from doing so. This may
expand the buyer pool significantly beyond Wall
Street and pri\ate investors who have recentlv
renewed keen interest in REITs due to the performance spread tx,er treasuries for good operal
ing properties.
The conversion of real estate portfolio to,r
REIT has an advantage beyond liquefying a pool
of assets. The REIT can preserve an existing
management staff; the group is transferred to
the REIT as the self-directing management
entity.
REITs have significant costs for inrplementation including due diligence, reporting requirL'
ments and cost of the initial public offering.

partiallv finance portions of asset pools,
broaden significantly the base of investor

Asset Pooling Criteria
If a bulk sale is to be pursued, pooling assets can
enhance the offering's vitatity by broadening appeal to potential buyers and bv segregating assets

into like-type or defined-use clusters to aid in investment assessments. For exarnple, pools of Real
Estate Owned (REO) and certain performing and
non-performing loans could be groupe'd by geographic area or building tvpe. Multi-family residential has sufficiently different characteristics from
other building types to stand alone and could be
concentrated as a separate asset type.

If a portfolio contains a solid

concentration of
loans to a single entity, a pool of those loans would
allow focused negotiations with the borrower by

the future investor. Sorting the portfolio by geographic area and building type, such as industrial,
multi-family and office, would be the first stepThis would be followed by rank ordering by stability of cash flow and tenancy and by estimates of
capital investments required including upgrades,
deferred maintenance and probable tenant improvement budgets. Certain high qualitv stabilized
assets frequently are deliberately placed in pools to
increase their appeal and smooth out the perfor-

Irrslilriliorrs nbllity to finnnce se//cr's prirclrnsc or to

groups and could produce higher gross sales.
Salabilitv of the portfolio is really a function of

due diligence performed on the portfolio, reasonableness of product mix, credit rating of the
debtors, equity offerings to be sold against the real
estate and the anticipatt'd secondarv market for
specific pieces of the proposed capital structure.

Due to the current rates of return available on
portfolios, it is likely that many monev managers
will seek to enhance the affectile overall yield of
their earlv in\€stments that rtcre purchased at the
top end of the market. This is true whether the
purchaser is acquiring paper secured bv cash flow
streams or an outright purchase of the entire portfolio real estate component.
Assessment Of Portfolio Discount

Pricing of the portfolio must first segregate assets
into buckets depending on the hitial business plan
suggested bv management. Once the assets have
been categorized (product type, geographic location, participation, contractual maturitv date) cash
flows can be projected based on pre-established
and usually acceptable underwriting parameters.
The primary focus used in today's market is derived
investment value as suggested under the RTC manual and a forecasted cash flow stream. A set of
parameters n'ill give comfort to the potential bidder
as to what may be expected should bankruptcies,
foreclosures, litigation, tenant rollovers and other
negative impacts on financial status affect being
able to pay the loan.
Whether using forecasted cash flows or DIV the
next step is to anticipate tranches in the overall capital structure to sell the identified portfolio. Assessing the impact of the portfolio discount is a function
of establishing the asset criteria for each bucket including defined portfolio yield goals of manage-

mance criteria.

ment.

Pricing Factors And Salability
Derived Investment Value (DIV) is the benchmark
value of an asset. The DIV is based on standardized
discount and valuation factors and originallv was
promulgated bv the RTC to assist in an orderlv
disposition of large scale asset pools.

Asset Pool Sizing

There are a series of intangible markehng con,ponents that impact the sale of pooled assets and
are primarily related to the following factors:
Timing arul nnrkcling with regard to other large
pooled asset sales, with the presumption that
announcement, due diligence and sale dates do
32

pricing or return behavior? Ho*' do compensation
of REITs differ from traditional firms?
Summary
The research in this article provides a description of
WRIT's financing, investment and management
strategy and indicates areas for analytically testing
of the key components of WRITs strategy. The effort concentrates on the financing and investment
questions, but indicates that research also is needed
in the areas of management and corporate governance. Kahn indicates that WRIT'." sirccess is due to
its policies of low debt, growth investment, quality
management, diversification across propertv tvpes,
qualitv propertv selection and commitment to its
investors.

Manv of these contentions arL. not directlv testable, bui some of WRIT's tenants of op€ratio; find
support in the management as well as finance literature. Concentration on niche markets is supported

by the work of Prahalad and Hamel

(1990) who

suggest that successful firms pursue areas of core
compentencies and Ehrhardt who (1994) suggests
that firms should concentrate on proiects that support their strategic goals. Research by Howe and

Shilling (1988) and Capozza and Lee (1994) suPports Kahn's argument that debt may not provide
REITs r.r,ith increased value. Thus, many of Kahn's
arguments are supported bv academic theories and
empirical studies.

REITs, with their rarious forms of operating
companies and compensation schemes, offer a rich
data set for studying valuation effects and governance forms. If WRIT is correct, straiBht-forward
compensation schemes for management will be associated with higher equity values for investors.
Additionally, is WRIT right in its approach to raising equity capital?
Overall, this research has provided an overview
of the strategy and operational philosophy of a successful REIT and indicates there is a strong relationship between successful REIT policies and policies
suggested by traditional academic research.
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NOTES
1. lbr detailed analvsis of NAREIT identified

REITS, see Clascock

and Huthes (1991). Also se€ Cvourko and Sie8al (199.1) ior a
description of REff retums from 1962 to lql3.
2. While rve reliew thc Iiterature for supFbrt and contradiction of
the various asr,ects of WRITS strategy, we do not explicitll/
consider direct altematives. This is particularlv imporlant in
the issue of low-b-no-debt fxric_v. What, lor erample, is the
altemative strategy? Should firms pursue a maximum debt F)licv? While *.e b€|ie!" that th6e are important questions, this
research is linrited primariiy to a description of WRIT'S strate8y

and geneml research that erists in the literature as well as
future implied Esearch that ril)uld help determine thc tood'
ness of that strategv

$17 a share in 19)2 $'hich
was 22 times earnings, and Kahn suggests that he has equitv k)

3. lior erample, WRIT issued equity at

invest at a cost of 1.559i. Of couEa this view ol the cost of
capital ignortss the implicit exFected gror^'th component o[ the
total cost of capital. However, Kahn tells us that lhe low cosl of
equit\'funds in terms of dividends helps the firm to achi€\€ the
needed gmwth in earning and therefore stock price. He believes that the successful firm obs€r!,ps an interaction between
the cost r:i funds from ihe equity market demanded in lerms of
dividends and the abilitv of th€ firm to achie\'e thp needed
gn:ruth. Tlle interaction is inrportanl in that loraer dividend
requirements aJford the firm necessarv flfiibilitv to achieln
trs\'th. A lirm that cannot demonstrate growth h ill be further
limited by higher dividend requirements fn)m the market.l- One of Frank Kahns favorite examples is that of oth€r REITS
that le\eraged si8nificantly during the last business real estate
cycle only to find themselves forced to refinancc during high
interest periods. Kahn argues that such inopportune refinancing reduces flexibilit_v in bolh managenrent and investmenl
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Many institutions believe that due to specialized,
intensitje managenrcnt requirenents, the /ez,e/-oFeft'ort for real estate is totally out of scale with
other asset classes, such as stocks, bonds and
agricultural investments.

I
r
I

This article will try to identify key strategies
currently used in toda/s evolutionary and dvnamic
environment and discuss both benefits and roadblocks management may encounter as it strives to
identify the right disposition strategy. Disposition
approaches for sellers of major portfolios, including
real estate collateralized loans and other Real Estate
Owned (REO), can provide opportunities for mana8ement to achieve their exposure reduction goals,
while at the same time provide opportunities for
the buyers to achieve significant returns.

t
r
r

The Yield Issue
Irrespective of disposition alternatives considered
by an institutional owner, the question of portfolio
yield remains. Many have observed that while real
estate may have experienced its first maior period
of volatility in many decades, yields remain at a
significant spread above treasuries, and as a semipassive investment, perhaps real estate ought not
to be given short shrift. Unfortunatelv, financial hstitutions are increasingly judged by mainline core
businesses, such as enterprise lending and corporate finance for banking, rather than real estate investment, much of which $as procured
accidentally through foreclosure.
For life companies, whose principal concern is
with interest spread over treasuries to afford opportunities to fund policy growth, real estate investing
has become an overly concentrated activitv and is
beset by regulatory concerns. Nonetheless, the
yield on disposition is important as portfolio valuations have been pledged specifically against redemptions for poticy holders or other guaranteed

annuity stvle accounts.
Portfolio Sample/Credit Risk Profile
By performing an initial analysis and sampling of
the portfolio's individual loans, an internal ralirs
svstem can be established to identify and stratify the
sample's risk profile. An initial risk profile assessment of the individual mortgages will be determined by analyzhg the critical elements including:
r Pavment history
r Current loan status
Performing, subperforming, non-performing
a Product tvpe
Office, retail, apartment, etc.

r
r
I
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Geographic location

Loan maturity dates
Appraised value
Original (at time of loan origination)
Latest (updated appraisals)

Ffi he United States economv is the most powerI frt i., the world. lts success can be attributed
I to a numbe, of important factors, however,

Current loan-to-ralue ratios (LTV)
Deferred maintenance

Anticipated capital expenditures and tenant
improvements

Environmental constrahts
Cuarantees
Cross-defaults and cross-collateralization issues

Segregating and identifying the risk profile of
each mortgage loan also includes assessing if the

loan will be paid in full at the current maturity
date. If the potential for full payment at maturitv is
uncertain, additional analysis should consider: the
loan may need to be refinanced by the fund or the
likelihood that bankruptcv protection mav be
sought by the borrower, especially in single asset
ownership structures.

These combined factors then will be used to
develop a top-down matrix of characteristics to increase, or mitigate, the risk profile of each indivrdual mortgage. This analvtical format approach has
been applied to mortgage loan analyses currently
ttr recentlv performed for insurance companies and
commercial banks. The risk profile format must be

consistently applied to the portfolio to be recognized as an industrv standard and as an acceptable
approach by capital markets.

CREATING A
MORE
EFFICIENT
REAL ESTAIE
CAPITAL
MARKET

Findings generated from the sample then will
be statistically applied to the remaining loans in the
mortgage portfolio. The sample portfolio will be extrapolated by the adequate credit evaluation coverage from the sample that may be generally applied

lvan Faggen, CRE and
Craig J. Faggen

to the remaining portfolio. Individual loan findings
from the sample and comments will be summa-

rized in the form of a term sheet identifying areas
of concern, possible recommendations that might
be used in dealing with borrowers, junior lenders

and guarantors and other applicable

loan

participants.
Portf

olio Level Evaluation

In conjunction with the individual loan

analvses

outlined in the portfolio sample, findings should be
aggregated to determine the weighted average risk
profile for an initial portfolio level evaluation. By
utilizing the initial methodology, management r,r,ill
be in the best position to make additional stratifications of the portfolio based on specific parameters
(year of maturity, product type, geographic location, performing history, LIVs) and stratifications
preferred by buyers active in capital markets.

1994

Let's contrast the way real estate and corporations obtain capital. At the present time, only a
very small proportion of the capital needs of the
real estate industry are provided by an efficient
marke{>lace where there is sufficient data provided
to all participants to make rational investment decisions. Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) and
debt securitizations are exceptions to this statement, but they only represent a small percentage of
the total capital in the real estate marketplace. Similar to corporations, the value of a property is the
present value of its future cash flow. This valuation
technique has become the most widely used
method in the United States for providhg valuations of income producing property. Real estatet
hard asset designation enhances analysts' ability to
value the property by examining a finite number of
loal Eagen, CRE, is a partno in lle

Los Angeles oflice of
Co., and hc is the rwldtide direttot of lhe
fin1s Real Eslote Sen'ices Croup. Fagge b a rc.ogfii.ed aulhotily nt lhe real .5tate ttdustry. He is a fretlut speak./ at

Arlhur Aniloserr

8

l

leading natio al a d regional confererca, atu) he l@s uritte,t
ttunvaus arlicles lor ifldtlstry publication.. Fagge i! a nember of Tht Counselorc of Real Eslatc.
Croig
eslate
u,as a

Fcggen is cofiplettig a nfislet ol science dcgree it real
al Mas.achusclts Inslilul. of Technologlt. Pra,iously, he

I,

y ior associatc i lht: Real Estalc Capital Mttkzts Croup
at Arthur Arulcrsm L, Co., Irs Angeles, reslxnsible lor REIT
offethgs, sccurifi:Ad debt oflnfigs, lortblio restru.turing a d

Buyer/Investor Characteristics
Investors have multiple financial goals. An institution would be wise to match portfolios against
Rrar Esrarr Issurs August

none are more important than the ability for U.S.
corporations to access capital when needed. In the
U.S., debt and equity issues can be registered with
the Securities and Exchange Commission to create
public ownership. Along with a number of well
respected stock exchanges, corporations can be listed which enable the shareholders to have absolute
liquidity regardhg their investments. In addition,
corporations have access to private market capital
through the issuance of commercial paper and
other similar financial instruments. All of this capital market activity is based upon full disclosure of
historical financial data.
It is widely believed that the value of a stock
share, or some other securiry is equal to the present value of future streams of cash flow discounted at a rate commensurate with the risk
inherent in the proiection. In reality, corporations
do not publicly proiect cash flows, and investors are
ill prepared to make such estimates based upon
obtainable data. What really happens is projections
of cash flow are made based upon extrapolations of
present levels of eamings determined by anticipating how the market will react in the future to the
products of the corporation.

corryrate real Lslale sen'ices.

Creating A More Efficient Real Estate Capital Market
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resene; bonds rated A and higher require 0.3%;
foreclosed property and delinquent commercial
morttages require 15%; and commercial mortgages
in foreclosure, ioint ventures, and limited partnerships require 20%. Reserves for the ten largest assets must be doubled. These requirements ring the
death knell for insurance company joint ventures
on single large projects.

These would include valuations of the underlving

r

t

collateral and a highly structured review of the
potential for gain or loss of revenues from the
collateral as a result of future events. Examples of
the issues that are reviewed by third parties
would include lease rollover risk, tenant qualitv
assessments, general market conditions and the
competitive em,ironment.
The market appreciates the increased liquiditv
that results from securitizing debt. The investment grade pieces trade at small rariables from
competing securities. These tranches are highly
Iiquid. The noninvestment grade tranches appear
to have more liquiditv than the instrument as a
whole loan. An additional advantage of the securitization is the ability to sell rarious denominations of the loan as opposed to selling the whole
loan or a group of whole loans to a single entitv
The concept of securitization opens up or expands markets. Institutional investors are able to
design portfolios that mix and match tranches to
accommodate a desired risk profile. This opens
up a strong new market in the pension industrv
which can now obtain an appropriate percentage
of the portfolio in noninvestment grade tranches
to accommodate their portfolio needs. Life insurance companies will benefit from the previously
mentioned reasons along with a reduction in the
risk based capital requirements for many of these
securities as opposed to whole loans.

A recent ruling bv the U.S. Supreme Court that
Employee Retirement lncome Security Act (ERISA)
rules applv to assets held in insurance comPanv
general accounts also adds to the woes of insurance
companies. Among other things, this means that a
tenant leasing more than 10% of a buildhg owned
by an insurance company becomes "a Party of interest" in that in\estment.
The most obvious way out for insurance companies is the intermediation of their real estate assets through securitization. They can sell off
concentrated holdings and buy back through syndicates onlv securities that hold an A or better rating.
This will create unprecedented demand for commercial real estate svndication and necessitate finding whole new markets for those tranches of real
estate assets no longer deemed suitable for investment bv insurance companies.

Outside of special purpose seParate account
funds, insurance companies are unlikelv to seek
nonconforming real estate loans or investments
while the intermediation process takes form.

Securitization of equity offers manv of the same
benefits as securitization of debt. These include:
r Reduced risk profile

!
r
r
r

Corporate governance

&

Wall Street
The nonconforming commercial real estate assets of
banks and insurance companies thus offer Wall
Street an unprecedented opportunitv. The market
for commercial real estate securitization is relatively
undeveloped to date, with the bulk of the transactions havinB come from the Resolution Trust CorPoration. Wall Street brings a trading mentalitv to real
estate and is, generally, unwilling to commit the
time or resources needed for adequate due diligence and testing procedures. This factor in turn
opens up an opportunity for a new class of real
estate practitioners, most likelv public accounting

professional management

Underwriting of cash flows, but generally without the involvement of rating agencies
Liquidity, to even a greater degree than debt
Expanded market segments to obtain capital.

Conclusion
The creation of greater efficiency in the capital markets for real estate is essential to the success of the
industry. We have just weathered a severe recession

and have lost significant credibility in the marketplace. The use of debt and equitv securitization,
backed by highly professional financial analyses

firms.

and valuations, cannot only regain the credibility
needed for success, but it also can expand the wav
we approach capital markets, reduce the cost of
capital to the industrv and provide an environment
where the various industry players can realize successful and rewarding careers.

18

Wall Street can participate in the commercial
real estate finance process in a number of areas:
REITs. The 5550 billion of commercial real estate assets held by banks and insur.rnce companies

dwarfs the $14 billion that REITs raised in 1993.
REITs are yield-driven instruments. Investors look
for roughly 8% current retum and 12% overall return. The attractiveness of the current return that
REITs offer is vulnerable in the, long term to a rise
in interest rates and the grora,th of more liquid
money market funds. Their appreciation and
RxAt Esr,trr lssuEs August 7994

The Creahve Destruction of Real Estate CaPital Markets

grov"th component is also threatened by competition from other REITs and hvestors bidding up
prices of existing properties.

Although the qualitv of property held by today's REITs is far more attractive than that held in
the last REIT cycle, REITs remain an awkr,"ard vehi-

cle for owning real estate. The tax laws impose a
degree of passivity on REITs that is not appropnate
to real estate ownership and operation. Over their
investment rycle, REITs favor dividend maintenance and grort th over capital replacements and
renewals. They are forced to pay out such a large
percentage of cash flow as dividends that they cannot accumulate reserves for property enhancement.
It is not likely that REITs will be the panacea of the
real estate capital market.
Oytportunity Furds. Opportunity funds have
amassed several billion dollars of buying power
from pension funds and wealthy individuals to
take advantage of anomalies in market valuation in
the wake of the sudden departure of traditional
financial sources from the real estate market. In the
Iast four vears, returns of 30% a year were not
uncommon. But the wholesale dumping of property by the federal govemment and financial institutions is about over, though Japanese banks mav
continue to engaSe in it. Owners are pricing portfolios much tighter and bidders are becoming more
numerous. There is less spread among the bids. A
prospecti\€ bidder can spend hundreds of hours
and several hundred thousand dollars in due diligence, only to come up with a dry hole.

Many opportunity funds add significant value

to properties by applying sound operating techniques and remedying previous neglect. Their
spreads and returns are bound to narrow but the
funds will continue to be a good vehicle for owning
and managing securitized proPerty and inveshng

in the riskier, nonrated

tranches

of real

estate

securities-

Mutual Furtds. Mutual funds have burgeoned as
they chase markets and yields around the world.
Lower-qualitv high-yield monev market mutual
funds have been attracting individually managed
IRA pools, and these funds are an obvious market
for the riskiest layeq, the so-called Z tranche, of
securitized commercial real estate product.

It

appears that Wall Street $'ill
enjoy a unique opportunity to recvcle bank and
insurance company restructured securities, requiring as high as 20? to 30% risk-based reserves, into
assets needing only 0.3% reserves. The recycling
apparatus will be a massire securitization process.
As much cash flow as required will be dedicated to
a top iru€stment tranche, which will be rated A or
better and sold back in pieces to svndicates of
banks and insurance companies. The bottom
Sccuritizatiotl.
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funds are again beginning to push returns on
newly acquired property to levels that current cash
flows cannot support. This "noise" misreads the
current conditions of real estate finance in commercial banks and insurance companies and on Wall
Street. Commercial banks or insurance companies
account for about half of all commercial real estate
loans and investments. Until their real estate holdings conform to the demands of market arbiters
and until new forms of real estate financing have
been created, thev w.ill be essentiallv out of the
market.
Commercial Banks
For banls, the key constraint on funding is not
government rep;ulation but access to the capital
markets. Banks need to obtain fundhg at a cost
that provides a competiti\€ spread on their transactions. The more profitable the spread, the better the
compensation, the better the ability to recruit highpowered managers, and the lower the cost of equitv
capital.
For debt capital, the higher the credit rating a
bank gets from traditional bond rathg agencies
such as Moody's and Standard and Poors, the loner
the cost of debt. And the rating agencies do not like
real estate. Thus, the less real estate (and the less

The possibility
actions

-

of further bank

regulatory

balance sheet derivative securities transactions, requiring banks to meet certain social investment
goals, and acting on several pending large bank

- helps persuade bankers to favor
treasury securities ol'er commercial and industrial

consolidations
loans.

At the same time, more far-sighted bankers are
beginning to imagine n,hat new forms of instruments might be needed to bring them back into real
estate financial markets. A feu,banks are cautiously
reentering the real estate debt market-with 75%
loan to value (ralue figured consert'ativelv) on recourse loans and with corporate-style security covenants, and 50% or less loan to ralue on
nonrecourse loans.
Japanese banks have all the same problems of
capital access, funding, and rating agencies. Only
recentlv has the Japanese banking svstem appeared
prepared to face up to its real estate financial
problems.

aversion to real estate, which serves to augment its
negative impact on stock prices and cost of capital.
Stock and bond analysts have been as instrumental

market accounting on commercial banks.

traded, their common stock is subject to the same
scrutiny.

Wall Street securitv analvsts likewise hare an

as go\ernment agencies in imposing mark-toRisk-based capital rules requiring banks to
carrv an 8% reserr€ a8ainst commercial and industrial loans, while requiring no reserve for U.S. Government bonds, have moved banks out of real
estate and small business loans into go\€rnment
bonds in the past four vears. It costs them virtually
nothing to invest in Treasuries with lola' short-term
interest rates, while it costs them 125 to 150 basis
points to underwrite and reserve against real estate
loans. Their loading up on Treasuries has produced
the second highest bank earnings in history. These
earnings have been crucial in rebuilding bank reserves after real estate writeoffs.
The U.S. Treasury has a keen interest in keeping banks as holders of government debt. Over 20
vears, the marginal buyer of Treasuries has moved
from the Middle East to Japan to U.S. banks.
Should banks start selling Treasuries, the bonds
would have to offer higher interest rates to attract a
new class of marginal buyer It has even been sugSested that if banks start dumping Treasuries, federal regulators may raise the required capital
26
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applying risk-based capital rules to off-

Insurance Companies
lnsurance companies, generally speaking, are confronting the same array of problems as commercial
banks, although two to three years later in the cycle. Thev are less likely to use the capital markets to
fund their loans and investments, but when they do
thev encounter the same rating agencv and markto-market constraints. lf they happen to be publicly

bad real estate), the cheaper the enterprise's funding cost.

ince l99l a market in portfolio dispositions has
been established. To understand the current
market for disposing of large portfolios and to
anticipate future changes, it is important to understand hor,', and $'hy today's market er.olved. This
article discusses the development of the current
marketplace, and r.r,hen and w.hen not to use wrious disposition strategies.

cushion against commercial and industrial loans
from 87c to 70% or 12%.

Insurance companies finance most

of

THE
DISPOSITION

MARKET FOR
LARGE
PORTFOLIOS
by Brian Furlong

their

transactions through the sale of financial products

to consumers. Todafs products produce funding
with fairly short maturities, and the pressure for
investment performance is high. Insurance com-

Today's market developed from the boom market of the 1980s, which gave way to the bust of the
Iate 1980s and earlv 1990s. During the n.orst period
of the national real estate market bust (around
1991), inrestment capital fled the market en masse.
This created a demand r,acuum which, in turn,
created great im'estment opportunity. Manv of today's most prominent methods to dispose of large
portfolios (bulk sales, securitization, auction sales)
developed to induce new forms of capital for investment in a real estate market with more sellers than
buvers.

The Boom Period
At the beginrring of the 1990s, manv major financial
institutions in the United States found themselves
holding an excessive number of commercial real
estate mortgages and equities. These assets $'ere
dropping in value, vet their demand rvas so thin, it
was all but impossible to sell them.
Most of these assets R'ere acquired during the
heady 1980s. That decade began with skv-high interest rates and a shortage of real estate in most
markets. By 1982, interest rates began a long pronounced decline, and a major developnrent boom
was on from coast-to-coast. Bv mid-decade propertv ralues had appreciated greatlv mostlv because
of the drop in interest rates along with a flood of
investment capit.1l, both debt and equity, u'hich entered the markets to pursue the high returns previously experienced.
By mid-decade., new development was outpacing the capacity of the growing economv to fill the
space, and vacancv rates in manv markets reached
post-war highs. Ho*'ever, so many capital sources
were plying the real estate markets in search of
opportunities to place debt and equity that propertv ralues continued to rise even in the fact of too
much vacant space. lnvestment demand had become uncoupled from the underlving propertv mar-

panies are hurting from the movement away from
group retirement plans to individually managed
401(k) IRAs, which tend to invest directlv in mutual
funds.

Fitchs, Bests, and other companies rate the investment quality of hsurance companies for the
consumers of insurance products. Higher ratings
will, in theory, attract more customers. To obtain
higher ratings, the insurance companies must
lighten up on their real estate holdings.

ket conditions. Lenders from

coast-to-coast

scrambled to meet high origination targets bv lending on proiects which they hoped would outperform the dismal general market conditions.

And like banks, insurance companies face riskbased capital requirements, which are imposed by

the National Association of Insurance Commis-

rr Nra,Yorl'.

regulators (see "Real Estate lnvestment bv lnsurance Companies" in the March 1994 issue of Urban
Innd\. U.S. goi,ernment bonds require no capital
Rrar- Esra
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In most markets (and even lonSer in California),
the late 1980s found construction lenders continuing
to originate loans in large volume. Outstanding
construction loan balances continued to swell for a
few years after originations began to decline, since
construction lenders had made multi-year funding
commitments to cover both hard and soft construction costs inclusive of interest during the construction period. Because the construction lenders had
made these multi-year commitments extending into
the early 1990s, they could not scale back their construction loan receivables for some time even after
they realized that manv of their projects were not
feasible.

Many of the banks had been relationship
lenders. These relationships turned out to be for
naught when times got bad, since the loans n'ere
non-recourse. Many borrowers decided they did
not want to support construction loan relationships
which would not be needed until new financing
was feasible.

The Bust
During 1989 and 1990, the extent to which real estate was oversupplied began to be understood by
most domestic lending institutions. The Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC) had been formed, and congressional estimates of the cost to bail out the thrift
industry were reaching hundreds of billions of dollars. The Bank of New England had to be bailed
out b}, taxpayers, and this triggered an audit by the
Office of the Controller of the Currency (OCC) and
others of real estate loans from other major regional
and money center banks. As a result of the OCC
audits, the nen' lending window slammed shut in
early 1989 at all major New England banks. The
audits resulted in stiff penalties in the form of high
reserve requirements tied to bank construction loan
holdings. When the OCC expanded its audits to
banks in the Mid-Atlantic region and elsewhere,
new lending also ceased abruptly in these locations.
The chill was on. In conformance with the new
regulatory pressure, banks which previously had
extended loans for underleased properties without
a permanent loan takeout, began to declare the
loans under default because it was clear that the
market would not support the debt service requirements. Insurance companies noted the deteriorating market conditions and the new conservatism at
banks, and they too drastically reduced their allocations for commercial real estate lending. Credit corporations, which made participating or secondlien
loans, were near the first lines of loss when debt
service coverage and values eroded. They, too,
stopped lending. Foreign banks, which stepped up
their lending at the peak of the market in the late
1980s, realized their big mistake and closed up
shop. All major sources of funds stopped lending
20

\'acuum

t l 7 hen I first went to Wall Street in the early
lA/ rsoor. manv senior corDorate
erecutives stiil
V Y carried wit-h them an ',',t e.sion to debt, an

The loss of liquidity in the debt markets rvas

aversion they had developed during the economic
depression of more than 30 years previous. lndeed,

in rapid

succession,

and a liquidity

resulted.
matched by a loss from real estate equitv sources.
Those who had relied on leverage to support their
acquisitions were out of the game due to the lack of
available loans. Unleveraged investors had no clear
motive for investing, since assets were clearly declining in ralue and most tax benefits to losses had
been eliminated in late 1986. Pension funds tried to
reverse their previous trend of increasing investments in real estate, but this proved impossible
since the fund managers could not find a market
for their properties at the par carrving value of the

funds.

Many owners tried unsuccessfully to market
their properties in the early 1990s. The drop in
achievable market value, below carrying value, o(ten was seen as too great. Many owners who had
explored the markets decided they would prefer
waiting out the real estate bust rather than sell. But
some owners had to sell, including the RTC which
had committed to Congress and the public it would
maintain a certain pace of asset dispositions. The

RTC started out by selling individual morttates
and real estate equity assets. However, they could
not achieve the desired pace of dispositions using
individual sales. The people who previously had
bought individual S&L-quality investment properties often were severely weakened bv their prior
real estate investments. They could not raise the
equity or debt monies necessary to buy RTC properties. Furthermore, the price the RIC could legally
accept for individual assets was tied to appraised
value, and these often were too high for a sale.
Appraisers were overestimating the values, because
they relied on property sales from prior times. They
had not fully adjusted their values to reflect the
decline in investor liquidity.

it took the publication of a book bv Harrard

THE CREATIVE
DESTRUCTION
OF REAL ESTATE

CAPITAL
MARKETS-

My point in mentioning long-wave theories is to
introduce the view that the period from 1990 to 1994

by Bowen H. McCoy, CRE

'Rqti ed fnn Urban Land, htn 1994, Publislltd l,y Urlnn
blstitule, Washingtol, DC., pp 19-22.
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has ushered in a long-wave structural change in
real estate financial markets. As a result of the destructive forces prevailing in this period, individuals involved with real estate financial institutions
in the United States and Japan, h particular, have
made radical changes in their business behavior
that will last for the balance of their careers, far
beyond the millennium. Their attitudes toward financial leverage, aggressive financial projections,
megaproiects, developer profits, and related issues
are resulting in the creative destruction and restructuring of real estate financial markets.
This will happen despite much peripheral noise
in the marketplace from the financial press and
others anxious to restart the real estate bandrtagon.
Articles encouraging real estate investment have aPpeared in the Wall Street lournal, Barron's, and Fortune. Many new real estate offerings for pension

started to get rid of their assets in bulk, offering
them in blocks large enough to entice major opportunistic investors with ready access to funds from
sources other than traditional real estate capital
providers. The money to be invested would be
raised by consortiums of u,ealthy individuals, the
capital base of major investment banks and capital
market sources such as the commercial paper sales
of the General Electric Credit Corporation. Many of
the people who lr,ould invest in the RTC pools of
real estate and mortgage assets did not have extensive experience in commercial real estate from prior

lssurs

corPorate

restructurinB.

estate capital on the sidelines, the RTC had to try
new methods to dispose of their assets. Thev

Rt,tL Esrtrr

ton 1967), to reawaken corporate America to the
positive characteristics of financial leverage. Bv the
end of the 1980s, Donaldson's message had been
broadly received,
This tendency to remember long-term lessons is
part of \^,hat makes "long-wave" societal and economic behavioral patterns. Such patterns have been
identified by economists and social scientists from
Serge Kondratieff and Friedrich Hegel and Karl
Marx to, in our day, historian Arthur SchlesinSer,
Jr., and M. t.T economist lay Forrester ra'ho traces
fundamental economic forces through history over
50- to 60-year cycles. In the 1930s, economist ioseph
Schumpeter theorized about the "creative destruction" of capitalism, an idea that Michael Jensen,
currently a Harvard Business School professor, applies to his analysis of the positive regenerative ef-

fects of leveraged buyouts and

Creating Demand In A Time Of General

Illiquidity
With virtuallv all the traditional providers of

Busi-

ness School professor Gordon Donaldson, Corporatc
D&t Cnpacity (Harvard Business School Press, Bos-

funds are in the market. Barton Biggs, Morgan
guru, has suggested institu-

Stanley's investment

tions might allocate up to 15% of their assets to real
estate. Thus, even though banks and insurance
companies hold billions of dollars of unresolved
real estate assets, new and evolving investment

Bouclt H. Mccoy, CRE, is a rcal estate and busitess counsclor
u,ith his hnfl Bu.. lvtcov A-.s(riatr5, ltrc., Lns Angel.f. He is

a nrcnber of The Coutselols of Real Eslate.

The Creative Destruction of Real Estate CaPital Markets
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Marketing resources also are pooled, so the sale
event can be broadly advertised to the buying
public.

Most entities u'hich form REITs retain the management responsibility and often a sizable equity
stake. Buvers r.r,ill look carefullv at the strength of

Auctions have become an accepted, mainstream disposition method. It has become clear to

the proposed nanagement and the protections in
place against management/shareholder conflicts of
interest. Assets generally will be priced based on
income in place, so the assets should have high
current cash returns. The portfolio also should be
large enough so fixed-cost origination fees are not
prohibitive. Curently, most REIT originations are
well above $50 million.

many sellers that, when properly managed, an auction can maximize the competition among potential
buvers for a propertv More competition among
bidders raises the transaction price. Auctions are a
particularly good method for assets left out of a
bulk disposition, because an individual sale will
result in better pricing. This mav include verv large
assets which because of their large size would
cause the pool to have less than an acceptable level
of diversification. Some office and hotel properties
also do well in an auction sale versus a pool sale.
This is particularly true if they have strong upside
potential or if they *,ould trade with a ralue higher
than the results of a cash flow analysis. Assets with
value related to their prestige, rather than their cash
flow also could receive a better price if sold by
auction rather than in a pool disposition. Examples
are prestigious resorts or golf courses.

Equity REITS
In contrast to the paralysis that hit the marketplace
for commercial real estate sales during the recent
real estate bust, an active and liquid market *,as
retained for equity REITs. REIT prices declined as
earlv as 1987, and they experienced a large aggregate decline by 1991. Because REIT ralues were
marked down so far so early, thev had great appreciation potential from the low base of values they
had reached. Equity REIT buyers concluded that
the decline in share prices which took place during
7987-1990 was sufficient to make REITs a good opportunistic in\.estment choice w,ith strong current
returns. REIT prices boomed during 1991, 1992 .rnd
early 1993. Appreciation slowed by mid-1993, because current returns had declined substantially
due to the run-up in price and because the market
betan to reach saturation due to a flood of new
issues.

The boom had been fueled by investors attracted to current returns from the REITs which
exceeded returns from alternative investments in a
low and droppint interest rate environment, and
by the rates of appreciation realized. Some institutional investors have been attracted to REITS as a
securitized method of investing in assets backed bv
real estate which has more liquidity than most nonsecuritized channels for real estate inl'estment. Equity REITs are one of the principal methods for
partially disposing of an owner's investment in a
large portfolio. Many owners have raised substantial sums of equity capital through a REIT origination and used some of this equity to retire debt
carried at an interest rate which was above market.
21

Conclusion
The real estate investment market bust of 1989 created a demand vacuum bv 1991. Vacuums are un-

natural, and they tend

to be

short-lived. In

response to particularly enticing investment oppor-

tunities, buyers eventualiy came forth to fill the
void. By the onset of 1994 nrany buyers were actively sourcing deals, both for pool and individual
acquisitions. Pricing has tightened for dispositions
using mortgage-backed bonds, bulk sales, auctions
and REITs. Noting the renewed vigor in the inrestment markets and improvements in the supply/
demand balance of the underlving rental markets,
many traditional lenders once again are making
loans. Increased liquidity across the board has resulted in higher prices irrespective of the selling
technique, including individual negotiated property sales. If the economv continues to grow we
can look forward to good times in the real estate
business for the nert few years.
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['hen

the markel for C]IBS $as limiled to bonds with a strong
inrestment grade rating, loan-t(ts',?lue ratios in a CMBS financin8 h'ere l()t!er than the loan-klvalue rating achieuble on loans
Irom institutional lenders. Thc ratin8 a8enaies r'stimate that a
tvpic.ll insurance companv loan, newlv o Binated, has a level of

default risk roughlv equi'"?lent to the default risk on ,r

2.

BBB

mortgage-b.icked bond. Once the CltlBS market dereloped for
bonds rated below BBB, CMBS becamt a financing option ivhich
allot\'ed for higher loan'to-\?lue ratios than has been th€ historic
norm for insurance companv loans,
AlthouSh auctions tvpicallv involr.e sales of individual properties, many individual assets or small pools of assets can tre sold
to separate buvers at one auction event taking place in one dav
An auction erent, therefore, can be seen as a portfolio disposition channel.

investments. However, thev were experienced opportunistic investors who knew that the best time
to buv was when most investors had fled a market.
Excess returns were available to those who bought
lou, when existing on,ners were desperate to sell.

At the start of the 1990s, the RTC sold assets in
bulk by selling entire thrift institutions. Their assets were mostlv real estate and mortgages, so the
buyers of these ihrifts were able to ma-kJan opportunistic asset play while also gaining control of a
financial institution which might someday have a
Boing-concern value. These thrift institutions were
sold with RTC supports against the downside risk
to the investors, yet the inl€stors could achiere
huge gains if the thrift's real estate and mortgage
holdings went up in value. Major financial players,
such as William Simon, the Bass Brothers and Lew
Ranieri, knew a good deal when they saw one, and
they reaped hefty profits from their early, privately
negotiated purchases of RTC-controlled thrifts.

The Rise Of The Commercial Mortgage-Backed
Securities Market
Prior to 1991, most commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) were backed bv single assets or
small pools of assets. Credit ratings for pooled
transactions often were dependent on the use of
credit support from highly credit-worthy third parties, such as AAA-rated monoline insurers. Those
who provided the outside credit support, including
first loss letter of credit, performed their own analvsis on the likely incidence of loan default and the
severity of related losses. The risk of loss for those
who bought rated debt was greatly diminished by
the fact that the providers of the credit support had
pledged thev would absorb much of the expected
loss on the underlying mortgage loans, eren in scenarios where the underlying loans performed quite
poorly. As a result of the risk mitigation from credit
support, CMBS offered for sale received strong investment grade ratings, such as single-A or better
Bond buvers did not have an appetite at this time
for much default risk, so bonds rated below singleA generally $,ere not offered.

During 1991, the RTC decided it would tap the
CMBS market to sell large blocks of mortgage assets. Howevet as of early 1991 the CMBS market,
backed by large pools of mortgages, was immature
and thinly traded. The RTC had a huge inventory
of assets for disposal without a ready market. The
RTC had to create a market.
When the first RTC CMBS issues were sold,
buyers insisted on much higher spreads for CMBS
bonds with a given credit rating relative to more
established types of securities with the same rating
(such as a corporate or a government bond). The
Rrar Esrarr lssues August
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high spreads were necessarv to sell the

bonds

because:

r

Bond buyers $'ere uncertain of the accuracy of
the rating opinion for CMBS, since the agencies
had little exPerience with large commercial

r

The real estate markets seemed to be in a downward spiral of uncertain duration created by very

Pools.

weak property market fundamentals and

a

dearth of investor demand and funds available by
lenders.

I

So much money previously had been lost in com-

mercial real estate, even by market experts such
as the Reichmanns of Olympia & York, there was
a general aversion to any investment backed by
real estate.

r

Many of the potential bond buyers knew little
about real estate and had little experience in buying CMBS. Thev were largely dependent on the
underwriting and structuring expertise of the h\€stment bank structuring the CMBS deals, the
rating agencies and other intermediaries and service providers in the securitization process. The
bond buyers had to be brought up the learning
curve on the process of underwriting and structuring CMBS transactions if they were to increase
the effectire level of demand for the CMBS assets
and reduce the spreads demanded for uncertainty.
The RTC jumped-started the CMBS market by:

r

Selting cheap where they sold CMBS tranches at
high spreads relative to their ratings, while at the
same time providing large cash reserves and
other credit support mechanisms. This allowed
the rating agencies to establish suitably conservative ratings for the various tranches of the CMBS
issues.

!

Rating agencies, due diligence contractors, investment bankers, Ioan serving firms and others
were able to go to school on the first RTC pooled
deals. They refined their underwriting methods
with these deals and, in turn, started to educate
bond buyers on the asset class and how it is
underwritten and structured. The RTC provided
a steady stream of large-pool CMBS transactions,

r

which allowed the key firms in the CMBS field to
staff up with good people. New companies were
attracted into the field.
The RTC started with the simplest property type
to underwrite, multi-family, the property type
with which many bond buyers were most comfortable. The RTC started with performing loans
rather than non-performing loans, again because
the performing loans are easier to underwrite
and are an easier sell to bond buyers who were
cautiouslv entering the market.
27
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Marketing resources also are pooled, so the sale
event can be broadly advertised to the buying
public.

Most entities u'hich form REITs retain the management responsibility and often a sizable equity
stake. Buvers r.r,ill look carefullv at the strength of

Auctions have become an accepted, mainstream disposition method. It has become clear to

the proposed nanagement and the protections in
place against management/shareholder conflicts of
interest. Assets generally will be priced based on
income in place, so the assets should have high
current cash returns. The portfolio also should be
large enough so fixed-cost origination fees are not
prohibitive. Curently, most REIT originations are
well above $50 million.

many sellers that, when properly managed, an auction can maximize the competition among potential
buvers for a propertv More competition among
bidders raises the transaction price. Auctions are a
particularly good method for assets left out of a
bulk disposition, because an individual sale will
result in better pricing. This mav include verv large
assets which because of their large size would
cause the pool to have less than an acceptable level
of diversification. Some office and hotel properties
also do well in an auction sale versus a pool sale.
This is particularly true if they have strong upside
potential or if they *,ould trade with a ralue higher
than the results of a cash flow analysis. Assets with
value related to their prestige, rather than their cash
flow also could receive a better price if sold by
auction rather than in a pool disposition. Examples
are prestigious resorts or golf courses.

Equity REITS
In contrast to the paralysis that hit the marketplace
for commercial real estate sales during the recent
real estate bust, an active and liquid market *,as
retained for equity REITs. REIT prices declined as
earlv as 1987, and they experienced a large aggregate decline by 1991. Because REIT ralues were
marked down so far so early, thev had great appreciation potential from the low base of values they
had reached. Equity REIT buyers concluded that
the decline in share prices which took place during
7987-1990 was sufficient to make REITs a good opportunistic in\.estment choice w,ith strong current
returns. REIT prices boomed during 1991, 1992 .rnd
early 1993. Appreciation slowed by mid-1993, because current returns had declined substantially
due to the run-up in price and because the market
betan to reach saturation due to a flood of new
issues.

The boom had been fueled by investors attracted to current returns from the REITs which
exceeded returns from alternative investments in a
low and droppint interest rate environment, and
by the rates of appreciation realized. Some institutional investors have been attracted to REITS as a
securitized method of investing in assets backed bv
real estate which has more liquidity than most nonsecuritized channels for real estate inl'estment. Equity REITs are one of the principal methods for
partially disposing of an owner's investment in a
large portfolio. Many owners have raised substantial sums of equity capital through a REIT origination and used some of this equity to retire debt
carried at an interest rate which was above market.
21

Conclusion
The real estate investment market bust of 1989 created a demand vacuum bv 1991. Vacuums are un-

natural, and they tend

to be

short-lived. In

response to particularly enticing investment oppor-

tunities, buyers eventualiy came forth to fill the
void. By the onset of 1994 nrany buyers were actively sourcing deals, both for pool and individual
acquisitions. Pricing has tightened for dispositions
using mortgage-backed bonds, bulk sales, auctions
and REITs. Noting the renewed vigor in the inrestment markets and improvements in the supply/
demand balance of the underlving rental markets,
many traditional lenders once again are making
loans. Increased liquidity across the board has resulted in higher prices irrespective of the selling
technique, including individual negotiated property sales. If the economv continues to grow we
can look forward to good times in the real estate
business for the nert few years.
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['hen

the markel for C]IBS $as limiled to bonds with a strong
inrestment grade rating, loan-t(ts',?lue ratios in a CMBS financin8 h'ere l()t!er than the loan-klvalue rating achieuble on loans
Irom institutional lenders. Thc ratin8 a8enaies r'stimate that a
tvpic.ll insurance companv loan, newlv o Binated, has a level of

default risk roughlv equi'"?lent to the default risk on ,r

2.

BBB

mortgage-b.icked bond. Once the CltlBS market dereloped for
bonds rated below BBB, CMBS becamt a financing option ivhich
allot\'ed for higher loan'to-\?lue ratios than has been th€ historic
norm for insurance companv loans,
AlthouSh auctions tvpicallv involr.e sales of individual properties, many individual assets or small pools of assets can tre sold
to separate buvers at one auction event taking place in one dav
An auction erent, therefore, can be seen as a portfolio disposition channel.

investments. However, thev were experienced opportunistic investors who knew that the best time
to buv was when most investors had fled a market.
Excess returns were available to those who bought
lou, when existing on,ners were desperate to sell.

At the start of the 1990s, the RTC sold assets in
bulk by selling entire thrift institutions. Their assets were mostlv real estate and mortgages, so the
buyers of these ihrifts were able to ma-kJan opportunistic asset play while also gaining control of a
financial institution which might someday have a
Boing-concern value. These thrift institutions were
sold with RTC supports against the downside risk
to the investors, yet the inl€stors could achiere
huge gains if the thrift's real estate and mortgage
holdings went up in value. Major financial players,
such as William Simon, the Bass Brothers and Lew
Ranieri, knew a good deal when they saw one, and
they reaped hefty profits from their early, privately
negotiated purchases of RTC-controlled thrifts.

The Rise Of The Commercial Mortgage-Backed
Securities Market
Prior to 1991, most commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) were backed bv single assets or
small pools of assets. Credit ratings for pooled
transactions often were dependent on the use of
credit support from highly credit-worthy third parties, such as AAA-rated monoline insurers. Those
who provided the outside credit support, including
first loss letter of credit, performed their own analvsis on the likely incidence of loan default and the
severity of related losses. The risk of loss for those
who bought rated debt was greatly diminished by
the fact that the providers of the credit support had
pledged thev would absorb much of the expected
loss on the underlying mortgage loans, eren in scenarios where the underlying loans performed quite
poorly. As a result of the risk mitigation from credit
support, CMBS offered for sale received strong investment grade ratings, such as single-A or better
Bond buvers did not have an appetite at this time
for much default risk, so bonds rated below singleA generally $,ere not offered.

During 1991, the RTC decided it would tap the
CMBS market to sell large blocks of mortgage assets. Howevet as of early 1991 the CMBS market,
backed by large pools of mortgages, was immature
and thinly traded. The RTC had a huge inventory
of assets for disposal without a ready market. The
RTC had to create a market.
When the first RTC CMBS issues were sold,
buyers insisted on much higher spreads for CMBS
bonds with a given credit rating relative to more
established types of securities with the same rating
(such as a corporate or a government bond). The
Rrar Esrarr lssues August
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high spreads were necessarv to sell the

bonds

because:

r

Bond buyers $'ere uncertain of the accuracy of
the rating opinion for CMBS, since the agencies
had little exPerience with large commercial

r

The real estate markets seemed to be in a downward spiral of uncertain duration created by very

Pools.

weak property market fundamentals and

a

dearth of investor demand and funds available by
lenders.

I

So much money previously had been lost in com-

mercial real estate, even by market experts such
as the Reichmanns of Olympia & York, there was
a general aversion to any investment backed by
real estate.

r

Many of the potential bond buyers knew little
about real estate and had little experience in buying CMBS. Thev were largely dependent on the
underwriting and structuring expertise of the h\€stment bank structuring the CMBS deals, the
rating agencies and other intermediaries and service providers in the securitization process. The
bond buyers had to be brought up the learning
curve on the process of underwriting and structuring CMBS transactions if they were to increase
the effectire level of demand for the CMBS assets
and reduce the spreads demanded for uncertainty.
The RTC jumped-started the CMBS market by:

r

Selting cheap where they sold CMBS tranches at
high spreads relative to their ratings, while at the
same time providing large cash reserves and
other credit support mechanisms. This allowed
the rating agencies to establish suitably conservative ratings for the various tranches of the CMBS
issues.

!

Rating agencies, due diligence contractors, investment bankers, Ioan serving firms and others
were able to go to school on the first RTC pooled
deals. They refined their underwriting methods
with these deals and, in turn, started to educate
bond buyers on the asset class and how it is
underwritten and structured. The RTC provided
a steady stream of large-pool CMBS transactions,

r

which allowed the key firms in the CMBS field to
staff up with good people. New companies were
attracted into the field.
The RTC started with the simplest property type
to underwrite, multi-family, the property type
with which many bond buyers were most comfortable. The RTC started with performing loans
rather than non-performing loans, again because
the performing loans are easier to underwrite
and are an easier sell to bond buyers who were
cautiouslv entering the market.
27

In most markets (and even lonSer in California),
the late 1980s found construction lenders continuing
to originate loans in large volume. Outstanding
construction loan balances continued to swell for a
few years after originations began to decline, since
construction lenders had made multi-year funding
commitments to cover both hard and soft construction costs inclusive of interest during the construction period. Because the construction lenders had
made these multi-year commitments extending into
the early 1990s, they could not scale back their construction loan receivables for some time even after
they realized that manv of their projects were not
feasible.

Many of the banks had been relationship
lenders. These relationships turned out to be for
naught when times got bad, since the loans n'ere
non-recourse. Many borrowers decided they did
not want to support construction loan relationships
which would not be needed until new financing
was feasible.

The Bust
During 1989 and 1990, the extent to which real estate was oversupplied began to be understood by
most domestic lending institutions. The Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC) had been formed, and congressional estimates of the cost to bail out the thrift
industry were reaching hundreds of billions of dollars. The Bank of New England had to be bailed
out b}, taxpayers, and this triggered an audit by the
Office of the Controller of the Currency (OCC) and
others of real estate loans from other major regional
and money center banks. As a result of the OCC
audits, the nen' lending window slammed shut in
early 1989 at all major New England banks. The
audits resulted in stiff penalties in the form of high
reserve requirements tied to bank construction loan
holdings. When the OCC expanded its audits to
banks in the Mid-Atlantic region and elsewhere,
new lending also ceased abruptly in these locations.
The chill was on. In conformance with the new
regulatory pressure, banks which previously had
extended loans for underleased properties without
a permanent loan takeout, began to declare the
loans under default because it was clear that the
market would not support the debt service requirements. Insurance companies noted the deteriorating market conditions and the new conservatism at
banks, and they too drastically reduced their allocations for commercial real estate lending. Credit corporations, which made participating or secondlien
loans, were near the first lines of loss when debt
service coverage and values eroded. They, too,
stopped lending. Foreign banks, which stepped up
their lending at the peak of the market in the late
1980s, realized their big mistake and closed up
shop. All major sources of funds stopped lending
20

\'acuum

t l 7 hen I first went to Wall Street in the early
lA/ rsoor. manv senior corDorate
erecutives stiil
V Y carried wit-h them an ',',t e.sion to debt, an

The loss of liquidity in the debt markets rvas

aversion they had developed during the economic
depression of more than 30 years previous. lndeed,

in rapid

succession,

and a liquidity

resulted.
matched by a loss from real estate equitv sources.
Those who had relied on leverage to support their
acquisitions were out of the game due to the lack of
available loans. Unleveraged investors had no clear
motive for investing, since assets were clearly declining in ralue and most tax benefits to losses had
been eliminated in late 1986. Pension funds tried to
reverse their previous trend of increasing investments in real estate, but this proved impossible
since the fund managers could not find a market
for their properties at the par carrving value of the

funds.

Many owners tried unsuccessfully to market
their properties in the early 1990s. The drop in
achievable market value, below carrying value, o(ten was seen as too great. Many owners who had
explored the markets decided they would prefer
waiting out the real estate bust rather than sell. But
some owners had to sell, including the RTC which
had committed to Congress and the public it would
maintain a certain pace of asset dispositions. The

RTC started out by selling individual morttates
and real estate equity assets. However, they could
not achieve the desired pace of dispositions using
individual sales. The people who previously had
bought individual S&L-quality investment properties often were severely weakened bv their prior
real estate investments. They could not raise the
equity or debt monies necessary to buy RTC properties. Furthermore, the price the RIC could legally
accept for individual assets was tied to appraised
value, and these often were too high for a sale.
Appraisers were overestimating the values, because
they relied on property sales from prior times. They
had not fully adjusted their values to reflect the
decline in investor liquidity.

it took the publication of a book bv Harrard
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My point in mentioning long-wave theories is to
introduce the view that the period from 1990 to 1994
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has ushered in a long-wave structural change in
real estate financial markets. As a result of the destructive forces prevailing in this period, individuals involved with real estate financial institutions
in the United States and Japan, h particular, have
made radical changes in their business behavior
that will last for the balance of their careers, far
beyond the millennium. Their attitudes toward financial leverage, aggressive financial projections,
megaproiects, developer profits, and related issues
are resulting in the creative destruction and restructuring of real estate financial markets.
This will happen despite much peripheral noise
in the marketplace from the financial press and
others anxious to restart the real estate bandrtagon.
Articles encouraging real estate investment have aPpeared in the Wall Street lournal, Barron's, and Fortune. Many new real estate offerings for pension

started to get rid of their assets in bulk, offering
them in blocks large enough to entice major opportunistic investors with ready access to funds from
sources other than traditional real estate capital
providers. The money to be invested would be
raised by consortiums of u,ealthy individuals, the
capital base of major investment banks and capital
market sources such as the commercial paper sales
of the General Electric Credit Corporation. Many of
the people who lr,ould invest in the RTC pools of
real estate and mortgage assets did not have extensive experience in commercial real estate from prior

lssurs

corPorate

restructurinB.

estate capital on the sidelines, the RTC had to try
new methods to dispose of their assets. Thev

Rt,tL Esrtrr

ton 1967), to reawaken corporate America to the
positive characteristics of financial leverage. Bv the
end of the 1980s, Donaldson's message had been
broadly received,
This tendency to remember long-term lessons is
part of \^,hat makes "long-wave" societal and economic behavioral patterns. Such patterns have been
identified by economists and social scientists from
Serge Kondratieff and Friedrich Hegel and Karl
Marx to, in our day, historian Arthur SchlesinSer,
Jr., and M. t.T economist lay Forrester ra'ho traces
fundamental economic forces through history over
50- to 60-year cycles. In the 1930s, economist ioseph
Schumpeter theorized about the "creative destruction" of capitalism, an idea that Michael Jensen,
currently a Harvard Business School professor, applies to his analysis of the positive regenerative ef-

fects of leveraged buyouts and

Creating Demand In A Time Of General

Illiquidity
With virtuallv all the traditional providers of

Busi-

ness School professor Gordon Donaldson, Corporatc
D&t Cnpacity (Harvard Business School Press, Bos-

funds are in the market. Barton Biggs, Morgan
guru, has suggested institu-

Stanley's investment

tions might allocate up to 15% of their assets to real
estate. Thus, even though banks and insurance
companies hold billions of dollars of unresolved
real estate assets, new and evolving investment

Bouclt H. Mccoy, CRE, is a rcal estate and busitess counsclor
u,ith his hnfl Bu.. lvtcov A-.s(riatr5, ltrc., Lns Angel.f. He is

a nrcnber of The Coutselols of Real Eslate.

The Creative Destruction of Real Estate CaPital Markets
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funds are again beginning to push returns on
newly acquired property to levels that current cash
flows cannot support. This "noise" misreads the
current conditions of real estate finance in commercial banks and insurance companies and on Wall
Street. Commercial banks or insurance companies
account for about half of all commercial real estate
loans and investments. Until their real estate holdings conform to the demands of market arbiters
and until new forms of real estate financing have
been created, thev w.ill be essentiallv out of the
market.
Commercial Banks
For banls, the key constraint on funding is not
government rep;ulation but access to the capital
markets. Banks need to obtain fundhg at a cost
that provides a competiti\€ spread on their transactions. The more profitable the spread, the better the
compensation, the better the ability to recruit highpowered managers, and the lower the cost of equitv
capital.
For debt capital, the higher the credit rating a
bank gets from traditional bond rathg agencies
such as Moody's and Standard and Poors, the loner
the cost of debt. And the rating agencies do not like
real estate. Thus, the less real estate (and the less

The possibility
actions

-

of further bank

regulatory

balance sheet derivative securities transactions, requiring banks to meet certain social investment
goals, and acting on several pending large bank

- helps persuade bankers to favor
treasury securities ol'er commercial and industrial

consolidations
loans.

At the same time, more far-sighted bankers are
beginning to imagine n,hat new forms of instruments might be needed to bring them back into real
estate financial markets. A feu,banks are cautiously
reentering the real estate debt market-with 75%
loan to value (ralue figured consert'ativelv) on recourse loans and with corporate-style security covenants, and 50% or less loan to ralue on
nonrecourse loans.
Japanese banks have all the same problems of
capital access, funding, and rating agencies. Only
recentlv has the Japanese banking svstem appeared
prepared to face up to its real estate financial
problems.

aversion to real estate, which serves to augment its
negative impact on stock prices and cost of capital.
Stock and bond analysts have been as instrumental

market accounting on commercial banks.

traded, their common stock is subject to the same
scrutiny.

Wall Street securitv analvsts likewise hare an

as go\ernment agencies in imposing mark-toRisk-based capital rules requiring banks to
carrv an 8% reserr€ a8ainst commercial and industrial loans, while requiring no reserve for U.S. Government bonds, have moved banks out of real
estate and small business loans into go\€rnment
bonds in the past four vears. It costs them virtually
nothing to invest in Treasuries with lola' short-term
interest rates, while it costs them 125 to 150 basis
points to underwrite and reserve against real estate
loans. Their loading up on Treasuries has produced
the second highest bank earnings in history. These
earnings have been crucial in rebuilding bank reserves after real estate writeoffs.
The U.S. Treasury has a keen interest in keeping banks as holders of government debt. Over 20
vears, the marginal buyer of Treasuries has moved
from the Middle East to Japan to U.S. banks.
Should banks start selling Treasuries, the bonds
would have to offer higher interest rates to attract a
new class of marginal buyer It has even been sugSested that if banks start dumping Treasuries, federal regulators may raise the required capital
26
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applying risk-based capital rules to off-

Insurance Companies
lnsurance companies, generally speaking, are confronting the same array of problems as commercial
banks, although two to three years later in the cycle. Thev are less likely to use the capital markets to
fund their loans and investments, but when they do
thev encounter the same rating agencv and markto-market constraints. lf they happen to be publicly

bad real estate), the cheaper the enterprise's funding cost.

ince l99l a market in portfolio dispositions has
been established. To understand the current
market for disposing of large portfolios and to
anticipate future changes, it is important to understand hor,', and $'hy today's market er.olved. This
article discusses the development of the current
marketplace, and r.r,hen and w.hen not to use wrious disposition strategies.

cushion against commercial and industrial loans
from 87c to 70% or 12%.

Insurance companies finance most

of

THE
DISPOSITION

MARKET FOR
LARGE
PORTFOLIOS
by Brian Furlong

their

transactions through the sale of financial products

to consumers. Todafs products produce funding
with fairly short maturities, and the pressure for
investment performance is high. Insurance com-

Today's market developed from the boom market of the 1980s, which gave way to the bust of the
Iate 1980s and earlv 1990s. During the n.orst period
of the national real estate market bust (around
1991), inrestment capital fled the market en masse.
This created a demand r,acuum which, in turn,
created great im'estment opportunity. Manv of today's most prominent methods to dispose of large
portfolios (bulk sales, securitization, auction sales)
developed to induce new forms of capital for investment in a real estate market with more sellers than
buvers.

The Boom Period
At the beginrring of the 1990s, manv major financial
institutions in the United States found themselves
holding an excessive number of commercial real
estate mortgages and equities. These assets $'ere
dropping in value, vet their demand rvas so thin, it
was all but impossible to sell them.
Most of these assets R'ere acquired during the
heady 1980s. That decade began with skv-high interest rates and a shortage of real estate in most
markets. By 1982, interest rates began a long pronounced decline, and a major developnrent boom
was on from coast-to-coast. Bv mid-decade propertv ralues had appreciated greatlv mostlv because
of the drop in interest rates along with a flood of
investment capit.1l, both debt and equity, u'hich entered the markets to pursue the high returns previously experienced.
By mid-decade., new development was outpacing the capacity of the growing economv to fill the
space, and vacancv rates in manv markets reached
post-war highs. Ho*'ever, so many capital sources
were plying the real estate markets in search of
opportunities to place debt and equity that propertv ralues continued to rise even in the fact of too
much vacant space. lnvestment demand had become uncoupled from the underlving propertv mar-

panies are hurting from the movement away from
group retirement plans to individually managed
401(k) IRAs, which tend to invest directlv in mutual
funds.

Fitchs, Bests, and other companies rate the investment quality of hsurance companies for the
consumers of insurance products. Higher ratings
will, in theory, attract more customers. To obtain
higher ratings, the insurance companies must
lighten up on their real estate holdings.

ket conditions. Lenders from

coast-to-coast

scrambled to meet high origination targets bv lending on proiects which they hoped would outperform the dismal general market conditions.

And like banks, insurance companies face riskbased capital requirements, which are imposed by

the National Association of Insurance Commis-

rr Nra,Yorl'.

regulators (see "Real Estate lnvestment bv lnsurance Companies" in the March 1994 issue of Urban
Innd\. U.S. goi,ernment bonds require no capital
Rrar- Esra
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resene; bonds rated A and higher require 0.3%;
foreclosed property and delinquent commercial
morttages require 15%; and commercial mortgages
in foreclosure, ioint ventures, and limited partnerships require 20%. Reserves for the ten largest assets must be doubled. These requirements ring the
death knell for insurance company joint ventures
on single large projects.

These would include valuations of the underlving

r

t

collateral and a highly structured review of the
potential for gain or loss of revenues from the
collateral as a result of future events. Examples of
the issues that are reviewed by third parties
would include lease rollover risk, tenant qualitv
assessments, general market conditions and the
competitive em,ironment.
The market appreciates the increased liquiditv
that results from securitizing debt. The investment grade pieces trade at small rariables from
competing securities. These tranches are highly
Iiquid. The noninvestment grade tranches appear
to have more liquiditv than the instrument as a
whole loan. An additional advantage of the securitization is the ability to sell rarious denominations of the loan as opposed to selling the whole
loan or a group of whole loans to a single entitv
The concept of securitization opens up or expands markets. Institutional investors are able to
design portfolios that mix and match tranches to
accommodate a desired risk profile. This opens
up a strong new market in the pension industrv
which can now obtain an appropriate percentage
of the portfolio in noninvestment grade tranches
to accommodate their portfolio needs. Life insurance companies will benefit from the previously
mentioned reasons along with a reduction in the
risk based capital requirements for many of these
securities as opposed to whole loans.

A recent ruling bv the U.S. Supreme Court that
Employee Retirement lncome Security Act (ERISA)
rules applv to assets held in insurance comPanv
general accounts also adds to the woes of insurance
companies. Among other things, this means that a
tenant leasing more than 10% of a buildhg owned
by an insurance company becomes "a Party of interest" in that in\estment.
The most obvious way out for insurance companies is the intermediation of their real estate assets through securitization. They can sell off
concentrated holdings and buy back through syndicates onlv securities that hold an A or better rating.
This will create unprecedented demand for commercial real estate svndication and necessitate finding whole new markets for those tranches of real
estate assets no longer deemed suitable for investment bv insurance companies.

Outside of special purpose seParate account
funds, insurance companies are unlikelv to seek
nonconforming real estate loans or investments
while the intermediation process takes form.

Securitization of equity offers manv of the same
benefits as securitization of debt. These include:
r Reduced risk profile

!
r
r
r

Corporate governance

&

Wall Street
The nonconforming commercial real estate assets of
banks and insurance companies thus offer Wall
Street an unprecedented opportunitv. The market
for commercial real estate securitization is relatively
undeveloped to date, with the bulk of the transactions havinB come from the Resolution Trust CorPoration. Wall Street brings a trading mentalitv to real
estate and is, generally, unwilling to commit the
time or resources needed for adequate due diligence and testing procedures. This factor in turn
opens up an opportunity for a new class of real
estate practitioners, most likelv public accounting

professional management

Underwriting of cash flows, but generally without the involvement of rating agencies
Liquidity, to even a greater degree than debt
Expanded market segments to obtain capital.

Conclusion
The creation of greater efficiency in the capital markets for real estate is essential to the success of the
industry. We have just weathered a severe recession

and have lost significant credibility in the marketplace. The use of debt and equitv securitization,
backed by highly professional financial analyses

firms.

and valuations, cannot only regain the credibility
needed for success, but it also can expand the wav
we approach capital markets, reduce the cost of
capital to the industrv and provide an environment
where the various industry players can realize successful and rewarding careers.

18

Wall Street can participate in the commercial
real estate finance process in a number of areas:
REITs. The 5550 billion of commercial real estate assets held by banks and insur.rnce companies

dwarfs the $14 billion that REITs raised in 1993.
REITs are yield-driven instruments. Investors look
for roughly 8% current retum and 12% overall return. The attractiveness of the current return that
REITs offer is vulnerable in the, long term to a rise
in interest rates and the grora,th of more liquid
money market funds. Their appreciation and
RxAt Esr,trr lssuEs August 7994
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grov"th component is also threatened by competition from other REITs and hvestors bidding up
prices of existing properties.

Although the qualitv of property held by today's REITs is far more attractive than that held in
the last REIT cycle, REITs remain an awkr,"ard vehi-

cle for owning real estate. The tax laws impose a
degree of passivity on REITs that is not appropnate
to real estate ownership and operation. Over their
investment rycle, REITs favor dividend maintenance and grort th over capital replacements and
renewals. They are forced to pay out such a large
percentage of cash flow as dividends that they cannot accumulate reserves for property enhancement.
It is not likely that REITs will be the panacea of the
real estate capital market.
Oytportunity Furds. Opportunity funds have
amassed several billion dollars of buying power
from pension funds and wealthy individuals to
take advantage of anomalies in market valuation in
the wake of the sudden departure of traditional
financial sources from the real estate market. In the
Iast four vears, returns of 30% a year were not
uncommon. But the wholesale dumping of property by the federal govemment and financial institutions is about over, though Japanese banks mav
continue to engaSe in it. Owners are pricing portfolios much tighter and bidders are becoming more
numerous. There is less spread among the bids. A
prospecti\€ bidder can spend hundreds of hours
and several hundred thousand dollars in due diligence, only to come up with a dry hole.

Many opportunity funds add significant value

to properties by applying sound operating techniques and remedying previous neglect. Their
spreads and returns are bound to narrow but the
funds will continue to be a good vehicle for owning
and managing securitized proPerty and inveshng

in the riskier, nonrated

tranches

of real

estate

securities-

Mutual Furtds. Mutual funds have burgeoned as
they chase markets and yields around the world.
Lower-qualitv high-yield monev market mutual
funds have been attracting individually managed
IRA pools, and these funds are an obvious market
for the riskiest layeq, the so-called Z tranche, of
securitized commercial real estate product.

It

appears that Wall Street $'ill
enjoy a unique opportunity to recvcle bank and
insurance company restructured securities, requiring as high as 20? to 30% risk-based reserves, into
assets needing only 0.3% reserves. The recycling
apparatus will be a massire securitization process.
As much cash flow as required will be dedicated to
a top iru€stment tranche, which will be rated A or
better and sold back in pieces to svndicates of
banks and insurance companies. The bottom
Sccuritizatiotl.
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Many institutions believe that due to specialized,
intensitje managenrcnt requirenents, the /ez,e/-oFeft'ort for real estate is totally out of scale with
other asset classes, such as stocks, bonds and
agricultural investments.

I
r
I

This article will try to identify key strategies
currently used in toda/s evolutionary and dvnamic
environment and discuss both benefits and roadblocks management may encounter as it strives to
identify the right disposition strategy. Disposition
approaches for sellers of major portfolios, including
real estate collateralized loans and other Real Estate
Owned (REO), can provide opportunities for mana8ement to achieve their exposure reduction goals,
while at the same time provide opportunities for
the buyers to achieve significant returns.

t
r
r

The Yield Issue
Irrespective of disposition alternatives considered
by an institutional owner, the question of portfolio
yield remains. Many have observed that while real
estate may have experienced its first maior period
of volatility in many decades, yields remain at a
significant spread above treasuries, and as a semipassive investment, perhaps real estate ought not
to be given short shrift. Unfortunatelv, financial hstitutions are increasingly judged by mainline core
businesses, such as enterprise lending and corporate finance for banking, rather than real estate investment, much of which $as procured
accidentally through foreclosure.
For life companies, whose principal concern is
with interest spread over treasuries to afford opportunities to fund policy growth, real estate investing
has become an overly concentrated activitv and is
beset by regulatory concerns. Nonetheless, the
yield on disposition is important as portfolio valuations have been pledged specifically against redemptions for poticy holders or other guaranteed

annuity stvle accounts.
Portfolio Sample/Credit Risk Profile
By performing an initial analysis and sampling of
the portfolio's individual loans, an internal ralirs
svstem can be established to identify and stratify the
sample's risk profile. An initial risk profile assessment of the individual mortgages will be determined by analyzhg the critical elements including:
r Pavment history
r Current loan status
Performing, subperforming, non-performing
a Product tvpe
Office, retail, apartment, etc.

r
r
I
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Geographic location

Loan maturity dates
Appraised value
Original (at time of loan origination)
Latest (updated appraisals)

Ffi he United States economv is the most powerI frt i., the world. lts success can be attributed
I to a numbe, of important factors, however,

Current loan-to-ralue ratios (LTV)
Deferred maintenance

Anticipated capital expenditures and tenant
improvements

Environmental constrahts
Cuarantees
Cross-defaults and cross-collateralization issues

Segregating and identifying the risk profile of
each mortgage loan also includes assessing if the

loan will be paid in full at the current maturity
date. If the potential for full payment at maturitv is
uncertain, additional analysis should consider: the
loan may need to be refinanced by the fund or the
likelihood that bankruptcv protection mav be
sought by the borrower, especially in single asset
ownership structures.

These combined factors then will be used to
develop a top-down matrix of characteristics to increase, or mitigate, the risk profile of each indivrdual mortgage. This analvtical format approach has
been applied to mortgage loan analyses currently
ttr recentlv performed for insurance companies and
commercial banks. The risk profile format must be

consistently applied to the portfolio to be recognized as an industrv standard and as an acceptable
approach by capital markets.

CREATING A
MORE
EFFICIENT
REAL ESTAIE
CAPITAL
MARKET

Findings generated from the sample then will
be statistically applied to the remaining loans in the
mortgage portfolio. The sample portfolio will be extrapolated by the adequate credit evaluation coverage from the sample that may be generally applied

lvan Faggen, CRE and
Craig J. Faggen

to the remaining portfolio. Individual loan findings
from the sample and comments will be summa-

rized in the form of a term sheet identifying areas
of concern, possible recommendations that might
be used in dealing with borrowers, junior lenders

and guarantors and other applicable

loan

participants.
Portf

olio Level Evaluation

In conjunction with the individual loan

analvses

outlined in the portfolio sample, findings should be
aggregated to determine the weighted average risk
profile for an initial portfolio level evaluation. By
utilizing the initial methodology, management r,r,ill
be in the best position to make additional stratifications of the portfolio based on specific parameters
(year of maturity, product type, geographic location, performing history, LIVs) and stratifications
preferred by buyers active in capital markets.

1994

Let's contrast the way real estate and corporations obtain capital. At the present time, only a
very small proportion of the capital needs of the
real estate industry are provided by an efficient
marke{>lace where there is sufficient data provided
to all participants to make rational investment decisions. Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) and
debt securitizations are exceptions to this statement, but they only represent a small percentage of
the total capital in the real estate marketplace. Similar to corporations, the value of a property is the
present value of its future cash flow. This valuation
technique has become the most widely used
method in the United States for providhg valuations of income producing property. Real estatet
hard asset designation enhances analysts' ability to
value the property by examining a finite number of
loal Eagen, CRE, is a partno in lle

Los Angeles oflice of
Co., and hc is the rwldtide direttot of lhe
fin1s Real Eslote Sen'ices Croup. Fagge b a rc.ogfii.ed aulhotily nt lhe real .5tate ttdustry. He is a fretlut speak./ at

Arlhur Aniloserr

8

l

leading natio al a d regional confererca, atu) he l@s uritte,t
ttunvaus arlicles lor ifldtlstry publication.. Fagge i! a nember of Tht Counselorc of Real Eslatc.
Croig
eslate
u,as a

Fcggen is cofiplettig a nfislet ol science dcgree it real
al Mas.achusclts Inslilul. of Technologlt. Pra,iously, he

I,

y ior associatc i lht: Real Estalc Capital Mttkzts Croup
at Arthur Arulcrsm L, Co., Irs Angeles, reslxnsible lor REIT
offethgs, sccurifi:Ad debt oflnfigs, lortblio restru.turing a d

Buyer/Investor Characteristics
Investors have multiple financial goals. An institution would be wise to match portfolios against
Rrar Esrarr Issurs August

none are more important than the ability for U.S.
corporations to access capital when needed. In the
U.S., debt and equity issues can be registered with
the Securities and Exchange Commission to create
public ownership. Along with a number of well
respected stock exchanges, corporations can be listed which enable the shareholders to have absolute
liquidity regardhg their investments. In addition,
corporations have access to private market capital
through the issuance of commercial paper and
other similar financial instruments. All of this capital market activity is based upon full disclosure of
historical financial data.
It is widely believed that the value of a stock
share, or some other securiry is equal to the present value of future streams of cash flow discounted at a rate commensurate with the risk
inherent in the proiection. In reality, corporations
do not publicly proiect cash flows, and investors are
ill prepared to make such estimates based upon
obtainable data. What really happens is projections
of cash flow are made based upon extrapolations of
present levels of eamings determined by anticipating how the market will react in the future to the
products of the corporation.

corryrate real Lslale sen'ices.

Creating A More Efficient Real Estate Capital Market
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the resulting stock can bc widely held. New
chanp;es in the tax code allow USA pension
funds to directly invest in REITs, as they previ-

not undulv overlap for like-sized asset pools,
same geographic area or building tvpe.

ouslv were prohibited from doing so. This may
expand the buyer pool significantly beyond Wall
Street and pri\ate investors who have recentlv
renewed keen interest in REITs due to the performance spread tx,er treasuries for good operal
ing properties.
The conversion of real estate portfolio to,r
REIT has an advantage beyond liquefying a pool
of assets. The REIT can preserve an existing
management staff; the group is transferred to
the REIT as the self-directing management
entity.
REITs have significant costs for inrplementation including due diligence, reporting requirL'
ments and cost of the initial public offering.

partiallv finance portions of asset pools,
broaden significantly the base of investor

Asset Pooling Criteria
If a bulk sale is to be pursued, pooling assets can
enhance the offering's vitatity by broadening appeal to potential buyers and bv segregating assets

into like-type or defined-use clusters to aid in investment assessments. For exarnple, pools of Real
Estate Owned (REO) and certain performing and
non-performing loans could be groupe'd by geographic area or building tvpe. Multi-family residential has sufficiently different characteristics from
other building types to stand alone and could be
concentrated as a separate asset type.

If a portfolio contains a solid

concentration of
loans to a single entity, a pool of those loans would
allow focused negotiations with the borrower by

the future investor. Sorting the portfolio by geographic area and building type, such as industrial,
multi-family and office, would be the first stepThis would be followed by rank ordering by stability of cash flow and tenancy and by estimates of
capital investments required including upgrades,
deferred maintenance and probable tenant improvement budgets. Certain high qualitv stabilized
assets frequently are deliberately placed in pools to
increase their appeal and smooth out the perfor-

Irrslilriliorrs nbllity to finnnce se//cr's prirclrnsc or to

groups and could produce higher gross sales.
Salabilitv of the portfolio is really a function of

due diligence performed on the portfolio, reasonableness of product mix, credit rating of the
debtors, equity offerings to be sold against the real
estate and the anticipatt'd secondarv market for
specific pieces of the proposed capital structure.

Due to the current rates of return available on
portfolios, it is likely that many monev managers
will seek to enhance the affectile overall yield of
their earlv in\€stments that rtcre purchased at the
top end of the market. This is true whether the
purchaser is acquiring paper secured bv cash flow
streams or an outright purchase of the entire portfolio real estate component.
Assessment Of Portfolio Discount

Pricing of the portfolio must first segregate assets
into buckets depending on the hitial business plan
suggested bv management. Once the assets have
been categorized (product type, geographic location, participation, contractual maturitv date) cash
flows can be projected based on pre-established
and usually acceptable underwriting parameters.
The primary focus used in today's market is derived
investment value as suggested under the RTC manual and a forecasted cash flow stream. A set of
parameters n'ill give comfort to the potential bidder
as to what may be expected should bankruptcies,
foreclosures, litigation, tenant rollovers and other
negative impacts on financial status affect being
able to pay the loan.
Whether using forecasted cash flows or DIV the
next step is to anticipate tranches in the overall capital structure to sell the identified portfolio. Assessing the impact of the portfolio discount is a function
of establishing the asset criteria for each bucket including defined portfolio yield goals of manage-

mance criteria.

ment.

Pricing Factors And Salability
Derived Investment Value (DIV) is the benchmark
value of an asset. The DIV is based on standardized
discount and valuation factors and originallv was
promulgated bv the RTC to assist in an orderlv
disposition of large scale asset pools.

Asset Pool Sizing

There are a series of intangible markehng con,ponents that impact the sale of pooled assets and
are primarily related to the following factors:
Timing arul nnrkcling with regard to other large
pooled asset sales, with the presumption that
announcement, due diligence and sale dates do
32

pricing or return behavior? Ho*' do compensation
of REITs differ from traditional firms?
Summary
The research in this article provides a description of
WRIT's financing, investment and management
strategy and indicates areas for analytically testing
of the key components of WRITs strategy. The effort concentrates on the financing and investment
questions, but indicates that research also is needed
in the areas of management and corporate governance. Kahn indicates that WRIT'." sirccess is due to
its policies of low debt, growth investment, quality
management, diversification across propertv tvpes,
qualitv propertv selection and commitment to its
investors.

Manv of these contentions arL. not directlv testable, bui some of WRIT's tenants of op€ratio; find
support in the management as well as finance literature. Concentration on niche markets is supported

by the work of Prahalad and Hamel

(1990) who

suggest that successful firms pursue areas of core
compentencies and Ehrhardt who (1994) suggests
that firms should concentrate on proiects that support their strategic goals. Research by Howe and

Shilling (1988) and Capozza and Lee (1994) suPports Kahn's argument that debt may not provide
REITs r.r,ith increased value. Thus, many of Kahn's
arguments are supported bv academic theories and
empirical studies.

REITs, with their rarious forms of operating
companies and compensation schemes, offer a rich
data set for studying valuation effects and governance forms. If WRIT is correct, straiBht-forward
compensation schemes for management will be associated with higher equity values for investors.
Additionally, is WRIT right in its approach to raising equity capital?
Overall, this research has provided an overview
of the strategy and operational philosophy of a successful REIT and indicates there is a strong relationship between successful REIT policies and policies
suggested by traditional academic research.
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NOTES
1. lbr detailed analvsis of NAREIT identified

REITS, see Clascock

and Huthes (1991). Also se€ Cvourko and Sie8al (199.1) ior a
description of REff retums from 1962 to lql3.
2. While rve reliew thc Iiterature for supFbrt and contradiction of
the various asr,ects of WRITS strategy, we do not explicitll/
consider direct altematives. This is particularlv imporlant in
the issue of low-b-no-debt fxric_v. What, lor erample, is the
altemative strategy? Should firms pursue a maximum debt F)licv? While *.e b€|ie!" that th6e are important questions, this
research is linrited primariiy to a description of WRIT'S strate8y

and geneml research that erists in the literature as well as
future implied Esearch that ril)uld help determine thc tood'
ness of that strategv

$17 a share in 19)2 $'hich
was 22 times earnings, and Kahn suggests that he has equitv k)

3. lior erample, WRIT issued equity at

invest at a cost of 1.559i. Of couEa this view ol the cost of
capital ignortss the implicit exFected gror^'th component o[ the
total cost of capital. However, Kahn tells us that lhe low cosl of
equit\'funds in terms of dividends helps the firm to achi€\€ the
needed gmwth in earning and therefore stock price. He believes that the successful firm obs€r!,ps an interaction between
the cost r:i funds from ihe equity market demanded in lerms of
dividends and the abilitv of th€ firm to achie\'e thp needed
gn:ruth. Tlle interaction is inrportanl in that loraer dividend
requirements aJford the firm necessarv flfiibilitv to achieln
trs\'th. A lirm that cannot demonstrate growth h ill be further
limited by higher dividend requirements fn)m the market.l- One of Frank Kahns favorite examples is that of oth€r REITS
that le\eraged si8nificantly during the last business real estate
cycle only to find themselves forced to refinancc during high
interest periods. Kahn argues that such inopportune refinancing reduces flexibilit_v in bolh managenrent and investmenl
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Certain Realities
Regardless of the disposition strategy decided
upon, an institutional sPonsor must recognize that
investors will price assets based on property level
cash flows and assumed improvements in performance to be obtained under the investor's stewardship. There is no question that value resides in
properties rt'hich benefit from more hands-on propertv and asset management. Investors will perceive
this upside and price assets with that Performance
recovery in mind.
A portfolio-level asset disPosition is a reasonable strategy if the following can be achieved:
r Certaintv and swift resolution of the real estate
portfolio disposition and delivery of cash or securities to the institution in lieu of the real estate
obligation.

r
r

Shorter length of time and lower overall cost
rather than proceeding with individual loan foreclosures, remediation and REO sales.
Swifter resolution of public PercePtion of real estate problems.

While debt capital is not Presently available in
most real estate markets for individual asset Purchases, surprisingly investors in portfolio pool purchases have experience in structuring debt
transactions from a variety of financial sources,
many with lower cost debt including the credit
arms of major agricultural and manufacturing

pressures may vet mount through neu' risk based
capital requirements for the life industrv to mandate portfolio dispositions at a broader scale.

While distressed real estate, such as that held
by the RTC, has been the subject of large scale bulk
sales, securitization and special purpose hybrid
partnerships, the institutional portfolios have stood
apart. Strategies available to financial institutions
have a wide range of impact on eventual sale price
and level-of-effort. The scale of most maior institutional portfolios will require a blend of approaches
to maximize both value and human resources arailable for an orderly disposition process.
Many strategies, particularly the formation of
Real Estate lNestment Trusts, are vehicles to convert the risk profile of the asset pool to a marketable
security. Several institutions will combine portfolios
and create special purpose management teams to
operate the combined portfolios under a REIT or
securitized pool format. As institutions n'ork dotvn
the chain of safe investment, the capital markets
may provide the best opportunity to qualify real
estate investment vield parameters and serve to validate or challenge portfolio hold/sell decisions.

corporations.

While the press has become familiar with the
portfolio asset sale process and the Private investor
base has been educated on potential upside yields,
the market also has established a current range of
values for such portfolio sales *'hich unfortunately
have tended to produce large discounts over book
value. There is recent evidence that prices are migrating upwards. Certainly there is room for investors to expect a wide variety of institutional
investors to offer portfolios of institutional quality
over the next decade.
Financial institutions may have to seek alternatire
disposition for their portfolios of owned real estate,
current commercial mortgage holdings or nonperforming loans. This is due to pressures from
regulatory agencies, public perceptions on corPorate stock prices held down by underperforming
real estate and lackluster real estate demand potentials over the next decade resulting from demographic shifts, global comPetition and corporate
downsizing.

expansion.
Niche Concentration

WRIT officials believe in staying with what they
know. Deals have been offered from Baltimore to
New York, and all have been consistently declined.
Their philosophy is to buy what they understand,
buy with a purpose in mind, buy with expected
growth in revenues from rent increases and square
foot expansions and manage within the focus.
WRIT's niche involves two asPects. First, to remain
primarily in the DC metroPlex, a market essentially
within a one hour drive from the home office. Second, to own and manage what are known in the
industrv as B-grade properties. These ProPerties
are mid-sized and mid-priced, serving primarily
higher scale local and national tenants in non-prime
but select locations and generally in need of quality
manatement for success.
Concentration on known areas of expertise is
supported by research in the management literature. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) argue that succore

foreclosures. However,
RE,ar-
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folios from the market of undiversified REIIs. An
exception is those instances where the market is too
thin to allow efficiency in operating individual real
estate firms for each proPertv type.rt' For example,
in a small town, sales agents tend to sell all types of

property, whereas in larger metropolitan areas,
there is specialization in proPerty types sold or
managed. A second possibility is that the workers,
includhg management, of the firm believe the diversification protects their human capital since
there is less likelihood of a la.voff during downturns. In this case, the market is indifferent, but it
would be expected to reflect such insurance covera8e in the firm's compensation structure.
Operational Mana8ement
WRIT seems to concentrate on three principles: low
overhead, trim staff and direct executive involvement in day-to-day and long-range operations.
Kahn is directly involved in weekly operation decisions and is critically involved in all acquisition,
renovation and disposition decisions. Thus, WRIT
resembles a closely held family business with a
strong key manager structure.

Diwrsity

Testable Implications
While many aspects of WRIT's strategy seem to
involve clearly acceptable concePts, most are not
testable within a finance frame. Questions as to
management concentration on niche markets and
key manager structures are difficult to identify and
empirically test. Additionally, while finance cannot

Atruss Propertq Types

have significant risk-return benefits. For example,
Miles and McCue (1982) found the correlation coefficient between REITs that held office ProPerty

creased real estate ownership including involun-

Thus, in general, we believe there is no reason
to expect that such benefits will accrue to firms that
pursue strategies where inrestors can choose port-

Organization Form And CorPorate Govemance
WRIT asserts that it has a better equity cost of
capital because it reduces agency costs between
stockholders and management by having clear ethical standards and a straight-forward compensation
program for management. For example, management cannot benefit from sales or propertv acquisitions or management fees other than salary and
bonuses from normal operations. While this is an
important issue for strategy and governance, all the
important variables in this area are not identified,
and this area needs further research.

but does not diversify across economic regions.
Property type diversification has been shown to

Many institutions have significantly staffed up

versus REITs that held retail ProPerty was 0.48.
Firstenberg, et al, (198D also found that ProPerty
type was crucial in determining the best trade-off in
constructing an efficient investment frontier However, none of these sfudies demonstrates why investors could not create their own diversified portfolio
of REITs which individually concentrated on single
property types. There is also evidence that economic geographical diversification is useful (see the
works of Hartzell, Heckman and Miles [1986] and
Hartzell, Shulman and Wurtzebach [1987], and Pollakowski, Wachter and Lynford [192] for details).

competencies. Ehrhardt (1994) also artues that
firms should reiect apparent net Present value projects that are not aligned r.r'ith their strategic goals.
He argues that cash estimates and Potential outcomes have higher risk because the firm does not
have experience with such proiects. Thus, there
may be a tendencv to overestimate revenues and
underestimate costs. Both Prahalad and Hamel's
and Ehrhardt's arguments are consistent with
WRIT's philosophy and Roll's thesis (called the
hubris hypothesis) that firms tend to Pay too much
for acquisitions.
WRIT attempts to diversify across ProPerty tyPes,

to handle the management resPonsibilities of in-

34

functional obsolescence. Walls were moved and a
second elevator was installed to allow for more convenient client access. The office complex was stabi
lized as of mid-1993 with 100% occupancy of
existing space achieved by late 1993. There are
plans to expand the rentable area of the building.
Thus, growth has been achieved in three ways:
more tenants for current space, higher rents due to
better services and functional building improvement and more tenants exPected after the

cessful corporations concentrate on

Conclusion

tary ownership through

rents e\€n after renovation of key ProPerty comPonents. The location's plan was for a primary office
complex of small bushess tenants. It was expected
that a reasonable price for the proPerty would allow
the WRIT officials to comPete t'ith good rents in
the small office space market. Additionally, they
put money into the property to remedy the existing

The Washington REIT Strategy: Financing, Investment And Management
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Low Debt Policy

Kahn says that a key part of WRIT's strategy is the
maintenance of a low- to-no-debt policy. This seems
contrary to conventional wisdom in real estate investing. First, real estate is considered to be low
risk and thus appropriate for leverage potential,
and second, leverage offers tax shields. Howeve,
WRIT offers answers to these traditional notions.
Real estate is not a sure thing and thus alr.r,ays has
inherent risk not only from the business cycle fluctuations in realty use, but from potential structural
shifts in demand from sources such as office hoteling and space reductions from technological innovations, etc. More importantly, risk comes from the
operating company. The REIT can be, and often is,
organized in a way that affords significant management fees and adverse incentive problems. Also,
there is interest rate and refinancing risk over the
business cycle.
Next, the tax benefits of debt to REIIs are unclear. In a REfI, 957c of the net income is passed
through to the stockholders and not taxed at the
corporate level. Thus, the normal tax benefit at the
corporate level is not available for the REIT
organizational form. Howe and Shillhg (1988) make
a similar argument in their research on REIT capital
strucfure and security offerings.5 Capozza and Lee
(1994) provide an empirical investigation of the debt
benefits to REITs and find no positive association
between debt and REIT value.
Lastly, debt offers a firm the opportunity to
grow too fast. In an expansive market, debt will
allow the firm to concentrate on expansion instead
of operations; a pay as you grow poliry will constrain management to expand slower and accept the
better opportunities. Thus, the lack of debt may
reduce the hubris investment problem. For example, Roll (1986) indicates that management may be
too ophmistic in terms of valuing potential takeover
targets. In the same context, Kahn argues that
firms may be too optimistic about both their internal and external growth potential and that debt
allows them to grow too rapidly-both in terms of
selecting projects that have insufficient retum and
in terms of ability to manage the acquired assets
and their debt.

ln addition to the arguments

made by WRIT's
management, the finance literature also offers rea-

sons for low-to-no-debt poliry Smith and Watts
(1993) find that industries with high growth potential are characterized by low debt, Iow dividend
payout and low dividend yields.6 The general thesis
is that higher growth firms do not want to give extra
value to the bondholders and also do not want restrictions on their ability to achieve the potential higher
returns from growth.T Thus, to the extent that REITs,
such as WRIT, have significant growth opportunities, there is reason to pursue a low-debt poliry.
10

fn he Federal Reserve continues as a /tr-lf news
I item. Everl,day newspapers are filled with
I. fed's latest monetary moves, replete with

Non-lnstitrttional Equ ity
WRIT consistently attempts to avoid institutional
investors. Road shows are seldom undertaken to
educate institutions about WRIT; rather individual
investors or institutions relv on the record. Even
with this lack of institutional investors, WRIT has
succeeded in getting the message out to the public
through investment houses and brokers. WRIT
consistentlv receives buy recommendations from
industry advisorv groups,8

While WRIT consistently has achieved a market
its
for
shares and continues to receive good reviews
from industrv analysts, whv does WRIT not favor
institutional shareholders? Kahn indicates that institutions have a stronger preference for immediate

high yields that would tend to push a REIT into
more speculative investments. This is contrary to
a more conservative steadv long-term growth
oriented approach that is far.'ored by WRIT.
This is potentially in contrast to finance theories
which suggest that large insider holdings and institutional holdings may help monitor management
behavior. For example, Demsetz (1986) argues that
large shareholders who are non-management insiders, help to effectively monitor firm activiry The

implication

is that ownership

FEDERAL
RESERVE'S
INFLUENCE ON
REAL ESTATE

INVESTMENTS

concentration may

lead to increased firm value. This is consistent with
Stulz's (1988) work which suggests that high levels
of insider holdings tend to make effective manage-

ment changes difficult.

by James E. Gibbons, CRE

Investment
WRIT pursues an investment strategy that has two
components: long-term growth potential and niche
selection. The key to a sustained growth policy in
dividend payout and acquisition is to create an increashg cash flow from growth in operating income. WRIT rarely sells a propertye and never for
cash to meet dividends or operating considerations.
Long-tenn Crowth Potential
WRIT attempts to select properties

with growth in

earnings potential. Typically, a new acquisition will
be where WRIT management already has expertise
and some expectation on the improved uses of the

property. Thus, growth appears to be more from
understanding the market niche than from general
market growth already priced by analysts in existint property values. A good example is the acquisition of the office complex at 7700 Leesburg Pike.
This complex had a poor market profile, a lack of
adequate design for movement of office workers
and client traffic (for example, one elevator serving
two wings of a semicircular building), and an undefined market niche. WRIT viewed 7700 Leesburg
as a destabilized property (having an occupancy
rate of iust over 60%1, and thus expected to buy the
property at a price that would allow reasonable

Rrrr
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speculations on what may happen next. TV and
radio news broadcasts cover Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspant reports to Congress and his grilling bv supportive and not so supportive legislators,
including the Banking Committee chair. President
Clinton appears compelled to express mild support
for Fed policies; financial markets reflect fear and
trembling waiting for the next meeting of the Open
Market Committee; developers and mortgage
bankers offer public pronouncements about the effects of higher interest rates on the economy. In the
center of all this excitement is the Fed.
Federal Reserve As Inflation-Fighter
In early February 1994 Federal Reserve lifted the
Fed Funds rate target. Fed opined that while inflation was largely under control, it took the step as a
pre€mptive strike to deter a future surge. A similar
rate hike was made seven weeks later. Whatever the
intent, the results saw an increase in the funds rate

from 3.07o lo 3.5Vc, and, to the surprise of many
including Fed, durhg this interval the U.S. Treasury 30-year bond rate moved up from about 67c to
over 77. and mortgage rates rose more than 1%.
The two Fed moves, advertised as cutting inflation
off at the pass to hold down long-term interest
rates, produced an opposite effect; bond prices fell
sharply and yields soared. lnstead of stabilizing
markets, a distinctly bearish atmosphere emerged.
The results have shown investors as thorougly rattled. What does Fed know about inflation that they
do not?
The negative attitude is so pronounced that it
has spilled over to the equity markets. Real estate
also is experiencing a similar sharp run-up of mortgage interest rates, which if they continue, will have
to impact industry investment performances and
values. Capitalization and discount rates, critical investor considerations, are composite money rates,
and as such are market elements influenced by fluctuating capital availability and cost. New and existing residential sales as well as home building may
slow down. Such adversity can produce widespread repercussion, since these items have been
major props to the recent economic recovery. Thus,

lames E. cibbons, cRE, is diralot ol lantaica Sali,rls Ba k,
NelL' Yo't and Easler Realtu hnest ent Corqration, Washi,r,qton, DC. He uus dircctot ol lhe Manhallan Lile lnsurata.c

Comptrq au.! Ba,krrs Tn$l Company, Ne?J, York, and fu is
Nsl feside l of Tlt Cou,r.clors of Real Eslale.

a

The information in this article was recently presented as
an introduction to the 1994 High Level Confurence on
"CAPITAL: Who Has It, Who Wants It, and Holv Do We
Cet [t?," sponsored by The Counselo$ of Real Estate.

Federal Reserves lnfluence On Re.rl Est.rte Investments
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Federal Reserve policy and implementation clearly
influence real estate and all other economic sectors.

a venture. Value has a global quality;
The sensitivity of real estate to financial markets has been enormously heightened by the explosion h securitization of its debt and equity
interests. Market makers in these securities often
price them to provide expected yields quoted as
various basis point spreads above U.S. Treasury
yields for like maturihes. Thus, changes in items
such as mortgage rates which previously might
have been slow to transpire, now occur almost immediately with capital market fluctuations. While
many government officials, economists and financial analysts have questioned the wisdom of the
Federal Reserve in raising interest rates, no one has
questioned the authority and ability of the Fed to
do so. What is the precedent for the Federal Reserve
to handle its monetary poliry missions? How did it
attain its present prominence? How does it work?
Creation And Missions Of Federal Reserve
As a result of bad depression experiences and
money crises over the nation's early vears, Congress
in 1913 created the Federal Reserve Svstem to be
our central bank with the following missions: to be
a lender of last resort and to promote orderly
growth of our economy. The intent was to prevent
further financial crises resulting from unbalanced
capital flows throughout the country. When created, the system was divided into 12 districts, each
with a reserve bank and all governed bv a seven
member Board of Governors appointed by the President. Governors have 14-year terms and the chairman is appointed to a four-vear term by the
President. The Fed, as it is called, is a completely
independent body with enormous economic clout.
Congress frequently makes noises about restricting
its powers, but so far that has not happened. Federal Reserve formulates and implements our nation's monetary policy, and in the process regulates
capital availabilitv and flows. Though much more
could be said about composition and missions, we
will plunge into the matter of monev and Fed's influence on interest rates, the item of prime importance to real estate people.

Credit Regulation Tools
Money

As counselors we talk about and are involved in
real estate investments. They relate to land, bricks
and mortar, but are, in fact, only one commodity;
money. [n our markets an investment usually combines a substantial portion of debt capital, mortgage and a smaller amount of equitv venture
funds. Like it or not, we are involved in monetary
affairs, and ll€ owe it to our clients to be reasonably informed.
36

/r\ f the 245 REITs identified by the National AsI I sociation of Real Estate lnvestment Trusts
Ll lNenetq for the 20-year period 1972 to l9l,

Money has a cost and a value. The cost is expressed as an interest rate, the cost to hire funds for

it is an ex-

change concept. What can money be exchanged for
in terms of goods, services and other nations' currencies. Since capital cost and value are subject to
continuing market variations, a real estate investment's lalue must fluctuate similarly. Cost, or interest rates, are the products of supply and demand
laws. Demand for funds is created by the ongoing
activities of the general economy. However, supply
is a reasonably controlled factor, and in the United
States the Federal Reserve is l/re regulating agenry
Clearly, variations in supply will cause interest rate

fluctuations with a myriad of impacts throughout
the economy, particularlv in the very interestsensitive arena of real estate investment.
ReserLte

Requiretnent

For Federal Reserve to carry out its missions, ConBave it

the necessarv tools to regulate money
Bress
and credit. There are three separate but interrelated
devices. First, there is the resen e requirement. With
fairly recent legislation, most banks are compelled
to be members of the reserve system, especially
those controlling the bulk of the nationt deposits.
Ont' requirement of membership is to maintain
rvith Fed a reserve account calculated as a percentage of the institution's deposits. There are varying
percentages for different deposit types; we have a
fractional reserve system. Funds in the account are
regarded as sterilized. They cannot be used in the
member bank's business, and they earn no interest.
Fed can vary reserve requirements from time to
time, and by so doing, either makes more loanable
money available to banks or withdraws and steril-

izes additional funds. In recent years, this credit
regulation tool has not been extensively used for
changing capital availability
Discount Rnte
The second tool is the discount rate. A privilege of
Fed membership is the right to borrow from the
central bank. If business is booming and loan de-

mand is intense, banks might be interested in acquiring funds to accommodate its customers. The
interest rate Fed charges its borrowing members is
called the discount rate. Obviously, a low rate has
an expansive effect in that it facilitates lending activity, while a high rate has the opposite effect. Fed
does not give members free and unlimited access to
borrowing. It watches the bankhg svstem carefullv
for signs that institutions might be overexpanding
their lending and thereby promoting inflation. Fed
considers the latter our economy's most dangerous
malady. At present, the discount rate is not the
primarv tool for credit regulation, but it is an effective device used by the reserve system to signal
financial markets about its economic and monetarv
views, particularly on inflation.
Re.ct EsraI-E lssuEs August 7994
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Case Study

on.ly 15 existed for the entire time.r The average
exchange listed real estate investment trust (REIT)
existed for less than ten years and the portfolio of
REITs had a Z0-year annual compound return of
8.597o; equity REITs had an annual compound return of 9.55%. By contrast, the Washington REIT
(WRIT) had an annual compound rate of return of
15.04%. Why the difference? Why has the WRIT
consistently outperformed other REITs? Frank
Kahn, WRIT's chief executive officeq, says it is because of WRIT's unique and steadfast strategy of
Iow debt, concentration on growth, attention to
management, diversification across property types,
commitment to quality properties and the firm's
commitment to its investorsz.
The research described in this article attempts
to outline the WRIT strategy: financing, investment
and mana8ement. It concentrates on the financing
and investment aspects of strategy, but management and governance issues are identified. The
source data is from annual reports and financial
statements from the WRIT and personal conversations with Frank Kahn, other WRIT officials, and
industry analysts. The purpose of the research is
threefold: to identify the key ingredients in WRITT
strategy, to elaborate these ingredients in terms of
principles and to develop testable implications.

WRIT's Corporate Strategy
Financing

WRIT takes a unique approach to financing real
estate. lt prefers to finance with equity capital and
to issue that capital to noninstitutional investors.
Thus, its conservative management and growth oriented investment policies afford a low cost of equity
capitals. That debt reduces its flexibility to undertake, maintain and control the investment mix.{

by John L. Glascock and
Susan M. Wachter
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The industrv is creating a more uniform set of
mortgage instruments n,ith comprehensive, uniform terminologv supported by information svstems. For large commercial borrowers, securitized
debt will be facilitated bv large mortgage banking
firms, investment banks and a select fer.r,insurance
companies. For the small borrower, regional investment banking firms, smaller commercial banks
and, perhaps, full-serve real estate companies will
underwrite new loans.
Either way, the debt securitization phenomenon
that began as a quasi-cooperative venture between
investment banks and the RTC to resolve the S&L
crisis has evolved to become a dvnamic vehicle that
will facilitate an orderlv recapitalization of the industrv Capital is abundant in the U.S. now and
most investors
-conservative or speculative, debt or
equity-crave yields after a few years of essentially
hoarding cash hstruments. Rated real estate debt
securities offer investors the high vield and the security of a credit rating.

With lor.r, interest rates, debt holders not only
can refinance their debt, but also can sell off mucir
of their liability to the public. With interest rates so
lou' and the demand to securitize real estate so
high, 1994 is sure to be a record year for securitizing private real estate debt, eclipsing the 515 billion
total of 1993. The activitv u,ill spring from four
areas: banks and insurance companieslecuritizing
mortgage portfolios; corporations and institutions
placing real estate into shared appreciation entities;
private owners placing one property or several
properties into CMOs (Collateralized Mortgage Obligations), REMICs (Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits), or private placement entities; and
the most exciting scenario, the simultaneous securitization of equity and debt ownership.
REMICS
REMICs, initiated by Congress as part of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, were devised to provide a tax
structure for the treatment of multi-class, mortgagebacked securities and uere instituted to facilitate
transactions in the secondarv mortgage market,
predominantly for single-family residential mortgage loans. At issue was the pass-through status of
the issuer and the tax keatment of the securities.
The REMIC formation ensures that a transaction
will be taxed at the investor level onlv.
The REMIC is an effective vehicle for converting

pools of illiquid real estate mortgages (primarily
residential, to date) into capital market instruments. REMICs provide the opportunity to move
assets off the balance sheet in an efficient manner
by placing mortgage pools into tranches and selling
them as mortgage-backed securities. Current industrv conditions, combined with Wall Street's increased knowledge and expertise with real estate,
6

place REMICs in a position to accommodate asset
classes other than single-family residential mortgages and to sen'ice the need for cash to satisfv

Ffi
I
.l.

he companv, a whollv or,r'ned U.S. real estate
subsidiary of a United Kingdom pension
fund, was created in the mid 1970s and financed mainly by loans from its parent. Subsequently, further loans, all at prevailing U.S. market
rates, were made to enable the company to purchase U.S. real estate investments. In April 1987,
this debt nas refinanced by a private placement at

cuirent debt obligations. REMICs provide major
lending institutions the abilitv to diversify risk in
the capital markets while benefitting from the
spread between short- and long-term interest rates.
Developers and property owners holding morttage
assets have used REMICs as a wav to finance the
buyout of bank and RTC debt at a discount.
REMIC Structure
The REMIC must be collateralized bv a static pool
of loans. These loans are ultimately tiered based
upon mortgage portfolio requirements and pooled
by property type, loan size and common underwriting standards. Once the portfolio reaches a particular sizc', the mortgage pool is securitized
through a REMIC. The primary focus is on the
actual mortgage and the underlying collateral cash
flow, rather than the product itself. Pricing and
structure is based on the evaluation of specific
mortgages, cash flow, from collateral and proiected
performance of mortgages and collateral.

The mortgage pools are placed into tranches
reflecting the risk of the prevailing mortgages. The
investment bank evaluates individual loans and the
overall quality of the portfolio. A mortgage must be
assignable and should be in a first-lien position.
Any participations are likely to make it difficult to
offer for sale a REMIC vehicle, and may be perceived negatively bv the rating agencies. The basic
question due diligence seeks to answer is whether
the qualitv of the underlying real estate collateral
and its reserves are capable of generating sufficient
cash flows to senice the debt.
The REMIC transaction involves detailed levels
of due diligence, standardized accounting practices
and institutional gradrngs and disclosures, which
provide a means to e\aluate competitive investments and ease investor concerns. The REMIC is
easier and less expensive to initiate than other recapitalization transactions such as REITs.
Agency Rntiugs

REMICs are independently rated. Each rating
agencv imposes its individual standards to evaluate

the quality of a mortgage portfolio. A particular
REMIC can be structured with multiple tranches,
each tranche receiving a different rating. Ratings
are determined by debt/equity ratios, cash flow/
debt sen,ice ratios and product type. For example,
the risk associated with a portfolio of commercial or
multi-family mortgages is greater than that of residential real propertv mortgages.

RECAPITALIZING
A REAL ESTATE

COMPANY
WHEN REAL
ESTATE IS OUT
OF FAVOR
A

Case Study

by Christopher J. Whyman, CRE

the then excellent rate of 8-3/8%. The private placement was secured by a portfolio of U.K. government issued gilt edged securities held bv the
pension fund in the U.K. The private placement was
for a period of seven years and had to be refinanced in March 1994.

Market Background In 1993
! The real estate market crash was in its fourth
vear and lending on commercial property was
\€rv scarce and verv difficult.
r Interest rates were dropphg to record lows as
efforts continued to restart the U.S. economy.
r The U.K. pension fund parent wished to be relieved of the loan security provided by the charge
it had given over its gilt portfolio so it could trade
more activelv and reduce its exposure in gilts.
REIT Consideration
The companv actively considered forming a Real
Estate Investment Trust (REIT) and visited a number of Wall Street houses. It became apparent that a
public REIT would be difficult to form as the principle real estate asset was large (valued on its own in
excess of the market lalue of many of the existing
REITs) and the portfolio was diversified both geographically and by product type. The market was
looking for single asset class companies with properties located close to one another. ln addition, the
presence of a hotel in the large mixed-use asset was
a problem since REITs cannot recognize direct hotel
income. As discussions proceeded, the company
management also became aware of a significant
problem in running a REIT composed largely of
office space-the need to distribute 9570 of the income against the market need to fund occasional
Iarge sums of money for tenant improvements as
leases expire. The REIT route was evenhrally dropped.

The Compan/s Search
The company then started early to prepare for
its refinancing task. Work commenced 12 months

ChristoptEr l. l4lhynan, CRE, is l,resident atul chief executi.,e
d Eastet R"altv k&\tmort Corl ratio , Washitgto ,
DC., intclors and ouuers of ilstitutional quality U.S. real
.5talc ot behalf of The Electri.itv Supply Pension klvme of
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The need for liquidity has pushed the use of
REMICs to new asset tvpes. Mortgage conduits n'ill
be utilized as a means to originate and refinance
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before the due date. The company visited and interviewed 24 investment advisor companies, pension

r

funds, institutions and other advisers and moved
toward a short list of four investment houses. These
included the adviser who had placed the original
private placement loan.
The Compan/s Requirements
r $105 million

t

lowest possible interest rates

a five year term or less

r

maximum flexibility to prepay early if needed or
desired.

The following forms

of

refinancing l{Cre

considered.

t fter beins starved of

Traditional mortgage. lt became apparent quickly
that this route would not work because the Portfolio valued at about $300 million was likely to be
of insufficient size to provide backing for a large
enough loan without additional securitv. A hotel
was a significant part of the maior asset in this
portfolio, and hotels u'ere stronglv out of favor
with lenders. The portfolio would need to be
considered without the hotel. Debt coverage
nould be on the order of 65%, possibly up to
70%, but without the hotel the portfolio on its
oivn was not large enough to suPPort the loan
required. Some form of guarantee would be
needed in addition to the security of the real
estate. Further reasons for discounting were
likely higher relative interest rate levels and lack
of prepayment flexibility u'ithout penalty.

velopers and properties needed money for improvements. Lenders of all sizes knen' most of their real
estate loans coming due during the vear would be

difficult to collect. Pension funds, which had been

expected to be tlr source of debt and equity capital
in the 90s, mostly sat on the sidelines tending to

THE BIG
SWITCH:
PUBLIC
CAPITAL

Primary Debt Market Alternatives

PROS
Underwritten Public Offering -DeePest market
-Best pricing
-Most liquidity

-

Longest term

REPLACES

CONS

-Level of initial and ongoing
disclosure required
-SEC review likely to be time
consuming

PRIVATE DEBT

-lnvestors view offerings on
take it or leaoe it basis
144A

-Most of the same characteristrcs
as public in terms of term and
pricing with less stringent

disclosure requirements

I

by Michael L. Evans, CRE

as deep or liquid as
public market
-Pricing not quite as favorable

-Market not

-lnvestors view offerings on
takt it or leaue it basis
Eurobond Market

Pricing generally competitive
with U.S. market
-Receptive to the pension fund's
name and story
- Extremely competitive Prichg

-

Traditional Private Placement -Avoid rating and SEC
registration
-Receptive to the pension fund's
name and story
Commercial Bank

Commercial Paper

-

Receptive to noncorporate credits

-

Deep market

-Pricing generally wider

Expect some convenant
negotiations

-Expect some convenant
negotiations

-Aggressive pricing
-Shortest term
flexibility
- Prepayment
required
registration
SEC
-No
40

-$105 million is considered small

-

-Ratings required
-lnterest rate risk (can be

mitigated through swaps)
Refinancing risk

Rrar Esrarr Issurs August

investment for three

I y"ur., alriiost everyone \^'ith a financial stake
I I in real estate was eager for the caPital sPiSot
to be turned back on in Januarv 1993. ToP-tier de-

their own portfolios. If cash-rich pension funds
would not step forward at bargain prices, who
would? The surprising answer was the public
market.

In 1993, debt securitization came of age. [,ast
year's red-hot equitv REIT market demonstrated
that the public market could supply ProPerty
owners with capital, if the Package was priced correctly and structured with approPriate concern for
the investor. Due to a sustained low interest rate
environment, higher-yield securitized pools of commercial real estate debt are proving to be popular
with the fixed-yield investor. Debt pools have the
added benefit of behg able to segregate instruments into various risk categories. The highest
tranches, or pieces, come with a high credit rating
and maybe even a credit enhancement. A "B"
tranche, often called the firstloss piece, carries a
lower credit rating and higher interest rate. The B
tranche typically absorbs all the pools losses from
foreclosure in the pool, allowing the higher AAArated tranche or tranches to sell and trade like a
corporate bond or utility stock. Such bond-like status enables commercial real estate to tap the conservative investor as a capital source.
The flexible bundling of risk also permits a varietv of structures making debt pools viable for a
single building owner, a portfolio of properties, or a
bank or insurance company that owns large mortgage portfolios. In the future, significant borrowers
will be financing their Portfolios through investment banks. The inr€stment bank will structure a
loan, throw it into a Pool with similar riskweighted loans and sell it to the public marketplace
as a real estate-backed debt instrument.
According to Goldman Sachs & Co., $150 billion
in commercial mortgages come due in i994 and the
number increases by $10 billion in each of the following years.r Most of the loans can now be securitized. Goldman Sachs estimates that 20% of the 91
trillion of outstanding commercial mortgages held
by life insurance companies may be securitized by
the end of the decade.
Mi.hacl L, E?tans, CRE, is lhc tdlio ol

divtor of Etttsl &

You gs Real Esrirle $'i,ic.s, San Fratrcixtt,
membo ol The Counxlols ol Real Eslate.
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There has been considerable speculation regarding pension funds converting their private market real estate assets into securitized vehicles to
gain liquidity. While this approach has been enhanced by the recent liberalization of the 5/50 rule,
how many plan sponsors are going to want to convert at a time of improving real estate markets, particularlv since, unlike developers with operating
companies, pension plans cannot expect a pricing
premium. Since most pension plans don't need liquiditv to meet their investment goals, I doubt if
many will be willing to take the additional discount
in value. A similar set of circumstances may prove
distasteful for private REITs trying to go public
without a growth strategy premium. It may turn
out to be more advantageous to selUtrade assets to
an existing REIT or an IPO with a growth storv to
tell.

market power and internal staff to successfully implement such programs. For all, REITs and securitization will bring a new dimension to real estate
investing. Like an omelet, it ultimately should be
very tastv but a lot of eggs may be broken in the

Description Of Primary U.S. Debt Market Alternatives
Underwritten
Public Offe ng

Process.

Ceneral Description

NOTES
1. This article was originallv presented to lhe lnstitute for Fidtr,try
Edudtion in the Spring of 1994.
2. Kostin, David 1., Real Estate lncslnalt Trurts-Tht 1993 REIT
Erqr/osio,r i,r PrrsFral,r,e. Salomon Brothers, Januarv 1994.

3. Recenl legislation clarifled that, for pur;,oses oi the 5/5O rule,
REIT shareholders are the plan beneficiaries, rather than the
plan

Broadest market arailable.

itrll

4. G],ourko, Ioseph, and Donald B. Keim. "What Does the

Traditional

Underwritten

Private Placemenu

Offering

Bank Market

A hybrid market between the
privite and public arenas;
ratings and liquidiw maLe

Historicalhi the preferred

many traditional "public"
in\estors (insurance

market for selling complex
structure. or unusual credits

companies, state funds)
indifferent betlveen
underwritten 144A and public
Eansactions.

Sto<k

Market Tell Us About Real Estate Retums?", lournal d the Amerr
Real Estate arul Urfun Economics Assxiatio - Vol. 20, No. 3.

Pricing

Mn

t1992).

5. Ciliberto, S. Michael, "Equity Real Estate lnvestment Trusts and
Real Estatc R€tums,'ftr but al ol Rtal Estatc R6ear.fi. 5. (1990}

For real estate managers, securitization is a fundamental threat to business as usual. If managers
do not position themselves in some manner to deal

Documentation

with securitization, they will witness the disintermediation of their role in the investment process
and, if not corrected, possiblv organizational ex-

For stronger, well-knorvn
credits the liquiditv of the
market allows for more
attractive pricing than pri\ate

While sensitit'e to credit
ratings and name recognition,
pricin8 can be achiered at a
substantial savings orer the
private market.

Can create same benefits as
funding floating rate by
swapping out early maturities

Can create same benefits as
funding floating rate bv

l

l.

Prospectus

Least dttracti\e pricing, but
higher initial spread cost can

be mitigated through delayed

funding strategt' if arailable.
Does ofler ootential o[
fundin8 on'floating rate basis

swapping out early maturities
Offering Memorandum

2. Underwriting Agreement

2. Purchase Agreement

3. lndenture

3. Indenture

30 y,ears

l5-30 vears

I

tinction. Consultants must also transform their operations and, to some extent, their personnel to
handle more complicated (and interesthg) roles in
the future.

1. Agent's Letter

2. Detailed Loan Agreement
I

\laximum Term

Bank "corporate market"
7-10 years

Institutional market
l5-20 years

Transaction players such as investment bankers,
rating agencies, and accounting and law firms will
no doubt continue to play strong roles. There also
should be considerable growth in the role of both

active and indexed real estate security managers
who manage REITs and other securitized real estate. fb date, these managers have been largely
from security firms, but watch for new firms to
emerge with a strong combination of security and
real estate skills. In the retail area, a large proportion of real estate security advisors will be (or include) real estate mutual funds.

Accountant's Comfort
Letter Required

Yes

Yes

No

Ratings Required

Yes

Yes

No

DTC Preferred

Drc

Tra n

sfer/Settlement

(Depository Trust Company)
Type of Investor

Preferred

Very large investor base

Incrementally lar8er investor

consistin8 of insurance
companies, pension funds,
monev managers, and mufual

bas€ than the Drivate markPt

Increasing crois-section of
mirlet buyers.

public

funds.

Securitization also enhances the move to international real estate investment. Public real estate
companies are well established in many countries
and often dominate real estate activity. Diversifying
a global real estate portfolio at the share level is
infinitely easier to implement than direct investment in fixed assets located in different legal and
cultural environments. This will be particularly
true of rapidly growing real estate markets in
emerSlng economles.

Investor lnvestment
Decision

Public Bond Department

Degree of Inl€stor
Negotiation

None

Regulatory/Registration
Requirements

Issuer and Investor Direct
The market for private project
debt consists primarily of
sophisticated insurance
companies and banks familiar
with credits.

Private Placement or Public
Bond Department

or Bank Credit Committee

None

High

SEC registration of securities

Rule l,l4A provides an

under the Seorities Act of

exemption for resale of
restricted (unretistered)
securities between qualified

SEC Regulation D e\empts

1933 is required.

institutional buyers tQIBs).

Private Placement Departrnent

I

I

retistration for private
placements when certain
conditions regarding the
sophistication level of investors

and the timing of resale are

I

met.

TiminB

As important a force as securitization will be, I
believe it will supplement and not replace the private real estate market. Some investors will continue to prefer investing where they have greater
control and believe thev can achieve excessive returns from an inefficient marketplace. This will be
particularly true for large players who have the

{

Would require substantial
disclosure with respect to the
U.K. pension fund. SEC
review likelv to take 5-tl
we€ks. Might require
restatement of financials for a
5-vear period.

r44A

As SEC 6ling and ratings are
required, accessing the market

As SEC re8lstration is not
required, the market can be
accessed rery quickly. The
credit rating process drives the
timing of a '144A or public
otlenng.

As ratings and SEC
reBistration are not required,
the market can be accessed
quickly. However, negotiating

Enhanced initial distribution

Enhanced inihal distribution

and secondarv trading

Illiquid

and secondarv trading

can take somewhat longer

particularly if the SEC decides
to review the filing.

I

Trading Implication
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Ioan agreement can
time consuming.

Lre

verv

.t1

I

Commercial hper
In light of its flexibility, the generally held view of
the economv the likelihood of interest rates remaining relatively low and the ability to cap interest rate
rises, the company chose commercial paper as its
refinancing vehicle.

Once the company, particularly it's Parent U.K.
pension fund, had accepted the need for a guarantee and indicated a willingness to provide one,
a number of new alternatives opened up. In examining the alternatives with the Parent guarantee, it soon became obvious that if the Parent
sought and obtained a rating from the relevant
agencies more choices were available and the interest rate also would be lower due to the size
and security offered by the Parent. The advice
given, and taken, was to pursue the rathg diligently and choose the market at the last moment
depending on how each was Performing at the
time.

Rating The Pension Fund
This turned out to be a complicated and time consuming affair made more difficult by the different
national and state laws (in the U.S.) and, h particular, the nature and status of pension funds and
trustees in U.K. laws. After many weeks of late
nights, the U.K. pension fund was given an indicative long term debt rating by Standard & Poors of
AAA. Commercial paper issued by the company
and guaranteed by the pension fund has been rated
A-1+ by S&P and P-1 by Moody's. The pension
fund became the first ever fund outside the U.S.
and only about the third (including the U.S.) to be
rated. These were the highest ratings possible, and

The markets considered were:
Eurobond
U.S. Public
744A
Private Market

Commercial Banks
Commercial Paper

Indicative Cost Comparison Across Markets
(January 20,19941
Assumption: 5 Year Maturity and AAAJAaa Guarantee

Commercial

Paper

Treasury Yield

U.S.

Public

s.05

5.05

20
22

.30
.37

144A
s.05

Private

Bank

Eurobond
Market

s.05

5.05

I t,t

Spread over

5yrT

40-.45
47 -.52

65-.75
65-.75

65-.70
65-.70

.20-.30
.30-.40

Reoffer Yield
5.25

AA
Expenses

5.27
.04-.05

5.30
5.37
.13-.20

5.48
5.55
.1

1-.18

5.75
5.75

.05-.09

.02-.03

.03-.04

21

.21

18

15

.15

6.00
6.00

5.91
5.91

5.49

AII in Cost

AAA
AA

5.52

5.73

5.84

5.1{

5.80

5.91

s.59

Floating Rate
Conversion

AAA

LIBOR +
.22

LIBOR +
.24

I

LIBOR +
.43

LIBOR +
.50

LIBOR +

LIBOR +

LIBOR +

LIBOR +

.tl
.61

.70
.70

LIBOR +

.61

LIBOR +
.19

.67

LIBOR +

LIBOR +
.29

Note: Commercial paper and banl {loating rate cost converted to fixed rate via swap market. All fixed
rates converted to floating rate via swap market.
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Attraction Of REITs 'Ib Pension Investors
Pension funds are increasingly attracted to REITs as
an investment vehicle. Much of this interest is no
doubt related to continuing frustration with the lack
of control and exit options associated with the illiquid private real estate market. For smaller plans,
REITs unquestionably provide an opportunity, not
otherwise available, to invest in real estate on a
diversified basis with reasonable levels of liquidity.
There also is a certain attraction to the Sreater
level of governance provided by the scrutiny of the
public marketplace and the role plaved bv outside
directors. Side-by-side investment by management
establishes a level of goal congruency not found in
the typical investor-manager relationship utilized in
the private marketplace. Some observers maintain

that REITs provide more information to

share-

it is

generally not true with

separate accounts where the level of information is
not onlv greater but customized to investor needs
as well.

7994

REITs in these studies were small cap stocks, these
conclusions are not surprisinS.

This is not just an academic concern. If REITs
behave more like stocks than real estate, then the
diversification advantage of having real estate in a
multi-asset portfolio is lost or seriously diluted. In
fact, the addition of REIT shares to a multi-asset
portfolio may skew the performance of the portfolio
by overweighing it with small cap stocks.

Wrre is tlc lrrrfll? I believe that we're simply
going to have to wait to find out. Common sense
would indicate that, since the income flows from
REIT operations are exclusively from real estate,
yields over time should perform more like real estate than securities. Perhaps with the increasing
capitalization of the REIT market, future studies
will confirm these intuitive observations.
Future Outlook
Orer the next few months r.t'e can exPect some turmoil in the REIT markets as interest rates increase
and investment bankers (and investors) become
more concerned with earnings quality and realistic
growth scenarios. REITs utilizing floating rate financing will be particularly affected. UPREITs also
can be expected to experience difficulties as they
struggle to develop and implement a growth strategy. There will no doubt be several mergers and
consolidations as REITs seek u'ays to achieve or
maintain a growth pricing premium.
Generally, I expect REIT performance in 1994 to
be good, but nothing like 1993. Fortunately, real
estate values are still lou'enough to continue the
REIT public-private market arbitrage strategy for at
least another vear but these opportunities will become increasingly rare. On the positive side, more
modest performance levels should provide a badly
needed respite. The REIT market certainly does not
need another major letdown like it experienced in
the mid 1970s.
Over the longer term (5-7 years), I expect REITs

One thing is clear-RElTs provide a welcome
relief to the never-ending debate over the use of
appraisals to establish investment value and as a
way to measure investment and manager performance. In fact, there is some evidence that the performance of REIT shares can forecast changes in

(Execution &
??

Other factors that analvsts and investors track
are pay-out ratios (percent of distributable income
that will be paid out as dividends), total debt to
total capitalization (the market doesn't like leverage
exceeding 45%) and the proportion of floating debt
in the capital structure (60% of REIT IPOs in 1993
involred floating rate financing which al'eraged
76.3% of total capitalization).

mingled funds,

Fee

Structuring)

Earnings usuallv are measured in terms of
funds from operations (FOF) which is net income
(GAAP), excluding capital costs, plus depreciation
and amortization. Stock prices are increasinglv
compared to FOF flows, much the same as price/
earnings ratios for non-real estate stocks.

holders. While this may be true in the case of com-

5.30
5.40

5.73
s.73

real estate investors. The demand for REIT shares
also is influenced significantly by dividend spreads
over treasuries (institutional investors) and monev
market funds (retail investors).

to lead the way into a securitized future for real
estate investing. There are simply too many posifive features (e.g. Iiquidity, Sovernance, etc.) for

appraised values.l

investors to avoid allocating at least a portion of
their portfolios to real estate securities. Hopefully,
this will, in time, lead to the same level of investor
confidence enjoyed by the securitv markets.

In allocating assets to a portfolio, a crucial question is whether REITs behave like real estate or securities. (This is an integral Part of the bigger
issue-is real estate an asset class or merelv an
industrial sector? This debate is too lengthy to Pursue here.) Most academic studies, to date, conclude
that REIT retums correlate better with securities,
specifically small cap stocks.s Since most of the

The securitization of real estate has many farreaching implications for current players. For plan
sponsors, it means greater flexibility in establishing
real estate portfolios, both in terms of portfolio
manaSement and in internal staffing to handle the
process. Smaller plans and defined contribution
plans will be able to effectirelv invest in real estate
for the first time.

The Long

View-A

Perspective On The REIT Market

was investor perception-REIT market values had
declined almost 757" from their 1972 highs.
Largely as a result of the i970s debacle, REITs
fortunately missed the real estate boom of the
1980s. In the succeeding collapse of the real estate
markets at the end of the decade, all forms of capital for real estate had evaporated. Developers and
other owners of real estate found themselves with
highly leveraged properties, often built with short
term financing and no source of refinancing. With
interest rates falling and real estate yields rising,
Wall Street saw an opportunity to arbitrage between private and public markets.

The Kimco offering in 1991 was the first sign
that REITs could play a major role in financhg real
estate and, more importantly, real estate operating
companies. During 1991, eight IPOS involving
REITs raised $808 million. A similar number r,'as
completed in 1992, raising $919 million. While this
was a meaningful capital raising activity, particularlv in a capital-starved real estate market, 1993
would prove to be a real turning point. Serenty-five
equity IPOs raised $11.1 billion, compared with 62
issues raishg $3.7 billion over the prior five years.
Excluding placements of less than $50 million, 39
I[Os were completed raising $8.2 billion, approximately 14% of total IPO activity for the year in the
entire securities market.

of the
Virtually all
the IPOs represented real estate operating companies, specializing by property type. The neu,
REITs also were significantly larger-ten equity
REITs had market capitalization of orer $500 mil
Ferhaps more significant, the character

1993 IPOs was dramatically different.

Iion (vs. two at the end of 191) and 40 had capitalization exceeding $200 million (vs. ten in 1991).
Almost two-thirds of new and proposed REITs
were structured as UPREITS. Here the REIT owns
an interest in one or more existing partnerships, an
approach utilized to reduce the tax impact on selling partners.

Most of the 1993 IPOs were self-administered
and, in many cases, management had significant
equity positions, minimizing conflicts and enhancing congruenry with investors. Most of the man-

agement Broups

had spent their

careers

specializing in the particular property type and had

effectivelv worked together as a team for many
years, including at least one full real estate cycle.
At year end 1993, the REIT market reflected
many of the changes occurring at the individual
firm level. Total market capitalization of all REITs
increased to $31.6 billion (equity REITs to $25.6 billion). The 30 largest REITs measured $15.1 billion
vs. $8.6 billion at the beginning of the year REITs,
howevet still made up less than 2% of all privately
held real estate assets.
2

In 1993, REIT shares continued to outperform
the S&P 500 (78.7Vo vs. 10.17c), and dividend yields
were 6.8% at year end, 83 basis points over ten-year
treasuries and more than,l00 basis points over the
dividend yield of the S&P REITs outperformed the
private real estate market

by over

2,000 basis

points.

Institutional investors, primarily real estate mutual funds, provided almost one-half of the capital
raised. As a result of this market activity, liquidity
increased dramaticallv Salomon Brothers estimated
that a $1 million transaction involving 54 out of the
69 REITs they tracked could be consummated in
tno days or less. One percent of the outstanding
shares of half the companies could be traded in the
same period.z
The Modern REIT
Although regulations have loosened considerably
over the years, REITs shll must meet several fairly
stringent rules if thev are to maintain their REIT
status.

!

Have at least 100 shareholders. Five individuals
cannot own more than 507o of the stock (5/50
rule)r.
a Seventy-five percent of assets must be in real estate equity, mortgages, REIT shares or cash.
I Seventy-five percent of income must come from
rents or mortgage interest.
! No more than 30? of operating income can come
from properties held less than 4 years.
r Ninety-five percent of taxable income must be
paid out annually.

As noted, most successful REITs are fully integrated operating companies rather than passive
conduits for investor capital. Most are focused by
property type and by geographical area, although
the latter is changing as larger national firms come
onto the scene. Retail and apartments are the dominant property type, which could account for some
of the performance premium over private pension
fund portfolios where office properties often

thev *'ere achieved at a time when others were not
able to sustain their existing AAA rating.

The Players
The Companv

Benefits Of A Rating
The rating achieved had the following benefits:

The Parent

t
I
r
r

lower interest rates

greater access
money is tight

to the market

The Advisor

greater access to the derivative market

if

desired

a significantly improved market view of the com-

pany and of the pension fund as very secure
businesses.

Successful Issue
Over half of the paper was taken up at a rate on top
of the U.S. Government repurchase agreement
(repo) rate and the remainder was taken up at the
rate commanded bv the very best U.S. corporations.
Effectively, therefore, the first issue was at about

3.68%, resulting in an annualized savings of $5
million in interest pavments.
Swaps, Caps And Collars
Various techniques have b€en developed

to allow
an issuer to hedge exposur,e, including sharp increases in interest rates.
Sa'aps allow companies to convert several years
of a floating rate obligation to a fixed rate by execut-

ing an interest rate swap. During the past five
years, the swap market has grown dramatically
providing substantial liquidity which is enhanced
by a number of mechanisms allowing swap underwriting, swap reversal and swap sale.

Today,

however, successful REIT operating companies often sell at premiums over the underlying yield,
largely in anticipation of growth in earnings
through development, refinancing or restructuring
investments, and a shift in the yield expectations of

and rebate caps (where a company purchases a cap
for a higher upfront premium, but if the one month
cap is below the rebate rate on the rebate date, the
company receives the premium of a conventional
cap back as a rebate).

In terms of organization, all REIG must be

a

corporation or a trust and be managed by a board
of directors or trustees. The majority of truste€s
must be independent of the REIT management. In

fact, any maior conflict of interest is usually penalized through share pricing.
As a pass-throuth vehicle, REITs should be expected to trade on the yield of underlying real es-

tate assets, less a liquidity discount.
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Electricity Supply Pension Scheme
(the second largest pension fund
in Britain)
Goldman Sachs and Company

especially when

Caps are like life insurance policies. A premium
is paid to insure against an event that it is hoped
will not happen. Caps allow the company to enjoy
the low cost of floating rate financing and also to
protect itself against sharp rises in short-term rates.
A cap is a series of calls-the right to buy the
underlyer at the strike price. For example, in early
April 194, the issuer of one month commercial papet al 3.62% for an up front premium of 31 basis
points per year for three years could have purchased a cap at a strike rate of 7% for that period.
Other techniques available include collars (whereby
a company, by giving away some of the upside of
low floating rates, can cheapen its protection
against risint rates), average rate caps, step-up caps

dominate.

Eastern Realty Investment
Corporation, Washington DC.

Recapitalizing A Real Estate Company When Real Estate ls Out Of Favor
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he purpose of this article is to acquaint the
reader with the commercial mortgage securitization market and its role ir capital formation, areas to consider in the transaction process
and the importance of institutional loan servicing.
ln Capital Sources for Renl Estate, March 1994,

authors Michael Zuckerman and Thomas D. Kearns
report that debt securitization began in the earlv
1980s at Salomon Brothers, a major New York investment banking firm.r At that time, Salomon rea[-

EMERGING
TRENDS IN
COMMERCIAL
MORTGAGE
SECI.ruTIZAilON
by John J. Healy, Jr., CRE,
Patricia R. Healy and
Eric R. Lindner

ized that investors were interested in buying
securities backed by a large diversified group of
mortgates on single family homes, as opposed to
directly inresting in individual mortgages. This
progressed to a point where, in the earlv to middle
1980s, collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs)
on residential properties became one of the leading
investment vehicles and profit centers for the investment banking community.
In the 1980s, commercial securitization began in
earnest and involved the aggregation of debt secured by a few large institutional-type office buildings in major U.S. cities. Typically, a bank would
pool the loans and an investment bank would sell
senior participations with the bank holding the junior, or subordinate, participation piece. Singlepurpose hsurance companies were created to provide credit enhancement for debt securities by insuring the repayment of debt in the event of
performance difficulties u'ith the borrower(s). This
avoided reliance on the collateral and focused emphasis on the credit quality of the insurer. Zuckerman also reported that in March 1990, Donaldson
Lulkin Jenrette Inc. considered securitizing the financing of a series of properties for one borrower
without any credit enhancement. This significant
financing for MLC Properties closed in August

THE LONG

VIEW-A

PERSPECTIVE

ON THE REIT
MARKET
by John McMahan, CRE

cowight

1994., bhn l\LcMahan, cRE

7991.

In the early 1990s, the Resolution Trust Corporation began pursuing debt securitization as a way
lohn l, Healy, h., cRE, is a founding prirciql ol Tl@ Honlo /
Healy Co
ies, a rutiorgl tirfi slrcializing in leal estate
apryisal, co'tsultitig, ftaearch, assel mnrogefietll and ailt'isoru ser:rices. He is also nwnasing ptrfuilnl of Tfu llanfudl
HealylAryoisal, Co slrllitlg, and Rrienrch Con',nias. He
holds profasional daigrution. auarded W the Aryakal Instilule arul The Cotnsclors Real Eslale.

y
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Historical Perspective
REITs didn't start out to be go-go operating companies with high expectations for future growth in
earnings. The REIT Act of 1960 envisaged a conservative investment vehicle with "pass through" features n'hich u'ould encourage long term investment
in real estate by individual, taxable investors. Less
than half of the REITs operating in the sixties were
self-advised (internally managed; no external advisor) and, even in these cases, management did not
participate extensively in stock oh'nership. There
was little market activitv and not much coverage
from the financial community.
ln the late 1960s, Wall Street began shifting the
emphasis of REIT Initial Public Offerings (lPOs)
from long term equitv investment to short term
mortgage investment, largely in the form of construction loans. Mortgage REITs were the largest
single source of capital funding for the 19V-1975
real estate boom, largely borrowing short and lending long in order to arbitrage the yield curve. This
bubble collapsed in the mid-seventies and REITs
became tarred with a negafive image they have
only recently begun to overcome. Not all of this

Patricia R. Healy is mawging pitrci,€l $ Haxt'ordlllealy LsConlnnv, arrd she is a lice sed rcal .,:late
olCalilor ia. Her acadefiic actitilies itLlude
S16$l leclur$ al the Uni'ersily of Virgi ia a d llu Amoicarl
lnsrilule of Ba kins- Pra,ious de sented as a laculty menfuer
of St. Mary's Cctlegc.

Iohn McMohsn, CRE, is a n:al eslate consullonl and tneslot
I7e uas lhe foufider and CEO ol Mcllol/McMahan Real Eslale
N|isors, a S2-2 billioi rcal cslale ittuellnpnl nunager, otd
setued as chairman ol lhe National Associdlion ol Redl Esldte
Im,est ent Adtisors (NAREIM). lvkMaha :./as fcsdenl ol

Erb R, Lindner is nataging ynuipl ol HatlordlHaly Nt'isory Company, atld is resl,.nsible
the Hanlold/lTealylAsset
Menageme Contpnls assct-relatd nturk ling acli.tities. He
las more lhan 25 yeafi ol ex\riercc ifl thc arcas ol real eslale
firlorce anll asstl manoganenl-

Counselors

set Mana\ement
broker h lha stal.

lt

Mellon Patliciqti,lg Mottsage Ttust (MPMT) ond curret ly
.en6 as a directur ol MPMT as rel, as BRE Ptoperti6, a
REIT listed on a,r? MySE. Ha is a nrcnfier tt thc lacuhll ol lle
Hoas Craduate Sclrool o/ Bus,ress N i'|istrdlion al tlv Uniursilv of California, Bcrkelev. |vtMtht is a nvnthct of Tlt
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n 1993, the public securities markets raised over
billion in new capital for Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). This represented more real
estate capital than was raised by anv other source
in 1993 and three times more than was raised by
REITs during the prior five years combined. Was
1993 an aberration or is this a major first step on the
much heralded road to se'curitized real estate?
What are the implications for institutional investors
regarding asset allocation, manater selection and
governance, and internal staffing? For investment
managers and consultants, does it require a fundamental shift in organizational strateg),?
This article attempts to address these and other
questions about the rapidly chan2Jing world of
REIIs and their role in real estate securitization.
The history of REITs is briefly reviewed, follow'ed
by a discussion on the characteristics of modern
REITs and why some pension fund investors find
them attractive. Finally, we indulge in some crvstal
ball gazing to anticipate what all this means for
institutional investing in the future.l
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Securitized Portfolio Management
Master/Special Interaction

25

39

The Creative Destruction of
Real Estate Capital Markets

Recapitalizing a Real Estate
Company When Real Estate is
Out of Favor-A Case Study

H. McCo,v, CRE
Arising out of the destruction of real estate caPital
Bowen

Securitl2ed Porfolio

markets over the last four years are new market
forms that mav reduce the cost of real estate
capital, if industry practitioners can solve some
ongoing problems. The article cites real estate
funding as related to commercial banks, insurance
companies and Wall Street.

Perlorming Loans
Masler Servicer

Christopher

J.

Whvman, CRE

The author recounts what was involved in
refinancing a w.holly owned United States real
estate subsidiarv of a United Kingdom pension
fund at a time when investment funds were at low
ebb h the U.S. Included are detailed listings of
primary debt market alternatives which were
considered relative to the need for a guarantee
and indicative cost comparisons across markets.

Transtor lo Speclal Se,vlce,
al 9GOay Oellhquency

29
Loan Besolution

Portfolio Disposition Strategies:
The Institutional Decision of the

Emerging Tiends in Commercial
Mortgage Securitization

Decade

John l. Healy, Jr, CRE, Patricia R. Healv and
Eric R. Lindner

Michael P Buckley, CRE
Reatructure lo
Perfo.ming

Foreclose and Sale

Olscounted Pay-oll
and Olher Resolution

Copyrlght Hantord/Healy Asset Manag€menl Company

market dynamics, and basic real estate supply and
demand issues, portfolio mortgage management
must be skilled and positioned to act on, rather
than react to, changed or changing circumstances.

Current convention suggests that servichg is
bifurcated between a traditional nnster senticer and
a special senicer. The master servicer has been responsible for the day-to-day servicing of the performing pool, while the special servicer has been
responsible for asset-specific management, on a
stand-by basis. This occurs when a loan becomes
nonperforming and/or when other asset-specific issues occur which could adversely impact the security's performance.
The role and responsibility of the special servicer historically have been viewed as being reactive to asset-specific events. Given the nature of the
underlying collateral, a reactive role may put the
special servicer and the security! performance at
risk. As may be expected, there can be a long time
between the event and the efficient transfer of responsibility (master to special). The dual structure
does not provide an environment which promotes
proactive management. The structural flaw inherent
46

within this approach has been apparent in some of
the early RTC seorities. In theory it works; in practice

it falls short.

The security, its investors and the market are
much better served by a structure which encourages proactive involvement by the servicers in anticipating and having in place strategies which
address portfolio management requirements. To illustrate this point, the following figures detail two
simplistic special servicer-master servicer relations.
Figure 1is an illustration of the classic relationship
wherein the activities are clearly bifurcated and mechanical; Figure 2 is an example of a relationship
which requires integrated and proactive involvement. [n addition, the role of the special servicer is
to be the guardian of the first loss or "8" piece
position. These two roles are complementarv and
should reflect aligned economic interests for all
investors.
Conclusion
The evaluation, presentation and acquisition of a
securitized transaction involving commercial mortgages require a thoughtful and well-supported
analysis of portfolio and underlying collateral risks.
REAL E'TATE
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Given the magnitude of assets locked up in
current institutional portfolio ownership, the
expected release of large portfolios into capital
markets will require an orderly, segmented and
sequenced delircrv process. The author states his
case and strategy on how to proceed h portfolio
analytics, so the process includes a new emphasis
on clarity in due diligence and produces an
elevated portfolio yield lift over the remainder of

The authors provide authoritative information on
whv in commercial mortgage securitization,
fundamental transaction components are critical to
successful execution, including an organized
collateral pool, methodical and comprehensive due
diligence, a deal structure consistent with ratinS
agencies' criteria, and a well defined strategv and
master/special servicer relationship.

this decade.

48
35
Federal Reserve's Influence on
Real Estate Investments
James E. Gibbons, CRE

The Federal Reserve and its chairman, Alan
Greenspan, have become household words. As the
lead player in curbing inflation, the role of the
Federal Reserve continues to make daily headlines
nationwide, along with fighting crime. In this
article author Jim Cibbons provides the reader
with a provocative explanation of the Fed's role in
the current economy, the structure of the Federal
Reserve Svstem and why it works, along with an
overview on where the economv is headed.

COUNSETOR'S PERSPECTIVE
Pension Fund Participation in
Real Estate Capital Formation
Barbara

Il. Cambon, CRE
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The Washington REIT Strategy:
Financing, Investment and
Management
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Securitized Portfolio Management
Master/Special Interaction

A Case Study
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The Washington Real Estate Investment Trust
(WRIT) provides a unique opportunity to study
strategy. Frank Kahn, the CEO of WRII not only
has created a successful REIT u,hich has
consistently outperformed other REITs for
decades, but he has formulated a strategv which
is consistent with academic research. This article
attempts to document WRIT's strategv and
evaluate it in terms of currentlv acceptable
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The Long View-A Perspective on
The REIT Market
John McMahan, CRE

Along with a history of REITs, a review of its
characteristics and whv it is an attractive
investment vehicle, the author enlists his
background as a real estate counselor and investor
to predict what the future might hold for real
estate securitization.

5
The Big Switch:
Public Capital Replaces Private
Debt

fa!i

Creating a More Efficient
Real Estate Capital Market

Copyright Hantord/Healy Agset Management Compsny

Ivan Faggen, CRE, and Craig J. Faggen
The real estate capital market in 1994 is very
different from what it was at the beginning of this
decade. The authors present an overview of where
capital markets are headed and why today's use of
debt and equity securitization is a more efficient
way to decrease the cost of capital to the industry.
From less than $5 billion in 1991, commercial
mortgage-backed securities increased to $17 billion
at the end of 1993.

As part of the evaluation process, the portfolio
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With interest rates so lor.r, and the demand to
securitize real estate so high, 1994 is sure to be a

The Disposition Market for
Large Portfolios
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Michael L. Evans, CRE

record vear for securitizing private real estate
debt, eclipsing the $15 billion total of 1993. The
article explains how activity u'ill spring from four
areas: banks and insurance companies securitizing
mortgage portfolios; corporations and institutions
placing real estate into shared appreciation
entities; private owners placing one or more
properties into CMOs, REMICs or private
placement entities; and the simultaneous
securitization of equity and debt ownership.

s{!v
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should be disected and reconstructed so the assetspecific risks or issues mav be considered in the
context of the portfolio.
The analvsis should include an evaluation of
portfolio attributes (e.g. Weighted Average Coupon
[WAC], Weighted A\€rage Maturity [WAM], Debt
Service Coverage Ratio IDSCR], Loan-to-Value ratio
[LIV], etc), the identification and analvsis of assets
with high risk profiles, the handicapping of individual assets. Also employed, if and when needed,
is the development of a loan loss adjusted cash flow
for the portfolio, propertv/size analvsis, real estate
market analysis and the examination of altemative
risk management and mitigation strategies.

A focused and methodical analysis is an absolute requirement for three (3) primary reasons (and
audiences):

A.

To achiel'e most favorable consideration by the

Brian Furlong

rating agencies which translate

This article explores hou, commercial mortgagebacked securitization, bulk sales, auctions and
equity REIT formations have been used to bring
new liquidity to the real estate investment
markets. The author provides an analysis of r+'hen
it is better to use the various strategies to dispose
of commercial real estate or mortgage assets

execution;

to

optimal

B. To facilitate the in\€stment review by

prospective first loss investors; and
C. To create a solid foundation for the development
and implementation of portfolio management
(servicing strategies).

By involving the entity(ies) that ultimately will
perform the ongoing servicing in the portfolio underwriting, a significantly better understanding of
the asset's composition will result which eventuallv
will effect a more efficient trade.

NOTES

l.

Zuckerman, I\'lichael and Thomas D Keams, Capital Sources lor
Rcal Eslale. Boston, MA:, Warren, Gorham and Lamont, 19E4,
p.1.

2. Excerpted from paSe I of'The
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funkfi in

tlY,

Origination, U deturiling and Seruicing ol Com ercial Mortgage
Lmns ftn lfu Instilulio al lfi,$lmenl Communiry," a report issued
iointly b), the Califomia Mortgage Bankers Ass(riation and lnstititional Real Estate, Inc., 1994.
3. Ibid.

portfolios.
Emerging Trends in Commercial Mortgage Securitization
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Pension Fund Participation
In Real Estate Capital
Formation
by Barbara R. Cambon, CRE
For the last decade, pension funds were vien'ed
as an important and growing source of real estate capital. However, over the last several years,
when the traditional sources of caPital were

withdrawing from the market, pension funds
did not fill the capital gap h a meaningful way.
Now that it appears the real estate market has hit
bottom, how will pension funds participate in
the market recovery? This article provides a review of the investment marketplace from a pension investment perspective and explores three
ma,or stratetic investment directions currently
being considered bv pension funds.
The Investment Marketplace

After a virtual u'ithdralral of capital from real
estate markets for several years and the lack of
transaction activity, real estate in\estment markets are selectively springing to life in 1994. The
economic activity required to absorb excess
space is rebounding in some areas of the country
with the outlook continuhg to be diverse depending upon the economic region and proPerty
type under consideration. In addition, the real
estate investment marketplace continues to
evolve characterized bv new sources of capital
and investment structures.
lnvestor activitv indeed has begun to resurface,
fueled by a variety of new capital sources. While
the capital binge of the 1980s involved a number
of parties, including commercial banks, S&Ls,
insurance companies and foreign investors
(along with pension funds), the newest sources
of capital emanate from Wall Street. Following its
significant repricing over the Past four years, the
recognition that real estate provides comPetitive
current income returns comPared to other financial assets (without the more speculative reliance
on value growth to produce returns) is drivhg
this trend.
Real estate investment trusts (REITs) hare proliferated. The market capitalization of this Public
market sector grew by $9.1 billion in 1993 to a
total of $34.6 billion for equity REITs, an increase
of 36% in iust one year. Significantly, many of
these real estate IPOS (initial public offerings)
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represent premier real estate operating companies turning from pri'r,ate debt sources to the
relatively cheap public equitv markets to recaPitalize their firms. Capital has flowed to this sector primarily from vield-driven, fixed-income
investors, which mav cause this sector to falter in
the face of higher interest rates. The consensus
view howevet seems to be that well-managed
companies will endure and prosper if they have
solid growth prospects in property se8ments
where economies of scale may be exploited (e.g.,
apartments and regional malls). On a related
note, capital-rich REITs recently have been accused of o\€rheating some local proPerty investment marketplaces, specifically for apartments
and regional malls. For example, apartment capitalization rates fell 50 to 100 basis points or more
in sought-after locations.
Wall Street also has entered into the vacuum for
issuance of mortgage debt created by the withdrawal of financial institutions from their traditional real estate lending role. Mortgage brokers
are finding new life through conduit arranp;ements with Wall Street capital sources to oriSinate loans which are packaged and sold as
commercial mortgage-backed securities. This
trend was jump-started by the RTC's pioneering
effort in pooling and packaging loans for sale as
it worked out the problem portfolios of the nation's failed lending institutions. This activity,
coupled with the re-emergence of insurance
company lending for smaller-valued properties,

has provided breathing room for property
owners looking to refinance debt, albeit under
more conservative underwritint terms.
Pension Fund Activity
Pension funds also are exhibiting increased interest in the real estate marketplace. Preferences for
investment strategies and structures have been

articulated and absorbed bv the manager community with resulting changes in how hvestment activity will be conducted in the future.
Large separate account investors have hammered
down fee structures and re-entered the market
selectively, enjoying the discretion that significant capital wields. For other investors, a next
teneration of pooled fund products is emerging
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his foctis Ldilion is the first in a new annual
series of Ren/ Esfnlr' /ssx6 that will present,

each August, high quality articles devoted to a
particular topic, as selected by the Editorial Board.
In the April edition of the journal, I indicated that
the August issue vvould represent an expansion of
REl from two to three editions annually. I believe
increasing the publishing frequencv of RE/ provides
an important outlet for authors (the majority of
whom are CREs-Counselors of Real Estate) along
with sen ing as a resource of important information
for members of The Counselors of Real Estate and
the general readership.
The first Focus Editittrt features "Capital Formation in Real Estate," a topic that is most relevant in
the current real estate environment. It also serves as
a follow-up to The Counselors' High Level Conference held in July on the same subject. "Capital Formation..." apparently is of great interest to authors,
since the large number of high-quality submissions
we received enabled us to publish an entire edition
on the subiect.
Such interest in the capital markets for real estate should not be surprising when we consider the
tremendous changes that have occurred in this area
during the past fer4'vears. The virtual demise of
thrift institutions as an important source of capital
for both residential and nonresidential real eslate,
the greatly increased role of the secondary market
orSanizations (FNMA and FHLMC), the securitization of residential mortgages, the participation of
Wall Street, the hugh growth of REITs and the increasing interest of pension funds in real estate are
but a few of these current trends.
We strive to make each issue of RE1 relevant to
the needs of our readers. I think you will agree that
this first Focus Edilitm zeroes in on a topic of vital
interest. Knowledgeable authors, who are leaders
in their fields, hare provided us with the latest and
most incisive insights on market efficiency, REITs,
pension fund investment in real estate, portfolio
disposition, commercial mortgage securitization
and the role of the Federal Reserve.
We welcome your comments on Real Estate lssres, along with your suggestions for future topics.

7k/4

Halbert C. Smith, CRE
Editor in chief

to meet the expressed needs of investors, including increased control (e.g., through corporate
Bovernance provisions and increased ability to
terminate management), lower and more
incentive-oriented fee structures and more
clearly articulated strategies. [n addition, the
non-profit industry effort to effect a secondary
market for existing pooled fund units (known as
the Clearinghouse) is officially organized and
poised to begin transactions.
Nerd Strategic Investment Directions
The first strategy for pension fund participation
in real estate is the traditional core portfolio, the

strategv used bv most pension funds to build
their real estate portfolios. The core portfolio
strategy is characterized bv a focus on wellleased buildings generating stable operating income. Propertv tvpes include office, retail, industrial and, more recently, apartments. National
geographic diversification is sought to avoid
property concentrations in markets subject to
similar economic changes.

As the traditional core strategy began to lose
appeal for both portfolio and market reasons, a
second strategy emerged-"niche" investing.
This strategy is characterized by verv specialized
real estate-related investments which are also
very diverse. As pension funds added a noncore component to their strategy, the focus
shifted to market niches where risk-adjusted returns appeared to be more attractive and there
was not an overabundance of capital from a multiplicitv of sources. Niche strategv property
types include agricultural land, timberland, undeveloped land, fast food franchise restaurants
and single-family residential development.
The third investment strategy is opportunistic investint. This strategy seeks to earn higher (in
some instances, substantially higher) rates of return and encompasses a broad range of acquisition targets. Attributes of this strategy include
bulk portfolio purchases of performing and nonperforming loans and real-estate-owned (REO)

from financial institutions; single-asset purchases from distressed sellers; acquisition of out-

of-favor property types, i.e., office buildings; and
acquisition of real estate companies. By pension
fund standards, holding periods are expected to
be relatirrly short and returns are proiected to be
in excess of 20%.

and too little profit was realized. This new wave

of opportunistic investing brought forth a new
group of pooled fund sponsors/advisors (or partners). Wall Street firms (Zett,Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley) are active players
who are investing meaningful amounts of their
own capital. This has struck a positive chord for
pension investors seeking better alignment of interest between themselves and pooled fund
sPonsors.

Conclusion
As we progress through 1994, the pall over the
real estate marketplace appears to be lifting.
Capital from pension investors and nontraditional capital sources, such as the public debt
and equitv markets, is beginning to revive the
dormant real estate investment marketplace of
the past four years. While, like the economy, the
real estate market will continue to have an underlying cvclical nature, the increased diversification of capital sources and improved public
and private investment structures for real estate
should bring a degree of maturation to the investment marketplace which will benefit all inrestors
going forward.

From a pension investment perspective, increased investor emphasis on current yield (as
opposed to speculative value increases), accompanied by improved inr€stment structures allor.ring for greater control and liquidity, make this an
ideal time for investors to consider the deploy-

ment of their real estate allocations. Property
types in selected areas, including apartments, industrial and certain retail formats, are generating
attractive current cash vields with the prospect of
value increases over the next several years. For
the more opportunistic investor, office properties, primarily in suburban locations, also may be
attractive.

As a note of caution, perhaps the only thing we
can be certain about regarding the future is that
it will not be an exact replica of the past. Therefore, it is important to remain vigilant regarding
the impacts of new capital sources and hvest-

ment structures on the performance of the real
will be particularly im,
portant as new construction begins to mitigate
the potential for another boom-bust rycle mirroring, in severity, that of the early 1990s.
estate marketplace. This

Which strategy is attracting the most capital today? Clearly the favorite is the opportunistic
strategy. The appeal of high returns and realized
profits is very strong. Traditional strategies were
not designed to deliver above-market returns
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